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3.1.2.2

Enhance the aquatic ecology
and quality of ground and
surface water, including
wetlands, the Brisbane River,
and other waterways and
water bodies through:

(a) water areas—retaining, enhancing and/or restoring the habitat
and riparian amenity of the Brisbane River, other waterway
corridors, wetlands and foreshores
(b) minimising damage—minimising filling in floodplains,
erosion, run–off, siltation and other forms of water pollution
(c) drainage—retaining or restoring natural drainage patterns
where practical
(d) catchments—protecting water storage catchments from
inappropriate development
(e) development control—avoiding inappropriate development
on land adjoining water bodies, the Brisbane River, other
waterways and wetlands
(f) pollution management—planning, preparing and responding
to pollution events that threaten the environmental health of
waterways
(g) rehabilitating waterways—rehabilating polluted waterways to
their pre–existing condition or better

3.1.2.3

Maximise opportunities for
environmental enhancement
through:

(a) management—incorporating environmental management
measures in the planning, construction, operation and post–
operational phases of development
(b) innovation—employing innovative techniques, alternative
technologies and best management practices to safeguard the
environment
(c) awareness and participation—increasing community
awareness of and participation in effective environmental
management and joint Council/community projects
(d) sustainability—development that manages the cumulative
impacts, achieves high levels of environmental quality and
minimises impacts on human health and habitats
(e) access to transport—incorporating access to walking, cycling
and public transport facilities into planning for development to
enhance air quality
(f) minimising vehicle emissions—through land use planning
that minimises the distances needed for travel, maximises the use
of public transport and promotes the use of alternative transport
modes
(g) pollution abatement—responding to pollution events
(h) compliance—complying with State Planning Policy 1/97 (SPP
1/97)—Conservation of Koalas in the Koala Coast 1997

3.1.2.4

Promote efficient use of
renewable resources and
reduce consumption of non–
renewable resources through:

(a) design/procedures—using design measures and
environmental management procedures in development that
minimise water usage, including energy conservation, recycling,
conservation of extractive resources and consumption of natural
resources
(b) standard of infrastructure—that is consistent with catchment
needs and incorporates full life cycle industry maintenance and
replacement costs
(c) reuse—reusing structurally sound buildings
(d) movement systems—convenient, integrated and efficient
pedestrian, bike, public transport and road networks
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Natural environment and waterways

Natural environment and waterways

3.1

Chapter 2: The Strategic Plan

Community life, health and safety

3.2

Community life, health and safety

3.2.1

Desired Environmental
Outcome

3.2.2

Citywide strategies to
achieve the DEO

3.2.2.1

Enhance social diversity,
choice and accessibility
through:

(a) housing diversity and affordability—a wide range
of housing types and tenures across the City to meet the
affordability, life cycle and lifestyle needs of different households
(b) integration—new development that integrates with existing
development
(c) social diversity—development that supports a wide social and
cultural mix and Brisbane’s ageing population
(d) accessibility—equitable access to Centres, services, facilities,
electronic service information, transport and green space

3.2.2.2

Ensure a continuous supply
and cater for a balanced
range of community facilities;
cultural, recreational and
sporting opportunities;
natural environments and
attractive landscapes, to meet
community needs through:

(a) parks and facilities—a wide range and equitable distribution
of high quality, usable parks and recreation facilities
(b) park diversity—parks and recreation facilities of different types
and scales, containing different landforms, fauna communities,
vegetation types and features, and maximising opportunities to
protect cultural, recreational, ecological and aesthetic values
(c) facilities and infrastructure—high quality park facilities that
respect each park’s character and are appropriate for potential
users
(d) privately owned community, cultural, open space and
recreation facilities—developing and maintaining privately
owned and operated community facilities, open space or
recreation venues that preferably integrate with the green space
network and/or the public transport system
(e) contributions—contributions of parkland as part of the
development process that are suitable for their intended purpose
and cater for population growth and change

3.2.2.3

Promote the optimum
location of community
services and facilities,
including emergency services
and educational facilities
to meet community needs
through:

(a) significant places—appropriately identifying, conserving and
managing places of cultural heritage significance in cooperation
with the owners, relevant indigenous and non–indigenous
groups, community organisations and government agencies
(b) public spaces—a range of accessible, comfortable, attractive
and safe public and semi–public spaces that foster social
interaction and cultural activity, including the multiple use of
road space where appropriate
(c) history/heritage—development that respects elements of local
history in a way that informs present and future communities of
the historical value, role or function of that place or structure
(d) precincts—reinforcing existing cultural precincts or creating
new cultural precincts by encouraging the concentration of
community and commercial arts, and cultural and tourist
facilities in readily identifiable locations
(e) limiting impacts—development that does not have a negative
impact on the cultural heritage significance of a place

3.2.2.4

Protect and enhance the
scenic landscape and promote
the City’s unique subtropical
character through

(a) scenic landscapes—protecting landscapes that enhance
amenity and character, of the Brisbane River, other waterways
and wetlands, foreshores, Moreton Bay and islands, Mt
Coot–tha and other forested hills and rural and semi–rural areas
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Brisbane is a safe, healthy and vibrant place to live, offering a wide
range of local and regional services, facilities and activities and diverse
housing, community, cultural and recreational choices
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3.2

Community life, health and safety

Provide for effective
community consultation and
participation in projects of
significance to the City or
local area through:

(a) plan formulation—consulting and facilitating participation
early in plan formulation
(b) information—informing communities and stakeholders
about proposals and how to participate in the planning and
development process
(c) development proposals—consulting the community on
significant development proposals
(d) impact mitigation—consulting on a proposal’s potential
impacts and reasonable measures to relieve likely negative
impacts
(e) feedback—community feedback on policy and development
outcomes

3.2.2.6

Reduce pollution and its
impacts through:

(a) pollution control—development that incorporates appropriate
air, water, noise and light pollution and other environmental
control measures
(b) cleaner production and pollution control—development,
particularly industrial development, that incorporates cleaner
production principles and practices and, where cost effective,
implement best practice pollution control technologies and
waste stream reduction
(c) location—locating uses that are sensitive to air quality,
particularly those accommodating children or aged or ill people
in areas of high air quality
(d) co–location—co–locating uses that can reduce air pollution
emissions by sharing and reusing by–products
(e) hazard prevention—incorporating hazard prevention
principles in planning and development
(f) buffering—buffering uses sensitive to noise, light and/or
air pollution from activities that generate these pollutants at
unacceptable levels
(g) travel mode—minimising air pollution by reducing
private vehicle travel demand and heavy vehicle traffic, and
encouraging the use of public transport, cycling and walking

3.2.2.7

Manage hazardous goods and
waste through:

(a) waste prevention, minimisation and management—
ensuring development, particularly industrial development,
where cost effective, incorporates and integrates waste
prevention, reuse, minimisation and management principles and
practices
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3.2.2.5

Community life, health and safety

(b) views—protecting significant views of important natural and
cultural character elements as seen from high public use areas,
the Brisbane River, and from Movement Networks
(c) visual boundaries—establishing and/or maintaining
visual boundaries between individual areas and along major
Movement Networks to add to scenic diversity and enhance
visual appeal
(d) visual buffering—buffering or screening to separate visually
incompatible land uses
(e) sympathetic development—buildings, structures and
landscaping that complement the surrounding character and
style in both urban and rural areas

3.2

Community life, health and safety

Chapter 2: The Strategic Plan

Land use and built environment

(b) transportation—ensuring that the method of transportation of
hazardous goods and waste minimises risk to the environment
and to human health and safety
(c) disposal—waste disposal sites that minimise risk to human
health and the environment
(d) buffering—buffering land uses from hazardous activities having
a risk of fire, explosion or chemical release
(e) emergency measures—adopting appropriate on–site
emergency measures to safely contain hazardous goods and
waste
3.2.2.8

Achieve a safe, secure,
equitable and comfortable
City through:

3.3

Land use and built environment

3.3.1

Desired Environmental
Outcome

3.3.2

Citywide strategies to
achieve the DEO

3.3.2.1

Support the preferred pattern (a) consistency—maintaining consistency with the preferred
of urban settlement established
pattern in the Plan and infrastructure and development decisions
by the Regional Framework
(b) efficiency—more compact, self–contained, smart, networked
for Growth Management for
communities that use and reuse land and other resources more
South East Queensland 1998
efficiently and restrict urban sprawl
through:
(c) Centres—maintaining the City Centre’s dominance for higher
order activities in South East Queensland and supporting it with
a well defined network of Multi–purpose and Special Purpose
Centres
(d) transport—planning for desirable and effective transport/land
use interaction

3.3.2.2

Require development
to enhance the amenity,
environmental and cultural
contexts of its locality
through:

Chapter 2, page 8

(a) design for safety—designing buildings, public places,
pedestrian ways and bikeways to facilitate casual surveillance and
help reduce the risk and fear of crime
(b) equitable access—providing non–discriminatory access to
public and private development and open space
(c) reducing risks—planning to reduce the risks of loss of life,
injury, property damage and community disruption resulting
from landslip, subsidence, flooding, bushfires, storms and other
emergencies and disasters, mindful of the need to maintain
emergency access, egress and escape routes to facilitate
emergency response
(d) light—adequate natural light and sun penetration in buildings
and public spaces
(e) shelter—providing shelter from the adverse effects of sun and
rain
Brisbane’s land use pattern and built environment promotes its
unique environment, such as its timber and tin architecture,
topography and urban layout, and features a sustainable network of
Residential Areas, Centres, employment areas and transport links

(a) human scale—urban areas, Centres and facilities designed to a
human scale
(b) character buildings—protecting existing buildings that
contribute to the City’s character

Brisbane City Plan 2000—Volume 1

3.3

Land use and built environment

Maintain existing sites for
and promote the optimum
location of community
services and facilities,
including emergency services
and educational facilities,
to meet community needs
through:

(a) planning—locating and developing community facilities,
including electronic facilities as an integral part of planning and
development of urban areas
(b) centrality—locating services and facilities in Centres whenever
possible
(c) co–location—co–location and shared use of community
services and facilities, and efficient use of resources
(d) accessibility—linking Centres with pedestrian ways, bikeways
and public transport routes
(e) multiple use—allowing for different community uses, services
and facilities within the same site or facility
(f) continuity—on land where a community use, service
or facility is discontinued, the land is reused for another
community use, service or facility

3.3.2.4

Accommodate social,
economic and technological
changes through:

(a) Centres—providing community facilities and eBrisbane access
points at Centres of employment to meet demands resulting
from changing work habits
(b) employment location—the capability to accommodate
alternative technologies, including eBrisbane small business and
employment facilities that contribute to localised employment
and discrete communities
(c) development mix/intensity—higher intensity development
and mixed uses in accessible locations
(d) telecommunications infrastructure—facilitating the
provision of affordable, superior bandwidth telecommunication
services throughout Brisbane and the provision of superior
bandwidth to underpin and drive the development of clusters of
information technology, biotechnology, knowledge–based and
creative industries
(e) clustering—promoting the clustering of land uses and activities
that may require superior telecommunications bandwidth at
locations where superior bandwidth is available now and in the
future

3.4

Economic development

3.4.1

Desired Environmental
Outcome

Brisbane City Plan 2000—Volume 1
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Brisbane has a vibrant, dynamic and sustainable economy that
consolidates and promotes the City’s central role in South East
Queensland, the State and the Asia–Pacific Region
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3.3.2.3

Economic development

(c) enhancing character—development that is sympathetic to the
character of surrounding areas
(d) Centres—integrating retailing, service, cultural, community
facilities and public transport in Centres
(e) transport networks—designing and landscaping major
movement networks to minimise impacts on adjacent areas or
green space values
(f) legibility—development that is designed so that residents and
visitors can easily find their way around urban areas and facilities
(g) consistency—preventing the intrusion of incompatible uses
(h) sense of place—development that creates a feeling of
belonging and places with a distinct character
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Economic development

3.4

Economic development

3.4.2

Citywide strategies to
achieve the DEO

3.4.2.1

Facilitate and support the
growth of the City’s economy
and employment, improving
the business environment
and furthering the City’s
role as the leading industrial
and commercial economy in
Queensland through:

(a) Economic development strategy—implementing, in
consultation with business and the community, Council’s
Economic Development Strategy to support the economic
framework for the City in the new millennium. Ensuring
Council’s policies facilitate and support the growth of the
City’s economy and employment and improve the business
environment
(b) business and employment opportunities—a range of
accessible, sustainable business and employment opportunities
and economic activity in the network of Centres
(c) tourism—encouraging cultural and leisure facilities and events
that enhance the City’s attractiveness to tourists, business visitors
and residents
(d) Centres—a network of vibrant, successful and accessible
Centres, both Multi–purpose and Special Purpose, that become
the focal points of coordinated public and private sector
investment
(e) Centre design—integrating design and function within
Centres and between Centres and their surroundings
(f) local economic development—business and employment
retention and growth in the City’s local area economies,
particularly via eBrisbane and eCommerce
(g) home based businesses—encouraging the development of
compatible home based businesses
(h) transport—improving the City’s transport linkages, including
its air and sea ports

3.4.2.2

Encourage environmentally
responsible businesses and
industries that provide
sustainable growth and
employment opportunities
through:

(a) environmental management—best environmental practice,
particularly in transport, energy efficiency, waste minimisation,
cleaner production and industrial ecology
(b) location—locating industries appropriately, according to their
economic viability, ecological sustainability and their need for
proximity to other activities and the Movement System
(c) co–location—co–location and cooperation between
complementary industries and businesses
(d) infrastructure—efficient provision of transport,
communication and other infrastructure to support sustainable
business development and activity
(e) regulatory reform—minimising unwarranted regulatory
impediments to sustainable, environmentally responsible
business and industry

3.4.2.3

Facilitate and protect key
economic development such
as industrial areas, Centres, air
and sea ports and major utility
installations through:

(a) controlling incompatible development—controlling or
ensuring adequate buffering of new development in the vicinity
of key economic development, whether existing or committed,
that could compromise continued operation and development
in an area
(b) reserves—ensuring that important extractive reserves (sand,
gravel, quarry, rock) can be accessed and developed without
being prejudiced by incompatible development
(c) movement systems—local residential traffic and industrial/
office traffic are not in conflict on minor roads
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Housing and Commercial Character Building provisions,
the Green Space Area provisions and the Emerging
Community Area provisions in Chapter 3.
4.2.2

The response

Residential neighbourhoods are the most extensive of
the City structure elements. They contain the elements
that help make Brisbane so livable: the residential areas
and related amenities and facilities such as convenience
shopping, local parkland, schools, churches, hotels and
clubs.
The components of the residential neighbourhoods
strategy are to:

solution for building height, and as a result detracts
from views from nearby properties.
These community expectations also need to be balanced
with expectations of housing choice to meet resident needs
during all stages of their life and to meet different lifestyle
choices. These choices are discussed below in 4.2.2.2.
4.2.2.2 Housing choice and affordability
The City’s residential neighbourhoods are to provide
sufficient housing choice to enable residents to remain
in their neighbourhood through all the stages of their
life if they wish. Housing choice requires a variety of
housing types and tenures to be available across the
City and to enable access to housing for a wide range
of income levels.

•

meet realistic expectations of future amenity

•

ensure housing choice and affordability

•

promote increases in density near high quality public
transport and close to the City Centre

4.2.2.3 Higher density housing near public
transport

•

maintain character

•

provide access to services and facilities

•

maintain lands of environmental or scenic value

•

discourage isolated subdivisions in developing areas
and encourage land amalgamation and forward
planning of neighbourhoods

•

provide for some mixed use development

•

coordinate the orderly and cost effective provision
and augmentation of infrastructure.

Higher density housing in residential neighbourhoods is
to be in locations that can be efficiently served by high
quality public transport or that are close to the City
Centre. Higher density housing is encouraged in and
around centres and institutions with large numbers of
clients, employees or students and services and facilities.
This forms part of a proactive approach to planning for
mixed use, higher intensity nodes well integrated with
the Movement System, particularly pedestrian, bike and
public transport networks.
4.2.2.4 Maintaining character

•

prevent intrusion of development that could seriously
detract from residential amenity

•

allow development that complies with the Plan

•

mitigate the effects of new residential development
on existing dwellings to ensure access to daylight
and sunlight, breezes and privacy

•

ensure new residential development contributes
to pleasant living environments and is designed
to integrate with, rather than be segregated from,
existing development in the area

•

avoid through traffic in residential locations

•

ensure residential neighbourhoods are adequately
buffered to mitigate impacts of industrial and other
non–residential uses

•

protect views from the impacts of development
only where nominated in a Local Plan, or where
development exceeds the relevant Code’s acceptable

Brisbane City Plan 2000—Volume 1
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In older suburbs, the unique character is derived mainly
from the topography, urban layout and ‘timber and tin’
architecture. Much of this ‘timber and tin’ housing will
remain and new development will reflect traditional design
elements while allowing for innovative design responses.
Whilst ‘timber and tin’ housing is a distinctive feature
of Brisbane’s traditional building character, other less
common housing styles and materials, such as masonry
construction, are important and worthy of retention.
Provisions apply where pre–1946 buildings will be retained
or new dwellings reflect pre–1946 architectural themes.
Demolition Control Precincts are those locations in older
suburbs that contain pre–1946 housing with distinctive
traditional architecture.
A precinct contains either:
• a minimum group of 3 houses, and at least two thirds
of the precinct contains pre–1946 houses
OR

Chapter 2, page 17
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People should be able to choose their residential
location with realistic expectations for the future
amenity of the area. The Plan’s strategic directions
in this regard are to:

Each neighbourhood has character derived from its
architecture, subdivision and road patterns, location in the
City, topography, vegetation, social composition, history
and proximity to a local centre. Development should
respect and be compatible with the local character.

Residential Neighbourhoods

4.2.2.1 Meeting realistic expectations of
future amenity

•

a building built prior to 1900.

Demolition Control Precincts also contain non–
residential buildings or structures, which contribute to
the character of the area and have a connection with the
local community. These include a variety of building
types such as shops, halls, churches, hotels, schools,
post offices, banks, police stations, fire stations and
hospitals. These buildings exhibit some, but not all of
the following characteristics:
•

they demonstrate a community focus

•

they contribute to the character of the area where
they provide or have provided a variety of services
to the community

•

they are generally larger in scale than a residential
building

•

they are generally prominently located and often
have landmark qualities

•

they are indicative of the aesthetic styles and
construction techniques of their construction date

•

they assist in providing an understanding of the
development of the area.

Through Local Plans, Council will consult with residents
of the older suburbs in progressively amending the Plan
to better protect pockets of traditional houses.
In newly developing suburbs, development is to
support the emergence of an identifiable local character,
considering aspects such as housing, vegetation,
streetscapes, architectural styles, community facilities,
open space, places to meet and socialise, bikeways,
pedestrian facilities and local features.

Chapter 2: The Strategic Plan

Residential Neighbourhoods

4.2.2.5 Access to services and facilities
Residential neighbourhoods are to contain a range of
services and facilities that serve residents’ needs. These
include schools, community uses, smaller industrial areas
and centres. They often provide the basis for community
networks and activity, learning, accessible shopping and
services, and add vitality to local areas.
The Residential Neighbourhoods element as indicated
on Map A—City Structure includes existing Suburban
and Convenience Centres. Outside of these Centres,
shops and offices will be permitted only where they
are sufficiently removed from centres and other small
shops and offices; are located on a district access route or
suburban route; and serve local community needs.

and services diminishes the community life of the City,
and as such, sites designated for community facilities
and services should be reused for a community facility
or purpose.
Community facilities or services (such as child care
facilities, schools, recreation facilities, community
halls) have the potential to cause impacts on amenity
that would normally not be considered appropriate in
a residential neighbourhood. However, they provide
important facilities for residents and this will be taken
into account in assessment.
Some residents, many home–based businesses and
other businesses will require access to superior
telecommunications bandwidth and should be matched
to locations with appropriate bandwidth.
4.2.2.6 Emerging Community Areas
Development in Emerging Community Areas is to be
orderly, well planned, and will provide a diverse range
of housing types and supporting uses. New subdivision
and development is to achieve good urban design
outcomes, connectivity in roads and open space and
support local character identified in any relevant Local
Plan (Chapter 4). Isolated subdivision is inappropriate
and new development will conform with Local Plans
and detailed Neighbourhood Structure Plans. Where
development in an Emerging Community Area occurs
adjacent to an established Industry Area, it will not be
allowed to jeopardise the viability of industry that is
operating at acceptable environmental standards.
4.2.2.7 Mixed use development
Some parts of residential neighbourhoods are undergoing
major change, particularly in inner city areas where land
use is changing from industry to other uses. These
locations provide opportunities for new residential
uses that can often be combined and integrated with
commercial development.
Opportunities for mixed use development also exist
adjacent to significant transit nodes and in Centres.
4.2.2.8 Coordination of infrastructure
A better return will be achieved on infrastructure
investment through the introduction of Infrastructure
Contributions Planning Scheme Policies for Infill and
High Growth Areas.

The City relies on privately owned community facilities
and services (such as child care facilities, schools,
recreation facilities and community centres) which
provide an important part of developing and maintaining
community networks, services and community health
and well being. The incremental loss of these facilities
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4.3.1

The challenge

infrastructure investment in the two key growth
locations, namely the Australia TradeCoast and the
Brisbane—Ipswich Corridor in the south–west. In
addition, the clustering of land uses and activities
requiring superior telecommunications bandwidth
is to be promoted at superior telecommunication–
enabled locations.

The City has some 3,000ha of vacant industrial land in
two major locations:
•

the Australia TradeCoast, including the Brisbane
Airport and the Port of Brisbane

•

in the Brisbane—Ipswich Corridor in the south–
west.

•

The major industrial locations are shown on Map A—City
Structure. These locations offer enormous potential for
industrial, business and transport related employment
growth and many locations in the south–west have
developed rapidly. However, overall industrial take–up
rates have been modest compared with population growth
(Brisbane Industrial Land Study 1997).
This is only partly explained by the widespread
transition to a service based rather than a manufacturing
based economy. Historical industrial zoning has led
to a dispersed industrial growth pattern. Industrial
infrastructure investment in dispersed greenfields
locations has inhibited the development potential of
the major industrial locations, particularly the Australia
TradeCoast.
For many traditional industries located on the Brisbane
River in the inner suburbs, strong pressures for residential
redevelopment pose both a threat and an opportunity.
On the one hand, increasing environmental conflicts are
inevitable in downtown locations and can impose major
operational constraints. On the other hand, increased
land values and redevelopment potential can provide
the finance for moving to a more appropriate industrial
location further out.
For some industries, these pressures have resulted in
shutdown, operational difficulties or relocation to
regions outside the City. Viable industries are to be
protected from residential encroachment during this
transitional phase, by requiring new development to
provide buffering to avoid conflicts.
Extractive industries such as sand mining and rock
extraction represent another challenge. The ‘easy’
resource winning close to the City is nearing its end and
many sites need extensive and sensitive rehabilitation,
particularly along waterways.
4.3.2

The response

Citywide strategies for industrial development and land
use have three strands:
•

encourage industrial and related employment
growth and the development of a wider industry base,
by working with the private sector to concentrate

Brisbane City Plan 2000—Volume 1
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•

minimise the conflict between industrial and
residential development arising from industrial
site operations and secondary heavy traffic impacts,
which can jeopardise industrial operations. The
way to achieve this is to:
-

establish and maintain buffers between industry
and residential development

-

site only low impact industrial uses near
residential interfaces

-

ensure direct access from Industrial Areas to
suburban or arterial roads and other elements of
the Movement System

-

use physical measures to control impacts, e.g.
building design, mounding, landscaping, fencing
and double glazing

improve environmental performance and
ensure industry has no significant adverse impacts
on the Brisbane River and tributaries, the Brisbane
airshed or significant wetlands.

The Plan focuses on minimising the external impacts
of industrial developments caused by the release of
contaminants, including the emission of odour, dust
and noise and discharges to air, land and waters, from
both point and diffuse sources. Industry can operate
with certainty in Industrial Areas provided compliance
with relevant environmental legislation and standards is
achieved. Proposals to develop land adjacent to Industrial
Areas should provide adequate buffering to ensure
that while compliance with relevant environmental
legislation and standards is achieved for industrial
activities, adjacent development is not adversely affected
by industrial activities.
4.3.2.1 The Australia TradeCoast
The Australia TradeCoast is the largest industrial area
in the City and extend from the Hamilton Wharves
to Luggage Point on the north side of the Brisbane
River, and from Colmslie to the Port of Brisbane
on the south side. The strategic directions for this
area are to:
•

sequence industrial growth in accord with the
economic provision of utility and transport
infrastructure

•

develop and grow the areas close to the Port and
the Brisbane Airport for related industries and
businesses
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Industrial Locations

Industrial Locations

4.3

•

gradually relocate inner–city waterfront industries
towards the river mouth

•

promote industries that need a riverfront location
and do not detract from the environmental quality
of the river

•

locate heavier and larger industries on land well
separated from existing residential uses towards the
river mouth

•

maintain and develop adequate environmental and
safety buffers to Residential Areas giving appropriate
consideration to cumulative impacts

•

restrict subdivision except to meet specific site
development needs

•

preserve and enhance ecologically significant
wetlands as part of industry development

•

provide public access to the riverfront where this
does not constrain waterfront operations.

4.3.2.2 The Brisbane—Ipswich Corridor
The Brisbane—Ipswich Corridor includes substantially
developed areas at Acacia Ridge and Archerfield and
the developing areas of Wacol and Darra.
These locations have high accessibility to the regional
road network and interstate rail. They are suitable for
service, light and general industries, and warehousing
and transport activities. The key strategic directions
are to:
•

sequence industrial growth in accord with the
economic provision of utility and transport
infrastructure

•

provide buffers to existing and future residential
growth areas

•

develop open space corridors along creeks, wetlands
and watercourses for flooding, drainage and
wildlife.

Centres
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4.3.2.3 Other major industrial locations
Northgate and Virginia/Geebung are substantially
developed but have some capacity for light and general
industries.
Heathwood and Parkinson on the southern edge of
the City are undeveloped locations suitable for light,
general and transport related industries because of
their proximity to the interstate rail line and Logan
Motorway. Development must not adversely impact on
the Karawatha—Greenbank wildlife corridor.
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4.3.2.4 Smaller industrial locations
Smaller industrial locations are suitable for low impact,
light industries, especially those that serve local
community needs and will not adversely impact on
nearby residential areas.
4.3.2.5 Support services and retail uses
Industrial locations will accommodate a range of retail
and personal services and recreation facilities to meet
the daily needs of the local workforce. General or low
density retailing will be discouraged in Industrial Areas,
except for a limited range that are unsuitable for Centres
because of their external impacts, e.g. selling heavy
machinery, cars, boats and building materials.
4.3.2.6 Extractive industries
Proven deposits of construction material, and strategic
sand and quarry rock resources are important for the
growth of the City and are shown on Map A—City
Structure. The key strategic directions are to:
•

support extraction operations in identified locations
without significant adverse environmental impacts

•

maintain semi–rural buffers to major extraction
activities

•

assess haulage route impact as well as on–site impact

•

strongly emphasise progressive rehabilitation of
extraction sites.

The policy of Council, in support of these City Plan
Strategies, is to allow no further sand and gravel
extraction in the Brisbane River.
4.3.2.7 Recycling industries
Recycling industries have synergies with waste transfer
stations and their associated waste streams. These
industries will be encouraged and facilitated to locate
at two major waste transfer stations, on the south
side of the Brisbane River at Willawong and on the
north side at Nudgee.
4.4

Centres

4.4.1

The challenge

The abandonment of the City’s tramway system in
1969, and the significant growth in household car
ownership and consequent private vehicle trips made by
residents, has led to increased dispersal of commercial,
retail, cultural and community uses in out–of–Centre
development. This makes them extremely difficult and
expensive to service with cost effective public transport.
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•

increasing peak hour congestion of the road
network

•

further short to medium term reductions in air
quality until much higher standards of vehicle
pollutant emissions are achieved

•

continued financial pressure on the public transport
system.

These factors are eroding the amenity and attraction of
lots fronting major roads to the point where residential
uses are being replaced with commercial and retail
uses, which further reduces road capacity, promotes
out–of–Centre development and increases the cost of
public transport provision.
The challenge is to preserve and enhance the carrying
capacity of the existing road network and to upgrade
pedestrian, bike and public transport networks to service
the network of Centres throughout the City. These
outcomes are essential to the continued viability and
attraction of the network of Centres and the livability of
the City.
Brisbane businesses and residents require affordable access
to appropriate, fast telecommunications infrastructure if
they are to effectively access knowledge, information,
suppliers and markets through the Internet and regional
networks. It is essential for business to take advantage of
eBusiness opportunities and to participate in benefits of
electronic ordering and marketing; just in time supply
and value chain management.
Brisbane has become the preferred location for a number
of specialised information technology, biotechnology,
knowledge–based and creative industries. Part of this
attraction is the quality and specialisations in Brisbane’s
three major research universities, hospitals, and research
and product development institutes. These institutes and
leading–edge firms form the nucleus for business clusters
generally located within 5km of the City Centre and
along the Brisbane–Gold Coast corridor.
These major institutions and businesses transferring
video, other high definition images and data require
superior bandwidths. It is important to help match those
requiring superior bandwidths now, and in the future,
to locations where it can be supplied.
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The response

The City has adopted a consistent and coherent strategy
in the context of the Regional Framework for Growth
Management for South East Queensland 1998 (RFGM).
It aims to preserve major road capacity, ensure public
transport accessibility and efficiency of operation, and
protect and enhance the City’s livability. The key
elements are summarised below.
4.4.2.1 System of Centres
A broad range of development will be focused into a
system of Multi–purpose Centres complemented by a
range of Special Purpose Centres. The larger Centres
are shown on Map A—City Structure and all Centres are
identified on the Planning Scheme Maps. All Centres are
either Multi–purpose or Special Purpose Centres.
4.4.2.2 Multi–purpose Centres
Multi–purpose Centres are to provide for a wide range of
uses to develop at convenient and accessible locations in
the City. They are, or can be, well serviced by pedestrian,
bike and public transport modes. They incorporate
most of the traditional strip shopping centres. The
categories of Multi–purpose Centres are the City Centre
(incorporating the Brisbane Central Business District),
Major Centres, Suburban Centres and Convenience
Centres (these are defined in Chapter 3).
The Centres will increasingly act as the focal points for:
•

service delivery and employment opportunities

•

safe, convenient and accessible public transport
interchanges

•

meeting places for social and community
interaction

•

higher density residential locations.

4.4.2.3 Special Purpose Centres
Examples include hospitals, centres for education, sport,
entertainment, airports, institutions, markets, sales and
service centres, office parks, craft/cottage industry areas
and mixed industry/business areas.
The primary focus will remain on the special purpose
that gave rise to the development to date. However, a
range of appropriate subordinate community facilities or
services and ancillary uses will be encouraged to locate
in these Centres to improve services and maximise
accessibility.
Special Purpose Centres are not to take on the role of
a Multi–purpose Centre even if located nearby, unless
this is specifically provided for in a Local Plan.
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The Integrated Regional Transport Plan for South East
Queensland 1997 concluded that the private car is likely
to remain the preferred mode of transport for residents
given the convenience, safety and high level of mobility
and freedom it affords. The consequences are:

4.4.2
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Existing and identified Centres have considerable
capacity available to meet demand expected during the
life of the Plan.

Planning for new special purpose facilities should ensure
they are integrated into their immediate surrounds and
the broader Movement System by:
•

locating them centrally and conveniently to users

•

locating them so that they are accessible by public
transport, cycling and walking

•

ensuring a correct relationship between the level of
accessibility by all modes and the likely number of
employees and visitors to the site

•

enabling co–location of complementary activities to
benefit both employees and visitors

•

ensuring location and design limits adverse impacts
on nearby areas to acceptable levels

•

encouraging the efficient use of land

•

encouraging residential care facilities and short
term accommodation within walking distance of
hospitals

•

encouraging student housing near education facilities.

4.4.2.4 In–Centre development and services
Further development of all Centres will be done in a
coordinated way that will:
•

strengthen the integration of the Centre

•

significantly improve interconnected pedestrian
spaces and facilities

•

avoid or mitigate adverse impacts on surrounding
land uses

•

promote greater modal choice

•

improve accessibility to the Centre in terms of
pedestrian, bike and public transport.

Centres
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In support of these City Plan strategies Council will also
promote and encourage a range of services in–Centre
by coordinating and, where appropriate, negotiating
the redirection of State and Federal Government capital
expenditure and service delivery programs, together
with Council’s programs. This includes all levels of
government office and facility leasing, libraries, art
galleries and community services.
4.4.2.5 Commercial Character Buildings
These shop and office buildings add to the City’s
character and livability through their architectural form
and style. Generally they were built before 1946, built
to the alignment and incorporating an awning on timber
or cast iron posts.
The Plan encourages a range of commercial and retail
activities in Commercial Character Buildings. The
granting of commercial and retail activity use rights will
encourage their renovation and reuse.
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4.4.2.6 Out–of–Centre development
The Plan strongly encourages Centre activities to locate
in–Centre and strongly discourages their location
out–of–Centre.
Out–of–Centre development of Centre activities
is inconsistent with the intent of the Plan unless an
overwhelming community need is demonstrated.
Overwhelming community need will have to be
demonstrated through preparation of a Commercial
Impact Assessment report as detailed in the Commercial
Impact Assessment Planning Scheme Policy.
However, within Industrial Areas the Plan makes
provision for a range of Centre activities that serve
an administrative function directly related to a specific
manufacturing or distribution activity on the same site
or that directly and predominantly service the needs of
industries in the locality.
Where an assessment of overwhelming community need
demonstrates that it is not possible to accommodate a
Centre activity within a Centre within the life of the
Plan, preference will be given to that development
occurring at the edge of an existing Centre, rather than
in a stand alone or more isolated location.
Small scale shop or office activities of 250m2 gross
floor area or less are provided for within Residential
or Emerging Community areas where they do not
constitute an incremental extension to a centre, are
located on a district access route or suburban route, and
serve local community needs.
While it may be attractive from a commercial perspective
to locate retail warehouses outside Centres this will only
occur as a last resort where the proposed out–of–Centre
location satisfies the overwhelming community need
test set out in the Commercial Impact Assessment
Planning Scheme Policy.
4.4.2.7 Centre concept plans
Development in a Centre must serve to integrate and
reinforce the Centre. For larger sites and expansion
proposals over 6,000m2 gross floor area, this is to be
achieved through conceptualisation, design, delivery and
ongoing operation in accordance with a Centre Concept
Plan. For new development, particular attention will be
paid to building form, layout, safety and security.
4.4.2.8 Urban design
Sound urban design involving coordination of public
and private investment will reinforce the integration
and identity of all Centres. The City Signature and
Suburban Centre Improvement Projects will become
models for progressive centre rejuvenation throughout
the City. The design and operation of the Centre must
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Council will work towards connecting the higher order
Multi–purpose Centres with a network of pedestrian
ways, bikeways and dedicated busways. It will be a
priority to provide attractive, safe and convenient public
transport interchanges as part of the integrated fabric of
a Centre. In–Centre development must contribute to
increased accessibility to the Centre by public transport,
bike and pedestrian modes.
Design within Centres will promote access and mobility
of all people.
4.4.2.10 Road network
The carrying capacity, safety and visual amenity of the
City’s major road system will be enhanced by:
•

restricting all future shop and office development on
sites fronting these roads to in–Centre locations or
Commercial Character Buildings

•

implementing an urban improvement program of
mature street tree planting and coordinated street
furniture and footpath treatment.

4.4.2.11 Telecommunications infrastructure
Clustering of those activities with superior bandwidth
needs, particularly in Centres and specific Industrial
Areas, is beneficial in cost–effectively meeting their
telecommunications infrastructure requirements. The
provision of superior bandwidth telecommunications
infrastructure at affordable cost will support and help
drive the growth and development of these clusters of
information technology, biotechnology, knowledge–
based and creative industries.
4.5

Movement System

The City’s Movement System comprises pedestrian ways,
bikeways, public transport, roads, waterways, airways,
ports, stations and a range of transport related facilities.
The system provides for the movement of people and
goods through and within the City, and for access to
work, education, shopping and recreational activities.
The major elements of the Movement System are
identified on Map D—Movement System (at the end of
this chapter).
4.5.1

The majority of the City’s growth has occurred in its
outer areas. There has also been significant population
growth in areas outside the City boundaries from where
people commute to the City to work. In 1996, the
City had about 37% of the Region’s population but
provided over 54% of its jobs. People are tending to live
in dormitory areas and to access employment and other
activities by private car. In the last few years there has
been a gradual move back to the inner suburbs but the
greatest growth is still occurring in the outer suburbs.
Much of the City’s transport infrastructure was built in
the 1950s and 1960s. Pressures from population growth
and changing travel patterns are straining the Movement
System. The trend to increased private vehicle use and
trip lengths has continued as activities have become
more dispersed.
The trend to increasing private vehicle use has led to
greater congestion on the City’s roads and deterioration
in air quality caused by vehicle emissions. Both
these factors impose significant social, economic and
environmental costs on the community and reduce the
City’s livability. Increased congestion adds to transport
costs for freight and commercial vehicle movements and
affects the movement of emergency vehicles.
Maintaining access and mobility are critical to the City’s
ongoing livability. The challenges are to:
•

ensure that all sections of the community have
equitable access to a safe, economic, comfortable
and convenient movement system

•

increase the percentage share of public transport,
bike and pedestrian modes of travel

•

reduce accident risks, pollution and increases in
congestion.

4.5.2

The response

The problems cannot be addressed solely through
the program for the road network or solely by public
transport initiatives.
An integrated approach to transport planning will achieve
the best economic, social and environmental outcomes.
The movement system and provisions throughout the
Plan relating to transport planning are consistent with
State Planning Policy 2/92 (SPP 2/92)—Planning for
Aerodromes and Other Aeronautical Facilities.

The challenge

Brisbane is the administrative, cultural, population and
business heart of Queensland and at the centre of the
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4.4.2.9 Accessibility and modal choice

fastest growing region in Australia. It must be able to
go on accommodating people and industries that want
to locate in the South East Queensland region but, at
the same time, become a more compact, efficient city.

Movement System

be effective in mitigating adverse amenity impacts on
adjoining land uses.

4.5.2.1 The Brisbane Integrated Transport
Plan
Council’s Brisbane’s Integrated Transport Plan aims to
develop a modern, integrated Movement System that
benefits the City and meets the needs of the community.
It builds on recent transport planning initiatives
throughout the Region and is fully integrated with land
use planning and Council’s Corporate Plan.
Major elements of Brisbane’s Integrated Transport Plan
include the need to:
•

develop the Inner City Bypass and other strategic
road upgrades

•

develop dedicated busways and busway links and
expanded bus network

•

improve public transport interchanges

•

increase the proportion of bike and pedestrian
trips

•

upgrade the traffic control system

•

implement local street urban amenity initiatives such
as traffic calming

•

implement a range of initiatives for managing
travel demand and improving public transport
infrastructure

•

implement parking policies to support efficient
management of the road network and parking
demand in Centres

•

encourage practices that protect the natural
environment.

Brisbanes’s Integrated Transport Plan will be regularly
reviewed to ensure that current transport issues are
addressed with the agreed integrated transport planning
processes. The major elements above are integrally
linked with other elements of the Plan, which aim to
improve transport outcomes through better land use
planning, including provisions that:

Movement System
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•

ensure shop and office activities are located in
designated Centres and designed to protect the
carrying capacity and visual amenity of the City’s
arterial and suburban roads

•

encourage higher residential densities in locations
with high accessibility to public transport

•

encourage the provision of bikeways and pedestrian
ways, linked to Centres and to public transport

•

support more efficient use of land in residential
development.

4.5.2.2 Bike and pedestrian ways network
Bike and pedestrian ways form an integral part of the
Movement System. Increased use of these modes reduces
fuel consumption, road congestion and air pollution
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and helps to achieve a more sustainable Movement
System. Bikeways, in particular, contribute to intra–city
as well as local travel. They are primarily based on the
road network by way of carriageway bikelanes, wide
kerbside lanes, or bikeways on the verge, but in some
circumstances may occur separately.
Bike and pedestrian ways are important considerations
when planning for Emerging Communities, existing
communities in Local Plans, and for Centres in Centre
Concept Plans, in linking effectively with other parts of the
Movement System and with residential neighbourhoods.
Pedestrian ways contribute to increased access and
mobility of all members of the community.
4.5.2.3 Public transport network
The public transport network includes rail, bus and
ferry networks and the means of accessing them,
including stations and other facilities. The network is
to be developed:
•

for the efficient movement of high volumes of
people

•

to link effectively with other public transport modes
and with the road, bike and pedestrian networks

•

to provide for the safety and convenience of users.

Existing and future public transport corridors are to be
protected from incompatible land uses.
Over the life of the Plan, separated busway corridors will
be established for the exclusive use of buses, distinct from
other bus routes operating on shared or dedicated lanes
in the road network. The busway system will include
busway stations similar to railway stations.
While not specifically included, the Plan also supports
the investigation and implementation of innovative
public transport systems such as light rail and demand
responsive bus systems.
4.5.2.4 Road network
The City’s major roads are shown on Map D—Movement
System. In addition to the major roads indicated
on Map D the North–South By–pass Tunnel is to
provide a direct road link for high volumes of traffic
between Woolloongabba and Bowen Hills with links
to Kangaroo Point to allow traffic from eastern suburbs
to access the tunnel. The hierarchy ensures that roads
are appropriately designed to serve particular functions
in the movement of people and goods, including
pedestrian, bike and public transport modes to maximise
their efficient use. The hierarchy includes:
•

motorways serving inter– and intra–regional
connections for high volumes of people and goods,
directing longer distance traffic away from heavily
developed areas. They are always Access Limited.
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•

suburban routes providing connections between
arterial routes for moderate to high volumes of
people and goods

•

district access routes providing transitional
function between the movement of people and
goods and local access functions. They are ideal bus
routes and provide pedestrian and bike facilities

•

neighbourhood, local and industrial accesses
provide access to properties in a safe environment
for pedestrians and cyclists.

While Council is responsible for most of the roads shown
in the road network, all of the motorways and some of
the arterial routes are under State Government control.
The Department of Main Roads is to be consulted on
development adjacent to, or in close proximity to, State
controlled routes. Only the Department of Main Roads
may give approval regarding access to State controlled
routes.
Figure a shows the relationship of each of the road types
within the hierarchy. A detailed map of the City’s road
hierarchy is included in the Planning Scheme Maps.

y

orwa

Mot

Industrial

Local access

District

Arterial

Suburban

Neighbourhood access

Figure a

Road hierarchy concept plan

4.5.2.5 Freight movement
The majority of freight movement in the City is by
road. The road hierarchy encourages freight movements
on major roads, reducing impacts on sensitive areas.
However, other modes will be supported such as rail,
barge and pipeline to assist in reducing congestion and
pollution.
4.5.2.6 Ports strategy
Measures for future development of airport and seaport
areas have been devised in the context of other key
strategic plans (including the Gateway Port Area
Strategy 1998, Airport Master Plan and Port of Brisbane
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Land Use Strategy 1998) and will continue to be guided
by them.
The locations of the City’s port facilities are shown on
Map D—Movement System (at the end of this chapter).
Key measures for the Ports are summarised below:
•

protection from encroachment—the airports and
seaport will be protected or adequately buffered from
adjacent development that could prejudice their
effective operation and expansion. Encroachment
on airports is to be dealt with in a manner consistent
with SPP 2/92

•

impacts—development in and around port areas
is to have minimal impact on the natural qualities
of Moreton Bay, its waterways and wetlands, the
airshed, adjoining land with green space values, and
the amenity and environmental quality of adjacent
residential areas.

4.6

Native Title

4.6.1

The challenge

Council acknowledges:
•

Aboriginal people have a traditional association and
custodial obligation to the land in the City

•

under the Native Title Act 1998 Freehold Title
extinguishes Native Title

•

Native Title may exist in Brisbane on Crown land
and on the waterways of the City.

4.6.2

The response

As a non–statutory process separate to this City Plan,
Council will enter into an agreement with the traditional
custodians and historically associated Indigenous peoples
of Brisbane for the management of relevant lands and
waterways. This process will further reconciliation and
ensure that the indigenous communities are accorded
their rights under the Native Title Act 1998.
Within the City Plan, the Heritage Place Code
includes provisions that in places where Native Title may
still exist (including land and waterways), the outcomes
of development should be reflective of consultation with
appropriate Aboriginal people. Ultimately the processes
of development undertaken in such regions should be
respectful of the wishes of appropriate Aboriginal people
and will be assessed by Council in terms of, but not
limited by, the following:
•
•
•

clearing of vegetation
public access
altering natural topography and drainage patterns
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arterial routes providing connections for high
volumes of people and goods between major activity
centres and residential areas of the City

Native Title

•

•
•
•
•

constructing roads
erecting/locating buildings and structures
extractive industry
impacts on water courses.

Council will endeavour to assess such potential
impacts upon areas where Native Title may still exist
in cooperation and consultation with appropriate
Aboriginal people.

that adversely affects these places or precincts is not
considered appropriate.
4.7.2.2 Places of cultural heritage
significance
Places and precincts that have cultural heritage
significance for any group/s of people will be conserved
by:
•

listing the places and precincts in the Heritage
Register so that their attributes are identified and
known

•

supporting the use of these places and precincts for
purposes that retain their significance

Brisbane contains a wide range of places and precincts
of:

•

ensuring that development does not detract from
their cultural heritage significance.

•
•
•

This conservation will be carried out in accordance
with the principles of the Australian ICOMOS Charter
for the Conservation of ‘Burra Charter’ Places of Cultural
Significance 1998.

4.7

Heritage

4.7.1

The challenge

cultural heritage significance
special cultural significance to Indigenous peoples
natural heritage significance.

These heritage places and heritage precincts make an
important contribution to the City’s character and
culture. Once lost, they cannot be recovered.
Among these heritage places and heritage precincts
are:
•

buildings, monuments and other structures both
singly and in groups

•

topographic features, landscapes, sites, parks, gardens,
significant amenity areas, forests, wetlands and other
habitats

•

streetscapes, landmarks and viewpoints.

4.7.2

The response

Heritage places and heritage precincts will be conserved
to retain their significance for the benefit of present and
future communities. The key Citywide strategies are
summarised below.

New development will protect the cultural heritage
significance of the place or precinct by keeping and
preserving its significant fabric and by avoiding harmful
intrusions on significant views. The adaptation and
re–use of heritage places and heritage precincts will be
supported where the new use is compatible with the
retention of significance.
On land adjoining a heritage place or heritage precinct
any development will be assessable if it is likely to affect
significant aspects of the fabric or visual setting of the
heritage place or heritage precinct. Considerations
include:
•

the historical pattern of development, e.g. subdivision,
sizes

•

gardens and grounds

•

relationships to other buildings

•

views to and from the heritage place or heritage
precinct.

Heritage
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4.7.2.1 Heritage Register
A Citywide Heritage Register will identify heritage
places and heritage precincts. Additional places of
heritage value may be identified at the time of assessing
an impact assessable development application. In these
cases, the Heritage Place Code will be considered in
assessing any development proposal.
To conserve places and precincts of significance and
manage the impacts of development on them, the
significance of places and precincts listed in the Heritage
Register will be considered when assessing an impact
assessable development application. Development
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4.7.2.3 Places of special cultural value to
Indigenous peoples
Indigenous people’s strong sense of heritage includes
tangible and intangible aspects such as language, song,
stories and art. Protecting knowledge and information
associated with a heritage place are as important as the
physical protection of a place. Indigenous understanding
of heritage will need to be acknowledged, and links
with other non–statutory planning processes developed
within Council.
As part of the identification and listing of heritage places
in the Heritage Register, Council will develop a suitable
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consultation process with local Aboriginal communities
and associations. Issues to be considered in developing
this process will need to include:

•

maintenance though the continuous protective
care of the biological diversity and biodiversity of a
place

•

how culturally sensitive information and issues will
be handled

•

•

how issues of confidentiality will be dealt with

monitoring through ongoing review, evaluation
and assessment to detect changes in condition of the
natural integrity of a place.

•

the ways through which the recognition of and
respect for intellectual property rights will occur.

The process will ensure Indigenous communities have
a sense of ownership and control on any Indigenous
heritage place listed on the Register.
Broad areas of Indigenous cultural significance may be
found in natural or relatively undisturbed areas such
as:
•

land with landscape values, e.g. Mt Coot–tha and
its foothills, Brisbane Forest Park, and the foothills
of the D’Aguilar Range

•

relatively undisturbed areas of green space

•

land associated with a watercourse including wetland
areas and coastal dunes

•

any recorded sites or land known to local Aboriginal
communities or Council to be of indigenous cultural
significance.

Places of natural heritage significance may also have
cultural heritage values. Both natural and cultural
heritage values should be considered when making
decisions concerning these sites.
This conservation will be carried out in accordance
with the principles of the Australian Natural Heritage
Charter.
Conservation management measures will be used to
ensure development does not degrade or disturb these
places of natural significance and to achieve conservation
of biodiversity.

4.7.2.4 Places of natural heritage
significance
Places that have natural significance will be conserved
by:
•

listing them in the Heritage Register so that their
attributes are identified

•

supporting the use of these places for purposes that
retain their significance

•

ensuring that development does not detract from
their natural significance.
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The Heritage Register includes land recognised as having
high ecological significance. It is land identified as part of
the Green Space System and includes sites, features and
places formally recognised by other levels of government
as worthy of special consideration. These include places
on the Register of the National Estate and highly significant
natural areas managed or co–managed by Council and/or
State Government agencies.
These places will be conserved to retain their natural
significance. This may involve:
protection through taking care of a place by
maintenance and managing impacts to ensure the
natural significance is retained
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Heritage

•
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•

the proposal does not result in unreasonable risk or
hazard on site or to adjoining lands

•

where the proposal is of a nature or a scale not
reasonably expected in the Area in which the land is
classified, that sufficient land is dedicated for public
open space to offset or mitigate impacts. In particular,
buffers should be provided along waterways, wetlands
and areas of biodiversity importance

•

where the land is included in the Sport and
Recreation Area, Community Use Area or Special
Purpose Centre (SP1 or SP2) the proposal is not
reducing the amount of land available for community
facilities or services (such as child care facilities,
schools, recreation facilities, community centres)

•

the disposal or storage of wastes and other materials
will not result in visual blight, environmental
degradation or nuisance

•

negative community impacts are not generated,
including impacts on:
- community identity, cohesion and cultural
practices
- community health and wellbeing
- access to community services and facilities
required to support need
- personal safety
- housing choice, mix, cost and location
- access to employment and education.

2.6

Components of the Plan and their
relationship to assessment processes

Chapter 2

The Strategic Plan

The Strategic Plan can be used in the impact assessment
process.
Strategic Plan DEOs apply across the whole City. They are
considered when assessing large scale proposals or when
cumulative impacts need to be considered. In assessing
impact assessable development against the Scheme,
consideration will be given to whether the proposal will
compromise the achievement of the DEOs.
The strategies give broad directions for how the Scheme
is implemented to achieve the DEOs. Significant
development proposals may be assessed for consistency
with the strategies where the Area based DEOs and
relevant Codes do not provide sufficient guidance or
do not deal with cumulative impacts.
Chapter 3

Areas and Assessment processes

The Area classification of each parcel of land is shown
on the Scheme Maps.
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Each Area includes:
•

DEOs that describe the desired end state for the
Area

•

level of assessment tables that determine the level of
assessment applicable to a proposed development in
the Area (self assessment, code assessment or impact
assessment).

Land rezoned under the superseded Act where
not reflected in the Plan
Where approval was granted to rezone land under the
provisions of the superseded Act, and the approval is yet
to be reflected in the Plan, the land will be treated as
though it were in the equivalent Area for the purpose
of assessing development.
Land subdivided in accordance with
Section 20.2.1.6B of the superseded Transitional
Planning Scheme where not reflected in the Plan
Where land was approved for subdivision in accordance
with section 20.2.1.6B of the superseded Transitional
Planning Scheme, and this approval is yet to be reflected
in the Plan, the land will be treated as though it were
in the Low Density Residential Area for the purpose of
assessing development.
Land dedicated for parkland purposes where
not reflected in the Plan
Where a parkland contribution was dedicated to
Council as a condition of development approval, and
the dedication is yet to be reflected in the Plan, the land
will be treated as though it were in the Parkland Area
for the purpose of assessing development.
Area based Desired Environmental Outcomes
These DEOs describe the desired end state for all land
in the relevant Area. Impact assessable development in
the Area must not compromise the achievement of the
DEOs for the Area.
Level of assessment tables
The first column of the level of assessment tables lists
the types of development that are assessable against the
planning scheme and in each case the second column
lists the Applicable/Relevant Codes.
In some cases the level of assessment table requires only
material change of use, operational work, building work or
reconfiguration of a lot to be assessed against the planning
scheme. If the level of assessment table does not specifically
refer to one of these components, any material change of
use and/or building work (associated with a use or structure
specified in the level of assessment table) will need to be
assessed against the planning scheme (other than minor
building work and any other exempt development).
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General assessment processes

noise generated by the proposal is within levels
expected for the Area in which the land is classified

Chapter 3: Areas and Assessment Processes

•

Assessment of building work against the planning
scheme results in preliminary approval for building
work. A subsequent development permit for building
work will be issued only when the building has been
assessed against the Building Act.

The applicable Code for those applications is the Particular
Development Code contained in Chapter 5. That Code
(including secondary Codes) is the applicable Code for
such applications to the exclusion of any other Code in
Chapter 5 which would otherwise have been applicable.

Where a material change of use, reconfiguration
of a lot or building work is identified as assessable
development, the application will also be assessed for
building, operational, plumbing and drainage works as
regulated by the Plan such as carparking, landscaping and
stormwater drainage, to the extent necessary to mitigate
any potentially negative impacts.

Development otherwise than by way of material change
of use and/or building work is not the subject of the
Particular Development Code. For example, the Filling
and Excavation Code (which is secondary Code for
the purposes of the Particular Development Code)
remains an applicable Code for development by way of
operational work for filling or excavation.

Some Local Plans will change the level of assessment.
Where this occurs it is stated in the Local Plan and the
level of assessment tables of this chapter.

The level of assessment for any other development is
otherwise determined by reference to the Area in which
the land is included.

Code assessable development where land was
in a Particular Development Zone under the
superseded Transitional Planning Scheme

Entitlements under the previous paragraphs to code
assessment only for development on land previously
included in the Particular Development zone do not

Under the Transitional Planning Scheme, a number
of sites were included in one or other of the Particular
Development zones. Those sites are now included
within one or the other of the Areas in Chapter 3 and
are subject to the provisions relating to the relevant
Area including provisions as to the level of assessment
required for types of development.

apply in relation to:
•

Chapter 3: Areas and Assessment Processes

General assessment processes

It is considered inappropriate however for that to result
in the need for impact assessment where an application
for reconfiguration of a lot, material change of use
and/or building work is made for development for the
purpose/s, or purpose/s with qualifications, which were
applicable to the relevant Particular Development zone
in which the land was included under the Transitional
Planning Scheme and was Permitted Development in
that zone.
Accordingly, to the extent that proposed development
by way of reconfiguration of a lot, material change of
use and/or building work is assessable (in accordance
with this planning scheme), and not withstanding
the contents of the level of assessment tables for the
respective Areas, code assessment only is required for
development applications where:
•

•

•

the relevant land was, on the day immediately prior
to this planning scheme first commencing, included
within a Particular Development zone under the
Transitional Planning Scheme, and
the proposed development is for purpose/s, or
purpose/s with qualifications, which were applicable
to the Particular Development zone for that land,
and
the development would have been Permitted
Development in that zone.
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•

land at 5, 25, 45, 55 and 61 Petrie Terrace, Brisbane,
the real property descriptions and Particular
Development zone references for which are given
in the table below:
Real Property Description

PD Reference No.

Lots 5 and 6 on RP 826295
Parish of North Brisbane

PD 282

Lot 2 on RP 809878
Parish of North Brisbane

PD 283

Lot 3 on RP 809878
Parish of North Brisbane

PD 284

Lot 4 on RP 809 878
Parish of North Brisbane

PD 285

land at 250 Paringa Road, Murarrie, the real property
descriptions and Particular Development Zone
references for which are given in the table below:
Real Property Description

PD Reference No.

Part Lot 472 on SL 8834
Parish of Tingalpa

PD 644

Definitions
The definitions are contained at the end of this chapter.
Definitions are included in the Plan:
•

for the purpose of reading the level of assessment
tables in the Areas in this chapter and in the Local
Plans in Chapter 4

•

for the purpose of reading the Codes in Chapter 5

•

to provide an explanation of the meaning of terms
used in the Plan
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Chapter 4

Local Plans

The Local Plans do not replace the Area allocations
described in Chapter 3, but put forward more locally
focused desired land use and built form outcomes for
the Local Plan areas. Local Plans override any parts of
the Plan with which they may conflict.
Local Plans may provide additional measures for
particular parts of the City where detailed local planning
has been undertaken.
A Local Plan may change the level of assessment identified
in the level of assessment tables in this chapter.
For the following Local Plans the level of assessment
is determined from tables in the Local Plans and not
from this chapter:
- City Centre
- Milton
- Petrie Terrace and Spring Hill
For the following Local Plans the level of assessment is
determined by checking the level of assessment tables in
this chapter, and then checking the level of assessment
tables in the Local Plan to determine whether the Local
Plan changes the level of assessment:
- Acacia Ridge
- Albion
- Aspley District
- Australia TradeCoast
- Banyo/Nudgee
- Bowen Hills
- Calamvale District
- Cannon Hill District
- Capalaba West
- Chermside Major Centre
- Doolandella
- Everton Park
-    Ferny Grove/Upper Kedron
- Fig Tree Pocket
- Forest Lake
- Fortitude Valley
- Holland Park–Tarragindi District
- Ithaca District
- Kangaroo Point Peninsula
- Kelvin Grove Urban Village
- Latrobe and Given Terraces
- Moorooka District
- Moreton Island Settlements
- Mt Coot–tha
- Mt Gravatt Central
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-

New Farm and Teneriffe Hill
Newstead and Teneriffe Waterfront
Nundah District
Racecourse Road
Rochedale Urban Community
Sandgate Road Industrial Area
Toombul–Nundah Major Centre
Toowong–Indooroopilly District
Toowong Major Centre
Upper Mt Gravatt Major Centre
Wakerley
West End–Woolloongabba District
Wynnum West

Some Local Plans contain Codes. These Codes provide
additional and/or alternative Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions to the Codes in Chapter 5 and take
precedence over the Codes in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5

Codes and Related Provisions

Codes are listed alphabetically in Chapter 5. The Codes
are the baseline regulations against which proposals are
assessed.
All detailed development requirements are expressed in
this consistent ‘Code’ format, regardless of whether the
proposal is self, code or impact assessable.
They contain Performance Criteria and Acceptable
Solutions. In some cases, usually where no quantifiable
Acceptable Solution can be provided, Codes outline
the nature of the investigations or process necessary to
determine whether Performance Criteria are met.
Some Codes also contain notes with information about
other relevant legislation or Council’s local laws that apply
to the development. Codes contained in the Plan are
highlighted in bold type when referred to in the text.
Each Code states, in the section called ‘Application’,
what development it applies to (‘relevant development’
for that Code). This information is also provided in a
summary table in the introduction to Chapter 5.
In some Codes, a glossary is provided to:
•

modify the general meaning of a definition in this
chapter, but only for that Code

•

explain the meaning of terms that are used in that
Code.

For self assessable development the Code is the
Acceptable Solutions. The ‘primary’ Code applying to the
development is indicated in the level of assessment tables.
No other Codes from Chapter 5 will apply to self assessable
development. Local Plan Codes from Chapter 4 also do
not apply, unless the Local Plan specifically states that the
Code is applicable to self assessable development.
For code assessment the Code is the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions. The
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to provide common terms for advertising
impact assessable and notifiable code assessable
development.

General assessment processes

•

Acceptable Solutions represent the preferred way
of complying with the Performance Criteria. There
may be other ways to comply that meet the Code’s
Purpose. It is up to the applicant to demonstrate how
alternative solutions achieve this. A proposal that fails
to comply (except in insignificant details) and cannot be
conditioned to mitigate impacts will be refused.
The ‘primary’ Code applying to the development is
indicated in the level of assessment tables. That ‘primary’
Code may refer to other ‘secondary’ Codes and provisions
that are to be interpreted as part of the ‘primary’ Code.
These Codes will also be considered for impact
assessment where relevant.
Appendix 1

Infrastructure Contributions

The Integrated Planning Act 1997 allows Infrastructure
Contributions Planning Scheme Policies to be prepared
under Section 6.1.20 for water supply, sewerage,
waterways, transport and community purposes.
These policies identify the extent and application of
infrastructure charging throughout the City in Infill and
High Growth Areas. Contributions will be enforced
through conditions attached to development permit or
preliminary approval. These contribution provisions will
be replaced by Infrastructure Charges Plans within the
time allowed under the Act.
Appendix 2

The following two Planning Scheme Policies are not
directly referred to in a Code:
The Airports Planning Scheme Policy outlines the
requirements applicable to proposals that may impact
on aviation operations.

General assessment processes

Appendix 3

The Urban Design Advisory Panel Planning
Scheme Policy describes the role, composition and
terms of reference of a panel that will advise on the
aesthetic and functional merit of major proposals.
Planning Scheme Policies are referred to in two ways:
•

Appendix 2 includes a list of Council documents
or parts of documents that have been adopted as
Planning Scheme Policies, but are not included in
the Plan. These documents may also have application
to regulations under other legislation or contain
other information not specifically related to the
regulation of development under this Plan

•

Appendix 2 includes the full text of the Planning
Scheme Policies that operate entirely within the
Plan.
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Designations

Chapter 2, Part 6 of the Act provides for the designation
of land for community infrastructure. The effect of
designation is to identify land to be used for particular
community infrastructure and to make development for
that infrastructure exempt from the requirements of the
Plan. A designation may be made by a Queensland State
Government Minister or by Council and can include
existing or proposed development. Development that
can be designated as community infrastructure is listed
in Schedule 5 of the Act.
Appendix 3 of the Plan includes details of Designations
affecting the City.
Appendix 4
		

Technical and Supporting
Information

Appendix 4 contains the following information:
•

a list of the Performance Indicators to be used in
assessing the achievement of the Plan’s DEOs. These
Performance Indicators are not used in development
assessment

•

a list of all the documents referred to throughout
the Plan and where to obtain them. References
contained in the Plan are highlighted in italics when
referred to in the text

•

a table of local laws that are relevant to
development.

Planning Scheme Policies

Planning Scheme Policies generally contain technical
information to support Codes. They are either referred
to in a Code or other provision, or are intended to be
used in impact assessment processes.
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Planning Scheme Policies are highlighted in bold when
referred to in the text.

Scheme Maps
The Scheme Maps indicate the Area classification of each
parcel of land within Brisbane. The Area is indicated by
colour and an abbreviation as follows:
CN
PK
SR
EP
RU
EC
LR
CR
LMR
MR
HR
LI
GI
HI
EI
FI

Conservation Area
Parkland Area
Sport and Recreation Area
Environmental Protection Area
Rural Area
Emerging Community Area
Low Density Residential Area
Character Residential Area
Low–medium Density Residential Area
Medium Density Residential Area
High Density Residential Area
Light Industry Area
General Industry Area
Heavy Industry Area
Extractive Industry Area
Future Industry Area
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SP3
SP4
SP5
SP6
SP7
SP8
SP9
SP10
SP11
SP12
SP13
SP14
SP15
SP16
CU1
CU2
CU3
CU4
CU5
CU6
CU7
CU8

The Road Area is indicated as white on the Scheme
Maps, as are all waterways.

3

Green Space Areas

The Plan has five different Green Space Areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Conservation Area
Parkland Area
Sport and Recreation Area
Environmental Protection Area
Rural Area.

The general location of the Green Space Areas
throughout the City is indicated on Map A—Green
Space Areas. Reference should be made to the Scheme
Maps to determine the exact Area classification of a
parcel of land.
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3.1

Conservation Area

3.1.1 Intent
The Conservation Area protects habitats and native
flora/fauna communities to maintain and enhance the
City’s biodiversity, landscape values and visual quality,
and to provide opportunities for sustainable nature based
recreation. Typically these habitats are located in the
City’s bushland, wetlands and waterways and on the
Moreton Bay islands.

3.1.2 Desired Environmental Outcomes
1. Bushland, wetlands, waterways and foreshores
are preserved and managed primarily for their
biodiversity and landscape importance, with
development managed to protect and enhance these
areas.
2. Adverse impacts on natural systems both on–site
and on adjoining sensitive receiving environments
are minimised, through the location, design and
management of development in accordance with
an environmental management plan.
3. Natural area management and maintenance
contribute positively towards the protection of
wildlife, bushwalking, nature appreciation and
educational, research and cultural pursuits consistent
with nature conservation, including appropriate
forms of ecotourism.
3.1.3 Level of assessment
Please note that:
•

this table should be read in conjunction with Section
2 General Assessment Processes

•

if the site is in a Local Plan area, the Local Plan
may change the level of assessment and/or the
Applicable/Relevant Codes identified in this table

•

for the following Local Plan the level of assessment
is determined by checking this level of assessment
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Green Space Areas

SP2

Multi–purpose Centre (City Centre)
Multi–purpose Centre (Major Centre)
Multi–purpose Centre (Suburban Centre)
Multi–purpose Centre (Convenience Centre)
Special Purpose Centre (Major hospitals and
medical facility)
Special Purpose Centre (Major educational and
research facility)
Special Purpose Centre (Major defence and
communications facility)
Special Purpose Centre (Major sporting stadium)
Special Purpose Centre (Entertainment centre)
Special Purpose Centre (Airport)
Special Purpose Centre (Port)
Special Purpose Centre (Major residential
institution)
Special Purpose Centre (Correctional centre)
Special Purpose Centre (The Brisbane Market)
Special Purpose Centre (Vehicle sales and service)
Special Purpose Centre (Mixed industry and
business)
Special Purpose Centre (Office park)
Special Purpose Centre (Cottage industry and
retail)
Special Purpose Centre (Marina)
Special Purpose Centre (South Bank)
Community Use Area (Cemetery)
Community Use Area (Community facilities)
Community Use Area (Crematorium)
Community Use Area (Education purposes)
Community Use Area (Emergency services)
Community Use Area (Health care purposes)
Community Use Area (Railway activities)
Community Use Area (Utility installation).
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MP1
MP2
MP3
MP4
SP1

table, and then checking the level of assessment
tables in the relevant Local Plan to determine
whether the Local Plan changes the level of
assessment:
- Aspley District
- Lake Manchester
- Mt Coot–tha
•

•

a preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in this table

•

the trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building
work (associated with a use or structure specified
in the level of assessment table) unless otherwise
specified.

some Local Plans contain Codes. These Codes
provide additional and/or alternative Performance
Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the Codes in
Chapter 5 and take precedence over the Codes in
Chapter 5

Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Park Code

Park where complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Park Code

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

Nil
Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

Operational work for Filling or Excavation

Filling and Excavation Code

2.

Building work (including demolition), operational work or
Heritage Place Code
reconfiguration of a lot where:
• on the site of or on land adjoining a Heritage Place(1)  or
• within a or on land adjoining a Heritage Precinct(1)

3.

Landing

Landing Code

4.

Outdoor Lighting

Light Nuisance Code

5.

Park where not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Park Code

Park Code

6.

Satellite Dish (where not exempt development)

Satellite Dish Code
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Green Space Areas

Generally inappropriate
1.

Demolition or removal of a Heritage Place or within a
Heritage Precinct

Heritage Place Code

2.

Reconfiguring a lot

Subdivision Code

3.

Any other material change of use

(1) If an application for development of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct, or of land adjoining a Heritage Place or
a Heritage Precinct is also triggered by a material change of use, then the application will be subject to the highest level of
assessment trigger, and both sets of specified Codes
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•

some Local Plans contain Codes. These Codes
provide additional and/or alternative Acceptable
Solutions to the Codes in Chapter 5 and take
precedence over the Codes in Chapter 5

•

a preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in this table

•

the trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building
work (associated with a use or structure specified
in the level of assessment table) unless otherwise
specified.

Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Outdoor Lighting where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the Light Nuisance Code

Light Nuisance Code

2.

Park where complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Park Code

Park Code

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Operational work for Filling or Excavation

Filling and Excavation Code

2.

Building work (including demolition) on the site of a
Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct where not
impact assessable(1)

Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
full details of when building work is
code assessable)

3.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on
land adjoining a Heritage Place or a Heritage Precinct(1)

Heritage Place Code

4.

Landing

Landing Code

5.

Reconfiguring a lot, other than volumetric subdivision not
associated with an existing or approved building

Subdivision Code

6.

Satellite Dish (where not exempt development)

Satellite Dish Code

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on the Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
site of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct(1)
full details of when development is
impact assessable)

2.

Park where not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Park Code

3.

Utility Installation

4.

Volumetric subdivision where not associated with an
existing or approved building

5.

Youth Club

Park Code

Generally inappropriate
Demolition or removal of a Heritage Place or within a
Heritage Precinct

2.

Any other material change of use

Heritage Place Code

(1) If an application for development of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct, or of land adjoining a Heritage Place or
a Heritage Precinct is also triggered by a material change of use, then the application will be subject to the highest level of
assessment trigger, and both sets of specified Codes
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Parkland Area

1.
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Subdivision Code

3.3

Sport and Recreation Area

3.3.1 Intent
The Sport and Recreation Area provides for more formal
sport and recreation and may include club buildings and
associated off–street parking facilities.
Activities requiring permanent facilities such as youth
clubs are accommodated in this Area, but only where they
are located in large tracts of land and the activity occupies
only a small part of the surrounding parkland.
The Area includes public land that is generally accessible
to the public. Accessibility may be limited in certain
parts either by physical means such as fences or other
means such as club membership where there is an overall
community benefit.

3. Adverse impacts on biodiversity values are minimised
where Sport and Recreation Areas include natural
habitats such as bushlands, waterways and wetlands
or act as buffers between natural and developed
areas.
3.3.3 Level of assessment
Please note that:
•

this table should be read in conjunction with
Section 2 General Assessment Processes

•

if the site is in a Local Plan area, the Local Plan
may change the level of assessment and/or the
Applicable/Relevant Codes identified in this table

•

for the following Local Plans the level of assessment
is determined by checking this level of assessment
table, and then checking the level of assessment tables
in the relevant Local Plan to determine whether the
Local Plan changes the level of assessment:
- Bowen Hills
- Chermside Major Centre
- Forest Lake
- Toombul–Nundah Major Centre
- Upper Mt Gravatt Major Centre
- West End–Woolloongabba District

•

some Local Plans contain Codes. These Codes
provide additional and/or alternative Acceptable
Solutions to the Codes in Chapter 5 and take
precedence over the Codes in Chapter 5

•

a preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in this table

•

the trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building
work (associated with a use or structure specified
in the level of assessment table) unless otherwise
specified.
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Sport and Recreation Area

Privately owned Sport and Recreation Area land forms
an important part of the network of community facilities
and uses.  Land included in the Sport and Recreation
Area should be maintained or reused for other sport,
recreation, cultural or community facilities or services,
should the current activity cease.

3.3.2 Desired Environmental Outcomes
1. Sport and Recreation Areas accommodate a wide
range of organised sporting, recreational, community
and cultural activities at local, district and Citywide
levels whether they are on publicly or privately
owned land/facilities.
2. Adverse impact on adjacent sensitive uses and on
surrounding areas by development and activities are
minimised.
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Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Outdoor Lighting where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the Light Nuisance Code

Light Nuisance Code

2.

Park where complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Park Code

Park Code

3.

Outdoor Sport and Recreation where complying with
Acceptable Solutions A1.1 to A2.2 in the Outdoor Sport and
Recreation Code

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Community Facilities (excluding a church)

Community Use Code

2.

Demolition or removal in the Demolition Control
Precinct

Demolition Code

3.

Operational work for Filling or Excavation

Filling and Excavation Code

4.

Building work (including demolition) on the site of a
Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct where not
impact assessable(1)

Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
full details of when building work is
code assessable)

5.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on
land adjoining a Heritage Place or a Heritage Precinct(1)

Heritage Place Code

6.

Outdoor Sport and Recreation

Landing Code

7.

Landing

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

8.

Reconfiguring a lot, other than volumetric subdivision not
associated with an existing or approved building

Subdivision Code

9.

Satellite Dish (where not exempt development)

Satellite Dish Code

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

Club

2.

Community Facilities (where a church)

3.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on the Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
site of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct(1)
full details of when development is
impact assessable)

4.

Indoor Sport and Recreation

5.

Park where not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Park Code

6.

Utility Installation

7.

Volumetric subdivision where not associated with an
existing or approved building

Community Use Code

Generally inappropriate
1.

Demolition or removal of a Heritage Place or within a
Heritage Precinct

2.

Any other material change of use

Heritage Place Code

(1) If an application for development of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct, or of land adjoining a Heritage Place or
a Heritage Precinct is also triggered by a material change of use, then the application will be subject to the highest level of
assessment trigger, and both sets of specified Codes
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Sport and Recreation Area

Subdivision Code
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Park Code

3.4

Environmental Protection Area

3.4.1 Intent
Land in the Environmental Protection Area is privately
owned and accommodates primarily very low density
residential and rural uses.
Places of public worship, retirement villages and other
intensive land uses are considered inappropriate in the
Environmental Protection Area. Their size, bulk and
visual impact detracts from the open landscape and
semi–natural values of the Green Space System.
The Area features natural and semi–natural broad
hectare land that has important biodiversity, natural
landscape, native vegetation, waterways and water
supply catchment values, elements and functions.
Land in the outer parts of the City is held in large lots of at
least 10ha with larger sizes where sites are very steep or have
other significant constraints and limitations. Where land is
identified in the SEQ Regional Plan 2005–2026 as being
in the Regional Landscape and Rural Production Area, a
minimum lot size for subdivision of 100ha applies.
Some lots are partially in a Residential Area and partially
in an Environmental Protection Area. In such cases, all
residential buildings must be contained to the part of
the lot in the Residential Area.

4. Visual impacts of clearing, building design and
construction, materials, intensity of use, access ways
and other aspects of development are minimised.
5. Water quality in waterway corridors, foreshores and
catchment areas, particularly the Leslie Harrison Dam
catchment, is not adversely affected by development
and activities.
6. Exposure to risks of bushfires and land instability is
minimised.
7. Environmental Protection Areas act as a buffer to
other lands with biodiversity values in the Green
Space System and development takes this into
consideration.
3.4.3 Level of assessment—Environmental
Protection Area and Rural Area
Please note that:
•

this table should be read in conjunction with Section
2 General Assessment Processes

•

this Level of Assessment table applies to both the
Environmental Protection Area and the Rural Area

•

if the site is in a Local Plan area, the Local Plan
may change the level of assessment and/or the
Applicable/Relevant Codes identified in this table

•

for the following Local Plans the level of assessment
is determined by checking this level of assessment
table, and then checking the level of assessment tables
in the relevant Local Plan to determine whether the
Local Plan changes the level of assessment:
- Acacia Ridge
- Aspley District
- Doolandella
- Forest Lake
- Lake Manchester
- Moreton Island Settlements
- Mt Coot–tha
- Rochedale Urban Community

•

some Local Plans contain Codes. These Codes
provide additional and/or alternative Performance
Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the Codes in
Chapter 5 and take precedence over the Codes in
Chapter 5

•

a preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in this table

•

the trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the
level of assessment table) unless otherwise specified

•

The level of assessment indicated in this level of
assessment table may be affected by Division 2 of the
Regulatory Provisions of the SEQ Regional Plan.
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Environmental Protection Area

3.4.2 Desired Environmental Outcomes
1. Environmental Protection Areas are protected from
intrusion of any urban, suburban, centre or industrial
land uses, such as places of public worship and
retirement villages, except quarries identified in the
Strategic Plan and only where they minimise impacts
on the environment and local residents.
2. Low impact, small scale rural living opportunities and
rural activities are compatible with the Area’s values.
3. Environmental Protection Area values, particularly
biodiversity and landscape values, elements and
functions are protected and enhanced through
appropriate design, construction and operation of
developments both in these Areas and on adjacent
land. Urban land uses, particularly places of public
worship and retirement villages are not compatible
with these values.
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if the site is in a Local Plan area, the Local Plan may
change the level of assessment and/or the Applicable/
Relevant Codes identified in this table

•

for the following Local Plans the level of assessment
is determined from the tables in the relevant Local
Plan and not from this level of assessment table:
- Milton
for the following Local Plans the level of assessment
is determined by checking this level of assessment
table, and then checking the level of assessment tables
in the relevant Local Plan to determine whether the
Local Plan changes the level of assessment:
- Acacia Ridge
- Albion
- Bowen Hills
- Cannon Hill District
- Chermside Major Centre
- Fig Tree Pocket
- Ithaca District
- Kangaroo Point Peninsula
- West End–Woolloongabba District

•

7.3.2 Desired Environmental Outcomes
1. Special purpose development is clustered in Special
Purpose Centres with development in each Centre
contributing to the primary focus specified for that
Centre on the Scheme Maps.
2. Special Purpose Centres are supported and promoted
by ancillary uses, support services, community
facilities and infrastructure of an appropriate size to
directly serve the employees and activities of the
Centre.
3. Public transport, bike and pedestrian access to
the Centre is maximised, and where abutting a
Multi–purpose Centre, well integrated by way of
these forms of access, vehicular access and through
common urban design themes.
7.3.3 Level of assessment
Please note that:
•

this table should be read in conjunction with
Section 2 General Assessment Processes

•

some Local Plans contain Codes. These Codes
provide additional and/or alternative Performance
Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the Codes in
Chapter 5 and take precedence over the Codes in
Chapter 5

•

a preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in this table

•

the trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building
work (associated with a use or structure specified
in the level of assessment table) unless otherwise
specified.

Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Commercial Character Building Activities (except
Restaurant) where in a Commercial Character Building and
complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the Commercial
Character Building Code

Commercial Character Building Code

2.

Outdoor Lighting where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the Light Nuisance Code

Light Nuisance Code

3.

Park where complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Park Code

Park Code

4.

The purpose specified on the Scheme Map (defined in
the definitions), Multi–unit Dwelling, or Short Term
Accommodation, where:
• complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the Centre
Amenity and Performance Code
• not involving building work

Centre Amenity and Performance Code
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Special Purpose Centres

The land on which a number of these centres operate
is regulated by State or Commonwealth legislation,
not the City Plan e.g. the South Bank Corporation Act
1989 regulates South Bank, and land use and planning
controls for Brisbane Airport are regulated under the
Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth).

•
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Sporting and recreation uses are important in developing
and maintaining community networks, services and
community well being.   Special Purpose Centres for
major sporting stadiums and entertainment centres
provide important recreation facilities and are to be
retained for their intended purpose.

5.

In SP16—Development in accordance with the South
Bank Corporation Act 1989 and the most recently approved
Development Plan (ADP)

No Code requirements apply

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

In SP1 or SP2—Child Care Facility

Child Care Facility Code

2.

In SP1 or SP2—Community Facilities

Community Use Code

3.

Operational work for Filling or Excavation

Filling and Excavation Code

4.

Building work (including demolition) on the site of a
Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct where not
impact assessable(1)

Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
full details of when building work is
code assessable)

5.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on
land adjoining a Heritage Place or a Heritage Precinct(1)

Heritage Place Code

6.

Landing

Landing Code

7.

In SP2—Outdoor Sport and Recreation

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

8.

The purpose specified on the Scheme Map (defined
Centre Amenity and Performance Code
in the definitions), Multi–unit Dwelling, or Short
Term Accommodation, where not complying with the
Acceptable Solutions in the Centre Amenity and Performance
Code and not involving building work

9.

The purpose specified on the Scheme Map (defined
in the definitions), Multi–unit Dwelling, or Short Term
Accommodation, where involving building work

Centre Amentity and Performance
Code and Centre Design Code

10.

Reconfiguring a lot, other than volumetric subdivision not
associated with an existing or approved building

Subdivision Code

11.

Satellite Dish (where not exempt development)

Satellite Dish Code

12.

Single Unit Dwelling and involving reconfiguring a lot
to create the required freehold lot
OR
Building work to an existing Single Unit Dwelling

Residential Design—Single Unit
Dwelling Code and Subdivision Code
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Special Purpose Centres

Notifiable
1.

Commercial Character Building Activities where in a
Commercial Character Building and:
• for a Restaurant, or
• not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Commercial Character Building Code

Commercial Character Building Code

2.

Demolition or removal in the Demolition Control
Precinct, or of a Commercial Character Building or of a
Multi–unit Dwelling (where a registered boarding house)

Demolition Code

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

Child Care Facility where not Code assessable

2.

In SP6 or SP7—Container Depot

3.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on the Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
site of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct(1)
full details of when development is
impact assessable)

4.

In SP2, SP5 and SP12 —Indoor Sport and Recreation
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5.

Park where not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Park Code

Park Code

6.

Shop or Office where 250m2 or less in gross floor area and
complying with the applicable Acceptable Solutions of the
Centre Design Code

Centre Design Code

7.

Utility Installation

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

8.

Subdivision Code

Volumetric subdivision where not associated with an
existing or approved building

Generally inappropriate
1.

Demolition or removal of a Heritage Place or within a
Heritage Precinct

2.

Any other material change of use

Heritage Place Code

(1) If an application for development of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct, or of land adjoining a Heritage Place or
a Heritage Precinct is also triggered by a material change of use, then the application will be subject to the highest level of
assessment trigger, and both sets of specified Codes

Community Use Area

8.1

Intent

Land in the Community Use Area may be either
privately or publicly owned and accommodates a range
of community uses. These uses are shown individually
on the Scheme Maps and include:
CU1
CU2
CU3
CU4
CU5
CU6
CU7
CU8

-

Cemetery
Community facilities
Crematorium
Education purposes
Emergency services
Health care purposes
Railway activities
Utility installation.

The general location of the Community Use Areas
throughout the City is indicated on Map F—Community

Use Areas. Reference should be made to the Scheme
Maps to determine the exact Area classification of a
parcel of land.
Community uses are important in developing and
maintaining community networks, services and
community health and well being.
When a Community Use Area is no longer being used
for its intended purpose, its replacement should be
another community use, particularly in an area where
there is a demonstrated need for these services.
8.2

Desired Environmental Outcomes

1. The City is well provided with community based
buildings and activities meeting the diversity of
community needs.
2. Facilities are in highly accessible locations,
commensurate with employment and visitation
rates.

Community Use Area

3. The built form is consistent in scale, height and bulk
with that of surrounding areas.
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Community Use Area
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5. Incompatible uses do not compromise the ongoing
operation of existing community facilities.
6. Community uses preserve or enhance heritage
buildings, semi–natural to natural habitats and/or
landscape values of land.
8.3

Level of assessment

Please note that:
•

this table should be read in conjunction with
Section 2 General Assessment Processes

•

if the site is in a Local Plan area, the Local Plan
may change the level of assessment and/or the
Applicable/Relevant Codes identified in this table

•

for the following Local Plans the level of assessment
is determined by checking this level of assessment
table, and then checking the level of assessment tables
in the relevant Local Plan to determine whether the
Local Plan changes the level of assessment:
- Banyo/Nudgee
- Bowen Hills

Chermside Major Centre
Holland Park–Tarragindi District
Fig Tree Pocket
Mt Coot–tha
Nundah District
Racecourse Road
Toombul–Nundah Major Centre
Toowong–Indooroopilly District
Toowong Major Centre
Upper Mt Gravatt Major Centre
West End–Woolloongabba District

•

some Local Plans contain Codes. These Codes
provide additional and/or alternative Performance
Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the Codes in
Chapter 5 and take precedence over the Codes in
Chapter 5

•

a preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in this table

•

the trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building
work (associated with a use or structure specified
in the level of assessment table) unless otherwise
specified.

Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Commercial Character Building Activities (except
Restaurant) where in a Commercial Character Building and
complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the Commercial
Character Building Code

Commercial Character Building Code

2.

Outdoor Lighting where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the Light Nuisance Code

Light Nuisance Code

3.

Park where complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Park Code

Park Code

4.

Community Use Code
The purpose specified on the Scheme Map (defined in
the definitions), or Community Facilities in CU4 and CU6,
and where:
• complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Community Use Code
• not involving building work

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

In CU2, CU4 or CU6—Child Care Facility

Child Care Facility Code

2.

In CU4 or CU6—Community Facilities

Community Use Code

3.

Operational work for Filling or Excavation

Filling and Excavation Code

4.

Building work (including demolition) on the site of a
Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct where not
impact assessable(1)

Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
full details of when building work is
code assessable)

5.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on
land adjoining a Heritage Place or a Heritage Precinct(1)

Heritage Place Code
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Community Use Area

-
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4. Community benefits are provided without impacting
adversely on neighbours.

6.

Landing

Landing Code

7.

In CU6—Multi–unit Dwelling (where Aged care
accommodation, Residential development for people with
special needs or Retirement village)

Community Use Code

8.

In CU4—Outdoor Sport and Recreation

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

9.

The purpose specified on the Scheme Map (defined in
the definitions) where:
• not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Community Use Code
• not involving building work

Community Use Code

10.

The purpose specified on the Scheme Map (defined in
the definitions) where involving building work

Community Use Code

11.

Satellite Dish (where not exempt development)

Satellite Dish Code

12.

Reconfiguring a lot, other than volumetric subdivision not
associated with an existing or approved building

Subdivision Code

Notifiable
1.

Commercial Character Building Activities where in a
Commercial Character Building and:
• for a Restaurant, or
• not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in the
Commercial Character Building Code

Commercial Character Building Code

2.

Demolition or removal in the Demolition Control
Precinct, or of a Commercial Character Building

Demolition Code

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes
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Road Area

Generally appropriate
1.

Child Care Facility where not Code assessable

Child Care Facility Code

2.

Any other Community Use purpose listed in Section 8.1

Community Use Code

3.

Building work, operational work or reconfiguring a lot on the Heritage Place Code (this Code contains
full details of when development is
site of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct(1)
impact assessable)

4.

In CU4—Indoor Sport and Recreation

5.

Park where not complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Park Code

Park Code

6.

Volumetric subdivision where not associated with an
existing or approved building

Subdivision Code

Generally inappropriate
1.

Demolition or removal of a Heritage Place or within a
Heritage Precinct

2.

Any other material change of use

Heritage Place Code

(1) If an application for development of a Heritage Place or within a Heritage Precinct, or of land adjoining a Heritage Place or
a Heritage Precinct is also triggered by a material change of use, then the application will be subject to the highest level of
assessment trigger, and both sets of specified Codes
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9.1

Intent

•

to explain the type or extent of development that is
described on the Scheme Maps as types of Special
Purpose Centres or Community Use Areas

The Road Area is essential to the movement of people
and goods by various modes of transport, both private
and public. Roads perform the different hierarchical
functions outlined in the Movement System in Chapter
2. The Road Area comprises all dedicated roads shown
on the Scheme Maps.

•

to provide an explanation of the meaning of terms
used in the Plan

•

for use in public notices and development applications
to assist community understanding of development
proposals, and for consistency in gathering statistical
data on approvals and applications.

9.2

10.2 List of definitions

Desired Environmental Outcomes

1. Roads fulfil a range of transit functions including the
vehicular transport of goods and people, walking,
cycling and public transport.

Acid sulfate soils: the common name given to soils
containing iron sulfides (usually pyrite, FeS2) that if
oxidised, produce sulfuric acid

2. Public utilities are located within roadways so as not
to interfere unduly with the function, appearance or
amenity of any part of the road.

Act: the Integrated Planning Act 1997

3. Development and activities on footpaths, verges and
road shoulders enhance the livability and amenity of
the locality without impeding traffic flows or creating
a hazard for pedestrians, cyclists or vehicles.
4. Roadways are attractive, tree lined corridors that
complement the role and appearance of abutting
development.
9.3

Level of assessment

The level of assessment for any development in a
roadway is the same as for the land immediately
adjoining. For the purposes of determining the level
of assessment, the middle of the road is taken to be the
boundary between the Areas where land on opposite
sides of a road has different Area classifications. The level
of assessment may be changed by a relevant Local Plan
or by a preliminary approval.
Development in the road reserve will also need to
comply with the provisions of relevant local laws.10
Definitions

10

Definitions

10.1 Introduction
Definitions are included in the Plan for the following
reasons:
•

•

for the purpose of reading the Level of Assessment
tables, they explain the type or extent of development
that is self assessable or code assessable in the level of
assessment tables in the Areas (Chapter 3) and Local
Plans (Chapter 4)
for the purpose of reading the Codes, they
clarify forms of development subject to Codes in
Chapter 5
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Active frontages: a building front that ensures interactivity
and encourages cross–movement between the public and
private domains at ground level and above ground levels,
by the way the buildings are designed or orientated.
An active frontage is one that avoids blank walls and
facades and instead:
• includes windows, openings, entry statements,
balconies and awnings
• uses a variety of materials, textures and colours
• creates opportunities for surveillance and interface
between different user groups
• provides for a variety of activities to occur along the
building front
Adverse flooding: flooding that adversely affects the value,
safety or use of land, whether public or privately owned.
Adverse flooding may result from a change in:
• peak discharge
• run–off volume
• impervious area
• rate of run–off, i.e. the travel time of stormwater
run–off through the catchment
Aged care accommodation: (part of the definition of
multi–unit dwelling) a use of premises for hostel
accommodation for aged people with nursing care and
medical facilities, and community activities intended to
meet the needs of residents
Amusement arcade: a use of premises by the public for
playing of automatic/electronic amusement machines for
a fee, e.g. an amusement centre, leisure centre or family
entertainment centre, but does not include gaming
machines e.g. poker machines
The definition does not include:
•

premises with fewer than 3 electronic amusement
machines

•

premises with fewer than 6 machines where the
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Road Area

Definitions

9

premises is a broader recreational complex, e.g. a
cinema
•

a centre or complex where a greater number
of machines are scattered separately and
independently

Approved building/s: buildings for which a development
permit has been issued for a material change of use. It
includes any land that may be associated with a building
or part of a building
Articulation: the treatment of a building form or facade
that creates or contributes to visual character and an
active frontage. Articulation may include:
•
•
•

vertical and horizontal detail and/or projects
use and/or variations in colours, materials, patterns
and textures
use of architectural elements such as openings, entry
statements, directional signage, exposure of fittings,
distinction between levels of a building, awnings,
planters, balconies and stepping of built form

Average recurrence interval (ARI): the average or
expected value of the period between exceedances of a
given discharge (or event magnitude)
Average width: in regard to a lot, the distance between
the midpoints of the side boundaries of the lot
Awning over footpath: a roof structure over a public
footpath providing pedestrian shelter from sun and
rain
Note: an awning is defined as an Ancillary Works and
Encroachment in accordance with Section 47 of the Transport
Infrastructure Act 1994, if located in a State controlled road
reserve
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Definitions

Biodiversity: the natural diversity of wildlife, together
with the environmental conditions necessary for their
survival. The four levels of biodiversity are genetic,
species, ecosystem and regional diversity

on or instead relates to the street
Building work: as defined in the Integrated Planning Act
1997, but excluding minor building work
Busway: Busways are transit corridors dedicated for the
use of scheduled public bus services and are generally two
lane, two way carriageways with shoulders segregated
from other roadways. They may be constructed within
a road reserve or by converting existing traffic lanes
to a busway or on other land. Stations are provided at
intervals along a busway where buses may stop for the
alighting and boarding of passengers
Camping ground: a use of premises involving setting
up and use of tents for temporary accommodation for
holiday and recreational purposes
Car wash: a commercial use of premises for the cleaning
of motor vehicles by an automatic or partly automatic
process, including high pressure washing
Caravan park: a use of premises for residential
accommodation in centrally managed caravans or
relocatable homes, e.g. caravan park, relocatable home
park, caravan village, holiday park or mobile village
Caretaker’s flat: an ancillary use of part of a premises
for residential occupation by a person or a domestic
group that includes the person who has the care of
a business or industry activity on the premises. Any
use of a caretaker’s flat forms part of that use for some
non–residential purpose of these premises in connection
with which it is used and does not constitute a mixed
use development
Carpark: a use of premises (which may include the
manual washing, cleaning and detailing of vehicles) for
the parking of motor vehicles where not ancillary to
another use
Cattery: a use of premises for the keeping, breeding or
boarding of more than 10 cats over the age of 3 months
for business or commercial purposes

Brisbane River Corridor: the Corridor along the Brisbane
River indicated on the Planning Scheme Maps. The
Corridor is generally measured:

Cemetery: a use of premises for the interment of the
dead, e.g. graveyard, burial ground, funeral chapel,
parlour, columbarium or pet cemetery

•

a minimum of 20m horizontally from high water
mark, but greater in some park and redevelopment
areas, on each side of the river within built–up
areas

•

up to 100m horizontally from high water mark on
each side of the river outside built–up areas

Centre activities: where in a Multi–purpose Centre
or where specified in a Local Plan, use of premises for
any of the following group of uses are termed centre
activities:
• amusement arcade
• child care facility
• cinema
• club
• community facilities
• convention centre
• display and sale activities

Building fronts: that part of the building orientated
towards the street or other publicly accessible areas. The
building front is a consequence of the orientation and
configuration of a building mass or group of buildings.
This orientation affects whether a building 'turns it back'
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Centres concept plan: defined in the Centre Design
Code (Chapter 5) and Centre Concept Plans
Planning Scheme Policy (Appendix 2)
Child care facility: a use of premises for the minding
or care, but not residence, of children generally under
school age, e.g. daycare, occasional care, kindergarten
or creche
Cinema: a use of premises for the public to view picture
films and includes ancillary light refreshments
Clean fill: any of the following materials intended for
filling that are free of contaminants
• naturally occurring clay, sand or soil, other than
untreated acid sulfate soils
• bricks, crushed rock, concrete or masonry
Club: a use of premises by a club, lodge or friendly
society as a place for its members to gather for social
interaction and entertainment
Commercial character building: premises indicated on
the Scheme Maps as ‘Commercial Character Buildings’,
which include buildings that usually have the following
characteristics:
• constructed pre–1946
• a non–residential gross floor area of less than 250m2
• built to the alignment
• an awning over the footpath
• designed for commercial activities or for use as a
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corner/local store or a small shopping group
Commercial character building activities: where in a
Commercial Character Building, the use of the premises
for any of the following uses are termed commercial
character building activities
Where the Commercial Character Building is in a
Residential Area or Emerging Community Area:
• child care facility
• cinema
• club
• community facilities
• display dwelling
• education purposes
• emergency services
• garden centre
• health care purposes
• indoor sport and recreation
• medical centre
• office
• radio or television station
• restaurant
• shop
• utility installation
• veterinary facility
• youth club
Where the Commercial Character Building is in a Light
Industry or General Industry Area:
• amusement arcade
• cinema
• club
• community facilites
• display and sales activities
• education purposes
• emergency services
• garden centre
• health care purposes
• hotel
• indoor sport and recreation
• industry (where not identified in Schedule 1 or
Schedule 2 of the Industrial Area provisions and not
exceeding 100m2 gross floor area)
• medical centre
• office
• radio or television station
• restaurant
• shop
• utility installation
• veterinary facility
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

display dwelling
education purposes
emergency services
garden centre
health care purposes
hotel
indoor sport and recreation
industry (where not identified in Schedule 1 or
Schedule 2 Industrial Area provisions and not
exceeding 100m2 gross floor area)
medical centre
multi–unit dwelling
nightclub
office
radio or television station
restaurant
service station
shop
short term accommodation
utility installation
veterinary facility
youth club

Definitions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Where the Commercial Character Building is in a
Special Purpose Centre or Community Use Area:
• amusement arcade
• child care facility
• cinema
• club
• community facilities
• convention centre
• display and sale activities
• display dwelling
• education purposes
• emergency services
• garden centre
• health care purposes
• hotel
• indoor sport and recreation
• industry (where not identified in Schedule 1 or
Schedule 2 of the Industrial Area provisions and not
exceeding 100m2 gross floor area)
• medical centre
• nightclub
• office
• radio or television station
• restaurant
• shop
• utility installation
• veterinary facility
• youth club
Community facilities: a use of premises for the provision
of cultural, social or community services, e.g. community
centre, community hall, youth club, library, church or
public building
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Concrete batching plant: a use of premises for the mixing
of concrete for use elsewhere
Container depot: a use of premises for the storing,
cleaning and repairing of empty containers used in the
bulk transport of goods
Contaminant: as defined in the Environmental Protection
Act 1994
Contaminated material: filling or excavation material
for which the levels of contaminants as defined in the
Environmental Protection Act 1994 exceed:
•

•

by Council in the Liquid Industrial Waste Policy
and Management Plans 1995 and other relevant
publications published by the Environmental
Protection Agency

youth club

the investigation thresholds published by the
Environmental Protection Agency in the Guidelines
for the Assessment and Management of Contaminated
Land in Queensland 1999, or

Convention centre: a use of premises for conference,
public or community group gatherings, private functions,
trade exhibitions/displays, and associated entertainment
and catering, and occasional indoor sporting events
Crematorium: a use of premises for reducing human
bodies to ashes after death together with funeral chapels,
parlours, and/or columbaria that support the primary
use
Demolition Control Precinct: premises indicated on the
Scheme Maps as ‘Demolition Control Precincts’
Display and sale activities: a use of premises for displaying
and offering for sale, auction or hire such as:
•

building and construction materials but not including
general hardware

•

produce, animal fodder and farming goods and
equipment

•

garden supplies including plants, tools, garden
furniture and equipment and other products for use
in gardening and landscaping

•

landscaping materials including sand, soil, screenings,
gravel, logs, sleepers, boulders and other similar
landscaping materials

•

vehicles including cars, trucks, motor cycles, boats,
caravans, trailers and relocatable homes

This definition includes the use of premises for servicing
of vehicles and storage of goods referred to above. This
definition does not include spray painting and panel
beating
Display dwelling: a temporary use of premises for:
• displaying a type of dwelling that can be built
• displaying a dwelling as a prize
Ecological sustainability: as defined in the Integrated
Planning Act 1997
Education purposes: a use of premises for the systematic
training and instruction designed to impart knowledge
and develop skill, e.g. preschool, primary school,
secondary school, college, university or technical and
further education institution, and including any ancillary
freestanding building on the premises for before/after
school and vacation care of school children. This
definition includes the ancillary use of premises for an
existing church in combination with an educational
facility
Emergency services: a use of premises for services

the allowable leaching contaminant levels published
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Environmentally relevant activity: as defined in Schedule
1 of the Environmental Protection Regulation made
under the Environmental Protection Act 1994
Established area: land that is not a newly developing
area

Flood regulation lines: lines used by Council to indicate
floodplain areas reserved for flood water storage and
flow, where development may be restricted
Garden centre: a use of premises for the display and sale
of garden supplies such as plants, tools, garden furniture
and equipment, and other products for use in gardening
and landscaping
Gross floor area: the total area of all floor levels in the
building on the site to which the development relates,
measured to the inside of the external walls, including:

Estate sales office: a temporary use of premises within
a subdivision estate or development site, to assist in
the display and sale of land and/or buildings within
the estate

•

all internal walls, windows, columns and elevator
shafts

•

all internal and external stairs, landings, ramps,
escalators or other means of access between levels

Extractive industry: a use of premises for the winning,
dredging and removal of gravel, rock and soil, stone
or similar materials, including treatment and storage
of the extracted material whether on the land or on
adjacent land

but excluding the area of:
•

any lift plant, motor room or air conditioning or other
mechanical/electrical plant and equipment room

•

any private balcony, where not used as a Restaurant,
Shop, Club, Hotel or Nightclub, whether roofed
or not. A balcony includes any outdoor space in or
on the building that is a projection from a building,
whether or not it is cantilevered or supported
partially by posts, braces or columns

•

any roof deck, where not used as a Restaurant, Shop,
Club, Hotel or Nightclub. A roof deck includes any
outdoor space in or on the building that is situated
wholly or immediately above an enclosed storey or
a storey used for carparking

•

any lobby at ground storey level

•

all rooms on the ground storey of a residential
development associated with landscape and recreation
where the total area of these rooms is no more than
5% of the site’s total landscape and recreation area

•

areas used or intended for storage associated with a
residential use where on an enclosed level on which
carparking is also provided for that residential use no
part of which is more than 1m above ground level

•

areas used or intended for the parking of motor
vehicles, where the parking is incidental to, and
necessarily associated with, the use of some premises

Facade: the front of a building and more particularly its
principal front
Farm: a use of premises for commercial rural activities
including:
• growing crops, trees, fruit, vegetables, flowers and
turf
• cultivating seedlings, plants, flowers, trees and
shrubs
• breeding, keeping and/or raising livestock or bees
but specifically excluding:
• aquaculture*
• display or sale activities
• a cattery
• a kennel
• a garden centre
• stables
• a riding school
• poultry farming of more than 20 birds
• goat farming of more than 5 goats
• pig farming of more than 5 pigs
• veterinary facilities
• cattle feed lotting* of any number of cattle
• soil conditioner manufacture*
• mushroom growing substrate manufacture*
* as defined in the Environmental Protection Act
1994

For the purpose of calculating allowable gross floor
area, the area of a development site includes the area of
any new road widening or corner truncation required
as part of the development and as a condition of the
development permit
Ground level: the level of the land at the time the original

Filling or excavation: means operational work for
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Environmental management plan: a plan that details
outcomes for management of a site or process to
minimise impacts of use and development

excavating or filling that materially affects premises or
their use

Definitions

responding to community needs in an emergency caused
by fire, flood, storms, toxic fumes or similar events, e.g.
fire station, ambulance station, first aid station, police
station or State Emergency Service depot

estate was subdivided, and the roads through the estate
created, as determined by a licensed cadastral surveyor
using best evidence
Best evidence should be based on the most appropriate
of the following sources:
-

‘As constructed’ plans lodged with Council at the
time of subdivision and held by Council’s plan
custodian; or

-

Surveyed spot levels from Council’s sewer maps
(BCC Department of Works Detailed Plan); or

-

Council’s 2002 BIMAP Contours. Where it is evident
that the BIMAP contours do not represent the true
levels by an amount greater than 0.5m, a site survey
by a registered surveyor is acceptable. Evidence must
be obtained demonstrating how the contours relate
to ground level at the time the original estate was
subdivided

Ground storey: where a building contains more than
1 storey, the ground storey is the one closest to ground
level (where the distance between ground level and the
ceiling, measured at the middle of the face of the front
wall of the building, is greater than the distance between
ground level and the floor). The term Ground Storey
is not applicable when determining the overall height
of a building in storeys
Habitable room: as defined in the Building Code of
Australia 1996
Health care purposes: a use of premises for community
based activities that involves health care services, e.g.
maternal and child welfare centre, hospital, community
health centre or respite care centre
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Definitions

Heritage place: a premises identified in the Heritage
Register of the Heritage Register Planning Scheme
Policy (Appendix 2). A Heritage place may also be
contained within a Heritage precinct
Heritage precinct: is a precinct identified in the Heritage
Register of the Heritage Register Planning Scheme
Policy (Appendix 2)
Home business: a use of premises for a commercial,
government or non–profit activity that is carried out on
a lot used primarily for residential purposes
Hotel: a use of premises for the sale of liquor for
consumption on site, which may also include sale
of liquor for consumption off–site, short term
accommodation and dining/entertainment activities
House: a use of premises principally for residential
occupation by a domestic group or individual/s, that
may include a secondary dwelling, whether or not the
building is attached, but does not include a single unit
dwelling

of a game, recreation, instruction, athletics, sport or
entertainment, where these activities take place primarily
in a building, e.g. sports centre, gymnasium, snooker
and pool centre, dance hall or theatre
Industrial structure plan: defined in the Subdivision
Code (Chapter 5)
Industry: a use of premises that, in the course of any
trade or business, involves:
•

the manufacture, production, processing, repair,
alteration, dry cleaning or laundering (not including
laundromats), recycling, storage or transfer of any
article, material or thing whether solid, liquid or
gaseous

•

scientific or technological research, investigation or
testing

•

the disposal of waste

This includes any ancillary office space for administration,
staff amenities or storage of articles used in connection
with or resulting from that activity.
This includes all uses in Chapter 3, Industrial Areas—
Schedule 1 and Schedule 2, whether or not they are
ancillary to any other use
Intrusive noise: noise that, because of its frequency,
duration, level, tonal characteristics, impulsiveness or
vibration:
• is clearly audible to, or can be felt by, an individual,
and
• annoys the individual
Kennels: a use of premises for the keeping, breeding or
boarding of more than 4 dogs over the age of 3 months
for business or commercial purposes
Landing: a structure for mooring or launching boats
and/or for passengers to embark and disembark, e.g. a
marina, ramp, jetty, pontoon or riverside platform
Legibility: the quality that makes a place graspable or
comprehensible, i.e. how easily people can understand the
layout of a city, suburb, neighbourhood or development,
and the opportunities it offers. A legible place is one in
which people can instinctively orientate themselves,
move around and locate different parts of a place
Light rail: Light rail is a rail–based system of which
a significant length operates along roads or in other
public places. The light rail corridor may be formed by
converting existing road lanes, busways or be located
within a road reserve or on other land. Stations are
provided at intervals along a light rail system where light
rail vehicles may stop for the boarding and alighting of
passengers
Local Plan: a plan that may have been developed from

Indoor sport and recreation: a use of premises for playing
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Major road: a public road categorised as:
• a Motorway (which is always Access Limited)
• an Arterial, Suburban or District Access Route
• a road under the control of the Queensland Department
of Main Roads (with the exception of a service road)
as defined in the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994
• a road with a national, state or metropolitan route
number

The following are not Minor Building Work:
•

awnings over footpaths in the City Centre (MP1);

•

alterations to a structure on land listed on the
Heritage Register or located within the Petrie
Terrace and Spring Hill Local Plan; or

•

alterations to building facades facing the Queen
Street Mall, Brunswick Street Mall (The Valley Mall)
or Chinatown Mall

Minor Demolition Work: demolition or relocation of a
building where the work is:
•

relocation of a building sideways within a lot
provided:
- it does not involve the rotation of the building
to face another frontage or boundary
- the pre 1946 house where on an existing small
lot complies with the side boundary setbacks
specified in Table 1—Building Envelope
Requirements of the Residential Design—Small
Lot Code

•

relocation of a building forwards or backwards on a
lot provided:
- the proposed setback of the building is a minimum
of 6m to any road frontage, or within 20% of the
average setback of the buildings next door where
those buildings have a setback less than 6m
- it does not involve rotating the building to face
another frontage or boundary
raising a house, except where on a small lot, where
the resultant height does not exceed 8.5m above
ground level (does not include any building work
to enclose under the house)
demolition of internal walls and features
demolition of stairs
demolition of post–1946 additions, extensions or
free–standing outbuildings
demolition of pre–1946 free–standing outbuildings
at the rear of the building
demolition or removal of any post–1946 alterations
to reveal original design, or reconstruction with
original form and materials, including:
- roof material
-   wall cladding
-   windows
- stumps
-   lower floor enclosures
-   verandah enclosures

Medical centre: a use of premises for the delivery of
medical or paramedical care or treatment of people not
resident on the site
Minor Building Work:
Note: The Building Regulation should be consulted to identify
if any building work listed below is exempt or self assessable.
In a Residential Area (where not on a small lot):
• internal building works
• roofed structures over ground level outdoor landscape
and recreation areas ie. pergolas and patios
• sunhoods over windows and doors
• raising a house where the resultant height does not
exceed 8.5m above ground level (does not include
any building work to enclose under the house)
• roof over an existing deck or balcony
• rainwater tanks where no greater than 3.5m in height
and with a footprint of 10m2 or less
In a Industrial Area:
• an alteration, addition or extension to an existing
building where the floor area including balconies is
less than 5% of the building or 25m2, whichever is
the lesser
• internal fitouts
• roofed structures over ground level outdoor landscape
and recreation areas i.e. pergolas and patios
• sunhoods over windows and doors
• carports or car shade structures up to 25m2 in area
• amenity blocks or outbuildings up to 25m2 in area
In any other Area:
• an alteration, addition or extension to an existing
building where the floor area including balconies is
less than 5% of the building or 25m2, whichever is
the lesser
• internal fitouts
• roofed structures over ground level outdoor landscape
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•

any other demolition required as a consequence
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Local stormwater management plan (LSMP): a plan for
specific localised stormwater management such as local
flooding of a street or pollution in a lake

•
•

and recreation areas i.e. pergolas and patios
sunhoods over windows and doors
carports or car shade structures up to 25m2 in area

Definitions

a Local Area Plan, Development Control Plan or Local
Area Outline Plan and provides more detailed guidance
regarding planning intentions in older suburbs, postwar
suburbs, outer suburbs and specific localities as detailed
in Chapter 4

of carrying out work related to renovations and
extensions approved in accordance with or exempt
from assessment against the Residential Design—
Character Code and/or Residential Design—Small
Lot Code
Minor road: any public road not classified as a major
road. Minor roads are Neighbourhood, Local and
Industrial Access Roads
Mixed use: a use of premises that integrates residential
activities with commercial, retail or industry activities
where a minimum of 30% of the total gross floor area
is used for residential purposes
Multi – unit Dwelling: a use of premises as the principal
place of longer term residence by several discrete
households, domestic groups or individuals irrespective
of the building form. Multi–unit dwellings may be
contained on one lot or each dwelling unit may be
contained on its own lot subject to Community Title
Schemes. Examples of other forms of multi–unit
dwelling include boarding house, retirement village,
nursing home, orphanage or children’s home, aged care
accommodation, residential development for people with
special needs, hostel, institution (primarily residential in
nature) or community dwelling (where unrelated people
maintain a common discipline, religion or similar). The
term multi–unit dwelling does not include a house or
single unit dwelling as defined elsewhere
Newly developing area: land which is contained within
the Emerging Community Area or a Local Plan for outer
suburbs (excluding Forest Lake Local Plan)
Nightclub: a use of premises for listening and/or
dancing to live or recorded music by the general public,
predominantly during the night hours
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Definitions

Office: a use of premises for a business or office purpose,
e.g. professional office, real estate office, estate sales
office, bank, building society or surgery, where the
principal activity provides:
•

business or professional advice

•

services or goods that are not physically on the
premises

•

the office based administrative functions of an
organisation

but does not include a Home Business, which is defined
separately
Outdoor lighting: any form of permanently installed
exterior lighting and interior lighting systems which emit
light that impacts on the outdoor environment
Outdoor sport and recreation: a use of premises for playing
of a game, recreation, instruction, athletics, sport or
entertainment, where these activities take place primarily
outdoors, and includes only minor ancillary facilities such
as clubhouses, equipment stores and change rooms, e.g.
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sporting field, race track, public swimming pool or a
place where activities are based on the appreciation or
enjoyment of the natural features of a locality, but does
not include a sport or recreation based on motorised
vehicles, e.g. cars, motor cycles or go–karts
Overland flow path:
•

where a piped drainage system exists, the path
where flood waters exceeding the capacity of the
underground drainage system would flow

•

where no piped drainage system or other form
of defined watercourse exists, the path taken by
surface run–off from higher parts of the catchment.
This does not include a watercourse or gully with
well–defined banks

Park: a use of premises by the public for free recreation
and enjoyment, e.g. playing field, playground, or
ornamental garden areas, which are used infrequently
for events. Facilities for park users may include kiosks,
shelters, play equipment, carparking areas or public
conveniences
Permeability: an urban form that is accessible, for
example by a number of alternative paths or ways
through a place, but does not surround itself with or
include barriers to movement. The greater the number
of routes, such as mid block pedestrian links, the better
the permeability of the urban form
Plot ratio: the ratio of the gross floor area of the
building/s on the site to the area of the site
Prescribed airspace: as defined in the Airports Act 1996
Radioactive industry: any operation (whether or not
ancillary to another use) which involves any of the
following:
•
•

•
•

the use of a radioactive substance or material in a
process
the treatment or processing of a radioactive substance
or material contaminated by a radioactive substance
prior to disposal
the disposal of a radioactive substance or material
the storage of a radioactive substance or material

This does not include any operation or storage involving
a radioactive substance or material where that substance
or material forms part of an instrument or is used in
association with equipment, for the testing, measurement
or analysis of any product, machinery or equipment or
is being used for medical purposes
Radio or television station: a use of premises for the
transmitting and/or receiving of radio signals or use as
a broadcasting station, a television station, a repeater
station or a translator station as referred to in the
Commonwealth Broadcasting and Television Act 1942
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Restaurant: a use of premises for providing meals or
light refreshments on a regular basis to members of the
public for consumption on or off the site, e.g. cafe,
restaurant, theatre restaurant, bistro, milk bar, coffee
shop, tea room, take away, drive through food outlet
or fast food outlet
Retirement village: (part of the definition of multi–unit
dwelling) a use of premises for an integrated community
including residential accommodation that meets the
particular needs of persons who are retired and do
not have children living permanently with them. A
retirement village may include aged care accommodation
or be residential development for people with special
needs
Riding school: a use of premises for horses to be kept
and let out on hire to the public for riding or for riding
instruction
Road: as defined in the Integrated Planning Act 1997
Satellite dish: a circular dish or other antenna used to
send and/or receive communications via satellite or
microwave
Sensitive receiving environment: any part of land in a
Residential Area or an Emerging Community Area,
or a site used for education purposes, a hospital, aged
care accomodation, a house, a multi–unit dwelling or
a caravan park
Service station: a use of premises primarily for refuelling
light motor vehicles and including ancillary use of the
premises for:
•

retail sale to the travelling public of motoring
requirements such as fuels, lubricants, oils and greases,
batteries, tyres, spare parts and auto accessories,
convenience shopping items and fast food

•

maintenance, service and repair of motor vehicles

•

hire of a limited range of vehicles or trailers

•

cleaning of motor vehicles for a fee or reward,
including facilities provided to the public to clean
their own vehicles

Shop: a use of premises for the display and retailing of
goods, and personal services such as betting, hair and
beauty care, laundromats and dry cleaning shop fronts
e.g. supermarket, department store, showroom, retail
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Short term accommodation: a use of premises for
short term accommodation (typically not exceeding
2 weeks) for tourists and travellers, e.g. holiday
cabins, motel, hotel (where it entails mainly
accommodation), serviced apartments, guesthouse or
backpackers hostel and caravan park (that is also often
appropriate for use as long term accommodation)
Single unit dwelling: a use of premises as a principal
place of longer term residence by a household, domestic
group or individual/s, whether or not in a building that
is attached or detached, and the dwelling (including
any land and building/structures that may be associated
with the dwelling or part of the dwelling) is contained
entirely on a lot that has:
•

an average width of less than 10m and/or an area
less than 400m2 (but does not include small corner
lots with a minimum lot size of 350m2 as provided
by Table 2 Lot Layout in the Subdivision Code),
or

•

an area less than 600m2 (excluding access way) if a
rear lot.

For the purposes of applying this definition and
corresponding provisions in the Plan, the term freehold
lot is a Standard Format Plan only. Excluded from this
definition are lots subject to Community Titles Schemes,
Building Format and/or Volumetric Format Plans.
The definition of single unit dwelling does not apply
to:
•

any existing dwellings approved as another use (e.g.
an existing house on a lot below the sizes stated
above). Extensions or alterations to these existing
dwellings will be assessed according to the relevant
provisions for that use (e.g. an extension to an
existing house on a lot below the sizes stated above
will be assessed as a small lot house), or

•

houses or multi–unit dwellings on existing vacant
lots of the size stated above.

Small lot: a lot that has:
•

an average width less than 15m and/or an area less
than 450m2

•

an area less than 600m2 (excluding access way) if a
rear lot

Special Purposes Centres:
SP1—Major hospital and medical facility: a use of
premises for medical or surgical care or treatment
of patients whether or not residing on the premises,
including a medical centre, and including ancillary
activities servicing the needs of workers, patients and
visitors, such as shopping and food outlets
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Residential development for people with special needs:
(part of the definition of multi–unit dwelling) a use of
premises exclusively for residential occupation by the
elderly, young or people with disabilities, with services
provided to cater for particular needs, e.g. nursing home,
children’s home, hostel or institution

warehouse, liquor store, place for the hire of domestic
items, stall, market or salon

Definitions

Railway activities: a use of premises for activities and
associated facilities that support the effective functioning
of the railway system

SP2—Major educational and research facility: a use
of premises for teaching and research e.g. university
or research development and manufacturing such as a
technology park
SP3—Major defence and communications facility: a use
of premises for defence and communications activities
SP4—Major sporting stadium: a use of premises for
major sporting events and occasional entertainment,
including ancillary catering, light refreshments and sale
of merchandise
SP5—Entertainment centre: a use of premises for the
amusement and entertainment of the public, including
ancillary catering, light refreshments and sale of
merchandise
SP6—Airport: a use of premises for:
•

the landing and/or departure of aircraft

•

the housing, servicing, maintenance and repair of
aircraft

•

the assembly and dispersal of passengers/goods on
or from aircraft

•

any ancillary activities serving the needs of passengers
and visitors to the airport, such as shopping, food
outlets and tourism services

•

SP11—Vehicle sales and service: a use of premises for:
•

display for sale, hire or lease of motor vehicles,
motorcycles, boats, caravans, trailers and/or
relocatable homes

•

display for sale, hire or lease of access areas for these
vehicles

•

maintenance and repair of these vehicles

SP12—Mixed industry and business: a use of premises
on a large parcel of land to accommodate firms seeking
to combine their major office and industry functions in
one central location. Any retail operations are limited to
food outlets, finance and service retailing predominantly
serving firms located in that mixed industry and business
area
SP13—Office park: a use of premises for an office
development that promotes integration with surrounding
office, special purpose and residential activities
SP14—Cottage industry and retail: a use of premises
for small scale, low key activities, often conducted
from converted houses, part of which may also be the
residence of those involved in the activity concerned.
Examples of cottage industry/retail include:
•

cottage shop—the sale and/or exhibition of clothing,
footwear, fashion accessories, gifts or household
items from the street level floor area of an existing
building

•

cottage art or craft shop—the production substantially
by hand, consumption or selling a craft or art, for
personal or household use, from the street level floor
area of an existing building

•

minor refreshment outlet—an existing building with
a maximum capacity of 30 seats. This use includes the
sale of foods for consumption elsewhere, but only
where it is subordinate to the primary use

•

personal services offices—an existing building used
for the provision of medical or therapeutic services
by only 1 practitioner
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Definitions

SP7—Port: a use of premises for:
•

the arrival and/or departure of ships

•

the housing, servicing, maintenance and repair of
ships

•

the assembly and dispersal of passengers/goods on
or from ships

•

any ancillary activities serving the needs of passengers
and visitors to the port, such as shopping, food outlets
and tourism services

SP8—Major residential institution: a use of premises
for residential occupation by the elderly, young or
people with disabilities with services provided to cater
for particular needs, e.g. nursing home or children’s
home
SP9—Correctional centre: a use of premises for the
confinement of persons committed by a process of law,
e.g. prison, detention centre, watch–house or half–way
house
SP10—The Brisbane Market: a use of premises for
the provision of facilities and services to facilitate the
marketing and distribution of primarily fresh food and
produce, including:
•

the sale of fresh food and produce by both wholesale
and retail

•

businesses and facilities having a connection to or
association with the marketing and distribution of
fresh food and produce
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trash and treasure market

SP15—Marina: a use of premises for mooring, storage,
repair and maintenance of boats and facilities servicing
these activities
SP16— South Bank: a use of premises within the South
Bank Corporation area in accordance with the most
recently approved Development Plan (ADP)
Stable: a use of premises for the housing of horses
Storey: a space within a building which is situated
between 1 floor level and the floor level next above it
and commencing at ground level, or if there is no floor
level above, the ceiling or roof, above, but not a space
that contains only:
•

a lift shaft, stairway or meter room, or
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•

a bathroom, shower room, laundry, watercloset or
other sanitary compartment, or

•

•

a combination of the above

For the purposes of this definition a mezzanine is a
storey

Veterinary facility: a use of premises for veterinary
care, surgery and treatment of animals that involves the
accommodation of animals on the site

The term ‘Ground Storey’ as defined elsewhere in this
section is not applicable when determining the overall
height of a building in storeys

Warehouse: a use of premises for the storage of goods,
whether or not in a building, including self– storage
facilities or storage yards

Stormwater management plan (SMP): a plan for the
management of stormwater quantity and quality
prepared for a creek or tributary

Waterway: any element of a river, creek, stream, gully
or drainage channel, including the bed and banks. This
term includes waterways indicated on the Planning
Scheme Maps

Structure plan: a plan showing generally the form, type
and density of future development and that includes
a neighbourhood structure plan for an Emerging
Community Area and an industrial structure plan for a
Future Industry Area
Telecommunication tower: a use of premises for:
•

freestanding poles, towers and associated antennae

•

telecommunication equipment cabinets in excess of
5m2 base area and/or in excess of 2.5m in height

•

the full range of telecommunications infrastructure
in heritage or environmentally sensitive areas

Utility installation: a use of premises for:
•

supply of water, hydraulic power, electricity or gas
but excluding power generation plants burning
100kg or more of fuel an hour

•

provision of sewerage or drainage services, other
than a sewage treatment works

•

animal pound

•

transport services, including an airstrip, wharf,
railway, tramway, air transport, water transport,
harbour or river undertaking

•

provision of postal or telecommunications services,
excluding the use of premises as a Telecommunications
Tower
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•

the Brisbane River Corridor

•

a flood regulation line (FRL)

•

a Local Plan, Environmental Corridor or Waterway
Corridor

•

a Waterway Corridor defined in a Stormwater
Management Plan (SMP)

•

a Waterway Corridor defined in a Waterway
Management Plan (WMP)

•

if more than one of these measurements is available
for a particular waterway, the largest applies

•

if there is no FRL, Local Plan, SMP or WMP, a 30m
distance measured on each side from the centre line
of a waterway

Waterway Management Plan (WMP): integrated plan
addressing management of waterways in a catchment
including stormwater drainage, water quality, ecological
health, flooding and waterways usage
Wetlands: areas of permanent or intermittent inundation.
Wetlands extend to the seaward boundary of the coastal
vegetation line and include areas of marine water the
depth of which at low tide does not exceed 6 metres.
Wetlands may be natural or artificial, static or slow
flowing and fresh, brackish or saline, and include:
• waterlogged soils
• ponds
• billabongs
• lakes
• forest swamps
• marsh swamps
• tidal flats
• salt marshes
• sea grass
• estuaries
• flood plains
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Structure: any building, wall, fence or anything fixed
to or projecting from a building, wall, fence or other
structure, e.g. aerial, antenna, freestanding screen and
pole, flagpole, liquid or gas storage tank, mast, satellite
dish, shipping container, transformer/tower (whether or
not load bearing and in excess of 2m in height), fountain
sculpture, or statue

Waterway Corridors: the corridors along a waterway
indicated on the Planning Scheme Maps. These
corridors are defined by:

Definitions

Streetscape: the collective combination of urban form
elements that constitute the view of a street and its public
and private domains. These elements include buildings,
roads, footpaths, vegetation, amenities, open spaces and
street furniture. The impact of these elements which
may affect a streetscape include scale and configuration
of the built form, the location and width of paths, the
amount and type of vegetation and the presence and
location of activity nodes

associated offices for the provision of public
services

Artificial wetlands are wetlands created by human skill
and labour whether directly or indirectly e.g. stormwater
quality improvement devices, farm dams, old sand
extraction devices and detention basins
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Definitions

Youth club: (part of the definition of community facilities)
a use of premises by the Queensland Police–Citizens
Youth Welfare Association, the Scout Association of
Australia or the Girl Guides Association, including the
occasional use for other community activities.
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1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
Background
The Australia TradeCoast is a unique and valuable asset
of great social, environmental and economic importance
to the people of Brisbane and South East Queensland.
The area comprises approximately 8,000ha of land with
over 2000ha of land available for industrial development.
The area contains the Port of Brisbane and the Brisbane
Airport, both major transport distribution centres and
economic drivers and two major industrial areas on
either side of the Brisbane River.
This area provides a focus for major industrial
development in Brisbane and contains a range of sites
which:
•

have industrial standard infrastructure

•

can accommodate a range of industries with impacts
ranging from high to low

•

offers a choice between freehold and leasehold
tenure.

2

Development principles

2.3 In the southern Australia TradeCoast activities
producing high volumes of trade waste are to
locate east of the Queensport Road Sewerage
Pump Station.
2.4 Subdivision of land is to occur in conjunction with
an approval for an activity appropriate to the area.
Structure Plans are to be prepared in the earliest
stage of the application process.
2.5 Waterfront industries in the northern Australia
TradeCoast west of the Gateway Bridge are to
gradually relocate to the mouth of the River.
Redevelopment of these areas will be of high
quality, and provide public access to the River.
2.6 The impact of industrial activities on Residential
Areas, giving consideration to human health, is
to be minimised through strict environmental
controls and the establishment and maintenance
of landscaped safety buffers.
2.7 Industrial development is to preserve and rehabilitate
areas of regional and local environmental significance
identified as Green Space on Map A—Precincts.
2.8 Industrial development is not to impact on major
infrastructure (services and product) corridors
identified in the Australia TradeCoast. Refer
Map A—Precincts.
2.9 Public access is to be provided to the riverfront
where this does not conflict with waterfront
activities or impact on public safety.
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2.1 Most importantly, development is to occur in
accordance with the Staging Plan for the Australia
TradeCoast. This will ensure the cost efficient
provision of sewerage, water, stormwater and
transport infrastructure. Isolated development will
unnecessarily increase infrastructure costs at public
expense.

2.2 Heavier industry is to be located in areas that have
the greatest separation from Residential Areas.
In the short term, heavy industry is to locate
on Whyte Island and later at Luggage Point,
Myrtletown and Bulwer Island.

Australia TradeCoast Local Plan

Australia TradeCoast Local Plan
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2.10 Industrial development requiring the use of over
mass vehicles is to be located in the precincts
adjacent to the Gateway Motorway and the Port
of Brisbane Motorway subject to the activity being
appropriate to that area.

The precinct also comprises extensive salt pan and salt
marshes regarded as having regional environmental
significance. Future development must demonstrate that
areas of environmental significance will not be adversely
impacted by industrial activities.

3

Development must be compatible with the Brisbane
Airport’s operational and safety requirements.

Precinct intents

Map A—Precincts indicates the precincts of this Local
Plan.
Land within each precinct is largely available for future
industrial development.
Definitions

The Brisbane Airport Corporation controls the majority
of the land in this precinct west of Bancroft Road, while
the remainder is in private ownership.

Industry where identified in Schedule 1 or 2,
Chapter 3—Industrial Areas.

The term ‘general industry’ as used throughout this
Plan means:

Activities that can not tolerate the impacts from heavy
industry are considered to be inappropriate.

•

Due to the proximity of the Luggage Point Waste Water
Treatment Plant heavy industry involving waste water
reuse will be encouraged.

•

Industry that complies with the Desired
Environmental Outcomes for the General Industry
Area and where it is not identified in Schedule 2,
Chapter 3—Industrial Areas.

The term ‘light industry’ as used throughout this Plan
means:
•

Industry that complies with the Desired
Environmental Outcomes for the Light Industry
Area in Chapter 3.

The term ‘storage yard’ as used in the Luggage Point,
Myrtletown and Boggy Creek Precincts means:
•

Any builder’s yard, construction contractor’s
yard and landscape supply depot where goods are
primarily stored in the open and total gross floor
area of on–site buildings does not exceed 50m2.

3.1

Australia TradeCoast Local Plan

Myrtletown Precinct

This precinct will be the main centre for heavy industry
in the northern Australia TradeCoast. It is an appropriate
location for industrial activities that require separation
from sensitive receiving environments because of
emissions of gases, dust, odour and noise.

The term ‘heavy industry’ as used throughout this Plan
means:

Luggage Point Precinct

The land in this precinct is owned by the State
Government.
The precinct is separated from the nearest Residential
Area by approximately 5,000m and future development
of heavy industry requiring large land holdings will be
encouraged.
Chapter 4: Local Plans

3.2

Due to the proximity of the Luggage Point Waste Water
Treatment Plant, heavy industry involving wastewater
reuse will be encouraged.
A Structure Plan for the entire precinct is to be prepared
in the earliest stages of the application process.

In order to provide large sites that are required for heavy
industry, subdivision of allotments will be restricted and
amalgamation of smaller individual allotments will be
actively encouraged.
Subdivision within the precinct will not be considered
unless it is associated with a proposal to develop a use
that accords with the intent for the precinct.
All development sites and access roads will need to be
filled to create flood free, properly drained development
sites.
The future road and drainage networks, together
with indicative levels, for the precinct are
shown on Map C—Myrtletown Structure Plan and
Map D—Drainage and Filling.
To assist in the maintenance of water quality in Boggy
Creek and to provide a connecting corridor within the
Green Space System, a 50m undeveloped buffer is to be
preserved on allotments fronting Boggy Creek to the
north of Brownlee Street. This buffer will be maintained
at its current level. Any Filling of this buffer area will
not be supported.
Sewerage reticulation in the precinct is available via a
vacuum sewer system. Development in the precinct will
be required to connect to this system. Any high volume
trade waste producing activities may be required to
provide for individual servicing of their sites.
Development must be compatible with Brisbane
Airport’s operational and safety requirements.
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The Brisbane Airport Corporation controls the land
west of the Northern Arterial Road connection with
the balance in private ownership.
A minimum distance of 300m separates the precinct
from the Residential Area of Pinkenba. The Pinkenba
Buffer separates this Residential Area from future
industrial development.
The precinct is an appropriate location for general
industry with land directly adjoining the airport being
reserved for industries that can utilise this attribute.
Heavy industry may be considered in the northern part
of the precinct, which is approximately 1,000m from
the Pinkenba community.
The Boggy Creek environs are an important component
of the Brisbane Green Space System and any development
adjacent to this area must have strict environmental
controls to ensure there are no adverse impacts on the
Conservation Area.
Any development in this precinct must be consistent
with the Drainage Strategy for Pinkenba and Boggy
Creek.
3.4

Bulwer Island Precinct

This precinct comprises mainly State Government land
under option to BP Australia and land under the control
of PBC. A minimum distance of 1,200m separates the
precinct from the Residential Area of Pinkenba.
This precinct is adjacent to the BP Refinery, which
is one of the Australia TradeCoast’s Major Hazard
Facilities. An extension of refinery activities will be
encouraged subject to cumulative quantitative risk
analysis, traffic impacts on Pinkenba during operation
and construction, and the sensitive management of the
Conservation Area adjacent to Boggy Creek.
All future development in this precinct is to accord
with the Bulwer Island Structure Plan, prepared by the
State Government.
3.5

Pinkenba Precinct

This precinct wraps around the Pinkenba community
and includes land under the control of the Brisbane
Airport Corporation and private industrial land to the
west of the Pinkenba Residential Area.
Land adjacent to the Entrance Creek wetland is suitable
for light industry however development must not
compromise the environmental values of the wetland.
General industry is suitable for the remainder of the
precinct.
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Any development must maintain or enhance the
residential amenity of the Pinkenba community through
appropriate land use, buffering and landscaping.
Any development in this precinct must be consistent
with the Drainage Strategy for Pinkenba and Boggy
Creek.
3.6

Airport Precinct

The land in this precinct is under the control of the
Brisbane Airport Corporation.
Appropriate land use activities are identified in the
Brisbane Airport Master Plan.
Commercial and retail development must have a nexus
with Airport activities. General or low intensity retail
activities will not be supported.
3.7

Old Airport Precinct

The Old Airport site is currently controlled by the
Commonwealth Government.
The precinct is suitable for general industry, however
uses must be well presented due to the areas high
visibility. A 30m landscaped buffer is required adjacent
to the Gateway Motorway. Direct access to the Gateway
Motorway will not be permitted.
General or low intensity retail development will not
be supported.
Future development of the Old Airport site will not be
supported until access, flooding, drainage and servicing
constraints are resolved to the satisfaction of Council.
3.8

Eagle Farm East Precinct

The land in this precinct is under the control of the Port
of Brisbane Corporation and the State Government.
The area is suitable for general industry.
3.9

Eagle Farm West Precinct

The Department of State Development and Queensland
Rail are the major land–holders in this precinct.
The land in this precinct is suitable for light industry in
the short to medium term.
As waterfront industries west of the Gateway Bridge
gradually relocate to the mouth of the River,
redevelopment of this area is to facilitate a high quality
design outcome compatible with adjacent non–industrial
riverfront activities. Public access to the River is to be
provided.
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Boggy Creek Precinct
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3.3

3.10 Fisherman Islands Precinct

3.13 Murarrie Precinct

Development on Fisherman Islands and Whyte Island
is under the statutory control of the Port of Brisbane
Corporation (PBC). Appropriate land use activities are
identified in the PBC Land Use Strategy.

This precinct is suitable for general industry. Any
proposed development must be of a high quality
and complement the development outcomes in the
Queensport precinct.

PBC is the assessment manager for all development in
this precinct.

The major focus for development in the Murarrie
precinct in the short term is the land north of Lytton
Road. This site is owned by the Department of State
Development.

Whyte Island has been identified by the PBC and the
Council as a location for industry requiring separation
and is a strategic location for heavy industry in the
short term.
3.11 Lytton Precinct
Part of the land in this precinct is owned by the State
Government (Lytton Industrial Estate), with the balance
(Clunies Flats) under the control of the Port of Brisbane
Corporation.
The Lytton Industrial Estate is suitable for general
industry.
Industrial activities on this estate are to be buffered
from the nearby Residential Area by a corridor of green
spaces that link the Bayside Regional Park with the
Brisbane River.
The separation distances between Clunies Flats and
Residential Areas make it appropriate for heavy
industry. However, this type of development should
be cognisant of the potential for visual impact on vistas
from residential development at Wynnum.
3.12 Hemmant Precinct

Those parts of the precinct closest to the Residential
Areas of Hemmant and Lindum should only be
developed for light industry and centre activities that
serve an administrative function directly related to
specific manufacturing or distribution activities on the
same site or that directly and predominantly service the
needs of industries in the locality.
Any development in close proximity to the Hemmant
community must maintain or enhance residential
amenity through appropriate land use, buffering and
landscaping.
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This precinct is suitable for a mix of general and light
industrial uses.

General industry is suitable for the remainder of the
precinct.
Any development in this precinct must be consistent
with the Drainage Strategy for Hemmant.
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The balance of the precinct is impacted in the short
term by the construction of the Port of Brisbane
Motorway.
Future land uses on sites controlled by the Department
of Main Roads will be determined upon completion of
the Port of Brisbane Motorway.
This area is subject to environmental and drainage
constraints. Additions to the Brisbane Green Space
System will also be finalised once the Port of Brisbane
Motorway is constructed.
3.14 Queensport Precinct
This precinct is suitable for a range of light and general
industry. Particular attention must be given to the
interface with adjacent Residential Areas to ensure
compatible land use and good design outcomes.
Opportunities also exist to build on the local green space
links established on the Metroplex on Gateway site.
Where appropriate, future development must include
green space links that integrate with the established local
green space network.
This precinct represents the southern gateway to the
Australia TradeCoast and development must be of a
high standard and complement the high quality design
outcomes emerging in the precinct.
3.15 Colmslie Precinct
This precinct comprises the vacant land adjacent to
the Forgacs Dockyard. This site is under the statutory
control of the PBC. The PBC is the assessment manager
for development in this precinct.
Development should be light or general industry
depending on the proximity to Residential Areas and the
potential to impact on residential amenity. Development
must also address the visual and noise impact of industrial
development on the Residential Areas on Balmoral Hill
and Bulimba. Consideration should also be given to
the potential redevelopment of adjacent Department of
Defence land for residential uses.
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The environmental and hydraulic characteristics of
Perrin Creek are to be protected and managed to ensure
their long term viability. Any modifications to the
wetland area are to be designed to complement upstream
improvement works.
Industrial access to the precinct is to be via Lytton
and Thynne Roads. Access via Taylor Street will not
be supported. Traffic management measures are to be
implemented to direct northbound heavy industrial
traffic to the Gateway Motorway rather than the Story
Bridge.

Level of assessment

The following table contains exceptions to the level
of assessment overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3.
A preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in this table.
The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment table) unless otherwise specified.

Code Assessment

Applicable Code

1.

Industrial Amenity and Performance Code and
Industrial Design Code

5

Storage yard

Australia TradeCoast Local Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
Codes in Chapter 5 and takes precedence over the
Codes in Chapter 5.
The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the Development
principles and Precinct intents of this Local Plan.
Staging of development
The staging of future industrial development is identified
on Map B—Staging Plan.
This staging will assist the orderly provision of
infrastructure in the area.
It also provides the development community with a
summary of infrastructure requirements/constraints.
The staging is based on infrastructure costs, demand and
supply of land and establishes the most efficient basis
for coordinated planning and the provision of public
utilities such as sewerage, water supply, stormwater
drainage and transport (including roads, public transport
and pedestrian access).

Precinct

Luggage
Point
Myrtletown
Boggy
Creek
Bulwer
Island
Pinkenba
Airport
Old Airport
Eagle Farm
East
Eagle Farm
West
Fisherman
Islands
Lytton
Hemmant
Murarrie
Queensport
Colmslie

Access

Water

Sewer

Drainage

3

3

3

3

3
3

3
2

2
3

3
2

2

2

3

3

2
2
3
1

1
1
2
1

2
2
2
1

3
1
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
1
1

2
2
1
1
1

2
3
2
2
1

Infrastructure costs are likely to be high in the area due
to poor geo–technical conditions.

1= low cost; 2= moderate cost; 3= high cost

The Staging Plan reflects Council’s infrastructure
investment priorities. Development will be required to
contribute towards full cost delivery of infrastructure.

Infrastructure costs within each precinct are likely to
vary based on individual site characteristics.

The following table summarises the relative costs of
providing infrastructure in each precinct.
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Current land development trends suggest there is
sufficient supply of industrial land with low to moderate
development costs in the Australia TradeCoast to meet
demand until at least 2010. Land with high development
costs will not be required for development prior to
2010.
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Luggage Point, Myrtletown and Boggy Creek Precincts where in the Future Industry Area
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4.1

4

All land included in a precinct has been identified in
one of the following districts. The category in which
land is included may change over time as infrastructure
is provided to adjacent areas.
Staging district 1 (2000—2005)
This district comprises ‘low cost’ land that is serviced
and ripe for development. These areas will be the focus
for development in the short term.

Staging district 2 (2005—2010)
This district is ‘moderate cost’ land to develop and will
be the focus for the next wave of development in the
medium term.
Staging district 3 (2010 and later)
The land in this district is ‘high cost’ and requires
considerable investment in infrastructure. It is not
anticipated that land in district 3 will be required for
development prior to 2010.

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions
5.1

Staging of development

Performance Criteria
P1

Development must occur in a manner that
ensures the efficient provision of sewerage,
water, stormwater and transport infrastructure

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

Industrial development proceeds in a manner
consistent with the Australia Trade Coast
Staging Plan

A1.2

Development approval may be considered
for proposals that do not accord with the
Australia TradeCoast Staging Plan where it
can be demonstrated that due to changed
circumstances infrastructure can be efficiently
provided and/or where the applicant is
prepared to fully fund infrastructure subject
to an agreement with Council

A2

A development application must be
accompanied by a Structure Plan that
demonstrates:
• minimum subdivision size is 2ha
• areas of regional environmental
significance are retained in public
ownership and designated as reserves.
These areas are not required to be
publicly accessible
• industrial development does not impact
on the future operation of the Luggage
Point Waste Water Treatment Plant
• area wide flooding and drainage issues are
addressed
• industrial access is to be gained via
Bancroft Road

Where in the Luggage Point Precinct

Australia TradeCoast Local Plan

Industrial development must proceed in a
planned manner
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P2
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

P5

Development must facilitate the establishment of
a heavy industry precinct

Green space connection must be along Boggy
Creek

Development for industrial purposes must
proceed in a planner manner to ensure that the
area is properly drained and is flood free

P6 Stormwater quality must be appropriately
managed
P7

A3.1

The proposal involves industrial development
that requires separation from sensitive
receiving environments

A3.2

Minimum subdivision size is 2ha

A3.3

Any subdivision is associated with an
application to develop an appropriate use

A3.4

Individual allotments containing dwellings
are amalgamated into adjacent industrial
allotments

A3.5

Existing allotments significantly less than 2ha
are amalgamated

A4.1

A 50m undeveloped buffer is provided
by allotments having riparian frontage to
Boggy Creek. These areas may remain in
private ownership and are not required to be
publicly accessible

A4.2

Land within this buffer is unfilled and
rehabilitated to natural condition

A5.1

Development contributes towards the cost
of constructing all roads in the precinct and
establishing the drainage system shown on
Map C—Myrtletown Structure Plan – Access and
Green Space

A5.2

Land is filled to produce flood free sites that
will drain to the drainage system shown on
Map D—Myrtletown Structure Plan — Drainage
and Fill

A6

Industrial allotments fronting Boggy Creek
north of Brownlee Street provide simulated
natural outfalls within the 50m buffer area

Bancroft Road north of Brownlee Street must be A7.1
maintained as a limited access road

All access to industrial development is taken
off Main Beach Road; Sandmere Road;
Dickson Street; School Road; Gannon
Street or Brownlee Street as shown on Map
C—Myrtletown Structure Plan — Access and
Green Space

A7.2

The proposal does not involve vehicular
access to Bancroft Road north of Brownlee
Street

A7.3

Bancroft Road is to be constructed to arterial
route standard. All other roads are to be
constructed to industrial access standard
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P3

Australia TradeCoast Local Plan

Where in the Myrtletown Precinct

Map A: Precincts
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Secondary infrastructure
corridor

Proposed future state
controlled transport corridor
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Map B: Staging Plan
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Map C: Structure Plan - Access and Green Space
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Map D: Structure Plan - Drainage and Fill
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Acacia Ridge Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Acacia Ridge.
The following text provides locally specific information
regarding these elements that is to be considered in
addition to the general requirements for Local Plans
for Outer Suburbs.
2.1

Environmental and scenic constraints

A number of wetlands are located throughout the Oxley
Creek and Blunder Creek waterway corridors, some
resulting from past and present sand extraction activities.
Rehabilitation of these extractive industry sites is of
utmost importance with particular attention to be paid
to the restoration of the hydraulic regime, bed and
bank structure and floodplain vegetation communities
to improve water quality.
2.1.2 Habitat areas and ecological corridors
Blunder and Oxley Creek corridors include private
and publicly owned land in which future development
should be limited to low impact, nature–based activities
such as walking, bicycle or equestrian trails, interpretive
facilities and picnic areas.
2.2

Open space and parks

A local park should be provided east of Beaudesert Road,
between Kerry and Mortimer Roads, to be located in
either the industrial or residential areas.
2.3

Precincts

2.1.1 Waterway corridors

2.3.1 Archerfield North Residential

Waterway corridors include the more natural corridors
of Blunder and Oxley Creeks, the more formalised
corridors of Archerfield Drain and Stable Swamp Creek
and numerous smaller waterways, which feed into the
major creeks. Some low impact recreational activities,
such as walking and cycling, may be allowed in the
corridors. The corridors include privately and publicly
owned land.

Given the nature of surrounding land uses, multi–unit
dwellings for the aged or special persons, childcare
facilities, educational and health purposes are not
considered appropriate.
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The Blunder Creek and Oxley Creek waterway
corridors and adjoining land have been considerably
degraded by filling and extractive industry operations.
Poor water quality in Blunder and Oxley Creeks is
partly the result of these activities. Further extractive
industry in the Local Plan area is not appropriate. This
is unless a need for resources and an ability to implement
sound environmental management practices can be
demonstrated and appropriate licensing secured.

Due to size of the allotments and the street layout it is
not currently economically feasible for industrial uses to
locate in this area. However, this situation may change
over time. The establishment of industrial uses will
not be supported without two structure plans being
prepared — one to the west and one to the east of Beatty
Road, addressing transport, infrastructure and impacts
on existing residential amenity issues in particular.
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2.3.2 Elizabeth Street Residential
This location, with good access to public transport,
shops and other community facilities, will provide for
a variety of housing types such as small lot housing,
multi–unit dwellings (ie duplexes and attached houses)
not commonly found elsewhere in the area. Expansion
of the adjoining commercial or business activities into
this area is not appropriate.
2.3.3 Kerry Road East Light Industry
Future light industrial development in this prominent
location along Beaudesert Road is to provide an
attractive building and a clean and high quality
landscaped environment. This will have minimal
impacts on existing residential properties in terms of air
quality, noise, traffic and visual intrusion. Development
must be in accordance with an industrial structure
plan that considers in particular, appropriate road
layout and vehicular access, on–site manoeuvring,
building setbacks, heights, and landscape buffering to
residential uses. Commercial uses are not appropriate
in this location.
2.3.4 Archerfield Airport
Development is to provide for the continual viable
operation of the Archerfield Airport, related aviation

3.1

activities and services, and industrial activities while
retaining and enhancing the Heritage Places located on
the site. Future industrial development is also provided
for where in accordance with an industrial structure plan
that provides for the extension of Balham Road east to
Beatty Road and the future connection of Boundary
Road through the site.
Any industrial structure plan must consider in particular:
appropriate road layout and vehicular access; on–site
manoeuvring; building setbacks, heights and landscape
buffering to residential land south of Mortimer Road;
protection of adjacent wetland, waterways and natural
area corridors and public transport provision.
Development must retain the identified heritage places
and ensure their heritage values are enhanced and
respected in new building work.
3

Level of assessment

The following tables contain exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3. A preliminary approval may change the level
of assessment identified in this table.
The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is a material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment table) unless otherwise specified.

Archerfield North Residential Precinct

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally inappropriate
1.

Child care facility

Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development Code

2.

Multi–unit dwelling where residential
development for people with special needs

Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development Code

3.2

Elizabeth Street Residential Precinct
Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.
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Impact Assessment

Multi–unit dwelling on a lot of 600m2 or
greater

Acacia Ridge Local Plan Code and Residential
Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium
Density Code

Generally inappropriate
1.

Shop or Office whether or not less than 250m2
gross floor area
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3.3

Kerry Road East Light Industry Precinct

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Acacia Ridge Local Plan Code, Structure Planning
Code and Subdivision Code

Reconfiguring a lot where in accordance
with a structure plan that has been adopted in
accordance with the Structure Planning Code

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

Industry where not identified in Schedule
1 or 2 in Chapter 3 and in accordance with
a structure plan that has been adopted in
accordance with the Structure Planning Code

Acacia Ridge Local Plan Code, Industrial Amenity
and Performance Code, Industrial Design Code and
Structure Planning Code

Generally inappropriate
1.

3.4

Industry where identified in Schedule 1 or 2 in
Chapter 3

Coopers Plains Convenience Centre Precinct

Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Centre Amenity and Performance Code

Restaurant where not involving building work
and complying with the Acceptable Solutions in
the Centre Amenity and Performance Code

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Restaurant where involving building work

Acacia Ridge Local Plan Code, Centre Amenity and
Performance Code and Centre Design Code

2.

Restaurant where not involving building
work and not complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the Centre Amenity and
Performance Code

Centre Amenity and Performance Code

3.5

Archerfield Airport Precinct

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Industry where not identified in Schedule 1
or 2 in Chapter 3 and where in accordance
with a structure plan that has been adopted in
accordance with the Structure Planning Code
and a direct nexus can be demonstrated with the
airport operations and related industries in the
area

Acacia Ridge Local Plan Code, Industrial Amenity
and Performance Code, Industrial Design Code and
Structure Planning Code

2.

Warehouse where in accordance with
a structure plan that has been adopted in
accordance with the Structure Planning Code
and a direct nexus can be demonstrated with the
airport operations and related industries in the
area

Acacia Ridge Local Plan Code, Industrial Amenity
and Performance Code, Industrial Design Code and
Structure Planning Code
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1.

Acacia Ridge Local Plan

Generally appropriate

4.

Acacia Ridge Local Plan Code

The most common Codes in Chapter 5 that apply to
development in this Local Plan area are the Structure
Planning Code and the Subdivision Code (these Codes
may also specify relevant secondary Codes that also need
to be referred to).

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions in this Local Plan Code take
precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5 will
continue to apply.

Performance Criteria

The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the intent for
the Elements of this Local Plan.

Acceptable Solutions

Where for any non–residential development with 50 or more persons working on the site at any one
time:
P1

The proposal must provide sufficient car parking A1
spaces on–site to ensure there is no parking
problems or detrimental impact on the amenity
of surrounding streets, and must allocate car
parking numbers on the basis of:
• the maximum number of people working on
the site at any one time
• the accessibility of public transport to workers
• the existing parking supply and demand in the
vicinity of the proposed development

The minimum number of car parking spaces
provided on–site is in accordance with the
rates specified in the Transport, Access,
Parking and Servicing Planning Scheme
Policy

P2

Buffers must reduce light impacts associated with
the outdoor recreational activities in the park on
nearby residents

A2

Landscaping or buffering is provided along
the eastern and southern boundaries fronting
residential properties

Where in Mortimer Road Reserve Precinct:
P3

Vehicular access must not adversely impact on
residential amenity in local streets

A3

Vehicular access is from Mortimer Road

P4

Development must enhance and respect the
Kerry Road igloo buildings

A4

Views to the Kerry Road igloo buildings to
the north of the reserve from the residential
area south of Mortimer Road are retained

Where in the Elizabeth Street Residential precinct:
Multi–unit dwellings must be at a density
generally consistent with the low density nature
of the locality

A5.1

Gross floor area is no more than 0.5 times
the site area

A5.2

The number of dwellings does not exceed 1
per 300m2 of site area

A5.3

The site area is a minimum of 600m2 and has
a minimum frontage of 15m

A6

Heavy vehicle transport routes to the area are
from Beaudesert Road or Kerry Road

Where in Mortimer Road Reserve Precinct:
P6
Chapter 4: Local Plans
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P5

Industrial development must minimise heavy
vehicle and traffic impacts on the existing Postle
Street residential area

Where in the Coopers Plains Convenience Centre precinct:
P7

Development must complement the architectural A7.1
style of the Heritage Place listed shop at 28
Henley Street in terms of building form, scale,
timber and tin materials and signage

Chapter 4, page 292d

New proposals and extensions along Henley
Street are built to the front boundary
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Performance Criteria

Driveway entries, car parking and servicing areas
must minimise visual impacts

A7.2

Proposals incorporate awnings over the
footpath along the length of the frontage
with parapets above and a glazing design
with a 600–800mm painted wall panel at the
lowest part of the ground level streetscape
elevation

A7.3

External building materials are painted
masonry or timber to all wall surfaces and
custom–orb profile metal roof sheeting

A8

Car parking is provided at the rear of the site
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P8

Acceptable Solutions
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Algester/Parkinson/Stretton
Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements

Algester/Parkinson/Stretton Local Plan
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Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of
the Local Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this
Chapter, for general guidance on the intent for the
different elements of the Local Plan as indicated on
Map A—Algester/Parkinson/Stretton North East, Map
B—Algester/Parkinson/Stretton South East and Map
C—Algester/Parkinson/Stretton South West. No locally
specific information regarding these elements, other
than that specified on the attached maps, applies in
addition to the general requirements for Local Plans
for Outer Suburbs.

Algester/Parkinson/Stretton Local Plan
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Bellbowrie Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements.Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Bellbowrie West
and Map B—Bellbowrie East. The following text provides
locally specific information regarding these elements
that is to be considered in addition to the general
requirements for Local Plans for Outer Suburbs.
2.1

Environmental and scenic constraints

2.1.1 Habitat areas and ecological corridors
A regionally significant bushland corridor exists through
areas in the south and south–west of the Plan. This
corridor contains regionally significant vegetation
communities and links key habitat areas, provides a
fauna movement corridor and must be excluded from
development.
2.2

Potential development areas

2.2.1 Residential

In areas identified as appropriate for densities of 7–10
dwellings/ha, a density of 10 dwellings/ha will only be
considered where lots are clustered to achieve greater
conservation of open space and bushland. In these
cases, the area of any lot must not fall below 600m2
and substantial landscaping must be provided to ensure
that development is compatible with Bellbowrie’s
surrounding vegetated character.
2.3

Existing development areas

The existing developed area of Bellbowrie consists
mainly of large residential allotments that contribute
to the open character of the area. The retention of this
character must be encouraged by approving further
subdivision of existing lots only where the open
character of the area is retained.
2.4

Nature conservation values

The nature conservation values in the Bellbowrie Local
Plan Area are particularly significant. It is a remnant
of a Tertiary floodplain system that has been deeply
weathered to produce red soils with erosion creating
a prominent scarp. This landscape type has been
extensively modified elsewhere in the region, whereas
the Bellbowrie/Moggill area provides a remaining
example, with its nature conservation values relatively
intact in places. The area includes species that are only
found within this area in Brisbane.
The values of the area include:
•

notophyll rainforest on alluvial plains. This ecosystem
has been mapped along Priors Pocket Road, has a
vulnerable conservation status, is habitat for rare and
threatened flora and fauna species, and is important
for fruit eating birds

Chapter 4: Local Plans
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Development must be of high quality, maintain
Bellbowrie’s open character and protect regionally
significant vegetation communities and green space
links.
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•

forest red gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) open forest
on alluvial plains. This ecosystem has been mapped
along Priors Pocket Road. While individual forest
red gum remains common in the landscape, very
few intact stands remain

•

mixed open forest that is unusual in that it contains
Eucalyptus curtisii, Xanthorrea spp., Eucalyptus dura (not
found anywhere else in Brisbane) and Corymbia henryi
(at its northern limits). This ecosystem has been
mapped at the junction of Witty Road/Matfield
Street road reserve

•

a variety of birds including some listed as
vulnerable

•

koalas occur in the Priors Pocket Road and Witty
Road areas

•

at least 18 species of frogs have been recorded in the
area

•

eastern grey kangaroo, swamp wallaby and the
echidna.
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The retention of these significant values in the area is
sought. Where required by the Biodiversity Code,
proposals should identify and assess these values, ensure
their protection and enable rehabilitation of vegetated
areas through weed removal, fire management and
additional planting.
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Calamvale District Local Plan
Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Calamvale
District and Map B—Road Network. The following
text provides locally specific information regarding
these elements that is to be considered in addition to
the general requirements for Local Plans for Outer
Suburbs.
2.1

Environmental and scenic constraints

2.1.1 Waterways Corridors, and Habitat areas
and ecological corridors
Parts of the Oxley Creek corridor have been
considerably degraded by extractive industry operations.
Rehabilitation is necessary to improve water quality and
restoration of the Waterway corridor, and Habitat areas
and ecological corridor. New development will only be
supported when sand mining operations cease and the
land has been rehabilitated.
2.1.2 Landscape features
Where valued vegetation contributes to wildlife habitat
and movement opportunities, such as adjacent to Oxley
Creek and along the rear of properties in Benhiam Street,
revegetation will be required in cleared areas to ensure a
contiguous vegetation link with adjoining sites.
2.2

2.2.2 Low density residential
dwellings

— multi–unit

A yield of 21 dwellings per hectare applies to this
land.
2.2.3 Light industry
To ensure existing industrial operations north of Learoyd
Road and east of Paradise Road are not prejudiced,
land fronting Learoyd Road has been identified for
low impact, light industrial development and is to be
developed in accordance with an industrial structure plan
and the provisions of the Light Industry Area.
2.3

Centres

Existing and approved Centres within and around the
Calamvale District are adequate to meet the retail and
commercial needs of the future population. Therefore
neither additional Centres nor expansion of Centres
outside the existing Centres area classification will be
supported.
2.4

Calamvale Community College

Expansion of the Calamvale Community College is
to integrate with the surrounding pedestrian, cyclist
and road networks and existing and future residential
areas. The college will provide opportunities for the
recreational and community needs of the district through
the provision of approximately 5ha of district sporting
parkland including sporting ovals, available for use by
the wider community. Joint use with local residents of
the colleges’ community facilities such as hall and library
is also strongly supported to encourage the creation of
a viable community hub.

Calamvale District Local Plan

1

Schemes to retain and protect these environmental
features.

Potential development areas

2.2.1 Low density residential

— houses
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Although low density residential — houses is primarily
intended for detached houses, multi–unit dwellings may
be supported only where a waterway corridor and/or
valued vegetation is protected. This is to ensure that
protection of these features does not significantly reduce
development yield below that intended for low density
residential — houses (12 dwellings per hectare). Multi–
unit dwellings can provide opportunities for common
property managed under Community Management
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3

Level of assessment

The level of assessment is not varied by this Local
Plan
4

Calamvale Local Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions in this Local Plan Code take
precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria and

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5 will
continue to apply.
The most common Codes in Chapter 5 that apply to
development in this Local Plan area are the Structure
Planning Code and the Subdivision Code (these Codes
may also specify relevant secondary Codes that also need
to be referred to).
The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the intent for
the Elements of this Local Plan.

Acceptable Solutions

Where development (except a House) on sites containing Landscape Features (other than sites within
the Very-low density residential areas):
P1

Development must be designed and located
to retain and restore valued vegetation and its
associated scenic and landscape amenity values
and Habitat areas and ecological corridor
function

A1.1

Existing stands of valued vegetation are
retained intact

A1.2

Cleared areas are revegetated to ensure a
contiguous vegetated link with adjoining
sites

Where industrial development occurs on land fronting Learoyd Road:
An efficient and orderly road layout must be
provided which:
• does not adversely affect the traffic carrying
capacity of Learoyd Road
• minimises conflicts between residential and
industrial vehicular traffic

A2

All new lots are accessed from an internal
road network with a single entry point
from Learoyd Road, in accordance with the
location shown on Map B—Road Network

P3

Reconfiguration of a lot provides for adequate
separation and buffering from adjoining
residential uses to ensure a high level of visual
amenity

A3

The access road intersecting with Learoyd
Road accommodates on the eastern side, a
densely planted, three tiered, landscaped and
mounded buffer at least 20m wide as part of
the road reserve as shown on Map B—Road
Network
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Capalaba West Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
1.1

Definitions

In this Local Plan, the following definitions apply in
addition to those contained in Section 10 of Chapter 3.
Boat sales yard: a use of premises for the display and
sale, hire or leasing of boats and boat trailers, with or
without accessories.
Produce store: a use of premises for the display and
sale of animal fodder, produce and farming goods and
equipment.
2

Development principles

2.1 Capalaba West is to remain a small, semi–rural
Centre, where land uses are compatible with the
semi–rural, broad hectare character of Capalaba
West.

2.2 The establishment of any land use is to be and
remain complementary to, rather than competing
with, those facilities provided in the nearby
Capalaba Centre.
2.3 Residential amenity in the surrounding area is to be
protected through measures including landscaping
and fencing.
2.4 The capacity of Old Cleveland Road and Mt
Gravatt–Capalaba Road arterial roads are not to
be diminished.
3

Precinct intents

The whole area covered by this Local Plan, as shown on
Map A—Streetscape Guidelines and Building Siting and Access
Arrangements, forms one precinct.
A variety of small–scale commercial uses are intended
for this area, to create an integrated Centre.
The range, scale and form of development should be very
limited reflecting the semi–rural broad hectare character
and atmosphere of Capalaba West in this predominantly
non–urban south–eastern sector of the City.
Development should be of a scale and form that
recognises that while reticulated water is available,
sewerage is not and that connection to the City’s
sewerage system is unlikely to be provided within the
life of the City Plan.
Capalaba West is not intended to provide facilities such
as retail warehousing or fast food outlets (which should
be located in the Capalaba Centre).
Because of heavy traffic volumes on Old Cleveland
Road, Council will not favourably consider the
introduction of those non–residential uses that generate
a high volume of traffic or involve frequent traffic
movements. Landholders are required to provide shared
vehicular access, to reduce the number of access points
and minimise the potential for traffic conflict.
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Any home business in Capalaba West should be confined
to a use that is compatible with the primary residential
use of the site and the general aims of the Local Plan.
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4

Level of Assessment

The following tables contain exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3. A preliminary approval may change the level
of assessment identified in this table.
The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is a material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment table) unless otherwise specified.
Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

Boat sales yard where complying with the
Acceptable Solution for gross floor area in A1.1
of the Capalaba West Local Plan Code

Capalaba West Local Plan Code

2.

Centre Activities whether or not involving
building work where complying with the
Acceptable Solution for gross floor area in A1.1
of the Capalaba West Local Plan Code, and
including any of the following Centre Activities:
• Community Facilities
• Emergency Services
• Garden Centre (nursery and plant sales)
• Indoor Sport and Recreation
• Industry (where not identified in Schedule 1
or Schedule 2 Industrial Area provisions and
not exceeding 100m2 gross floor area)
• Office
• Produce Store
• Restaurant
• Shop
• Utility Installation
• Veterinary Facility

Capalaba West Local Plan Code and Centre Amenity
and Performance Code and Centre Design Code

1.

Any other Centre Activity whether or not
involving building work

2.

Home Business for other than picture framing,
desk top publishing, making and assembling of
articles such as jewellery, clothing, leather goods,
pottery, dried flowers and toys
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Generally inappropriate
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5

Capalaba West Local Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to
the generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where the Local
Plan directly varies with a Code in Chapter 5, the
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions in
this Local Plan Code take precedence. All remaining
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions of the
Codes in Chapter 5 will continue to apply.

Performance Criteria

The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the intent of
this Local Plan.

Acceptable Solutions

P1

The height, bulk and design of new buildings
must be compatible with the predominantly
semi-rural character of Capalaba West

A1.1

The gross floor area of non–residential uses
does not exceed 200m2 or 10% of the site
area, whichever is the lesser

A1.2

All buildings incorporate the following
elements:
• a pitched or gabled metal roof
• external timber or masonry walls
• a front verandah where not an
outbuilding
• a subdued external colour scheme
• not incorporating the use of reflective
glass panelling or curtain walls

A1.3

Maximum building height is one storey
unless the second level is used for residential
purposes

Buildings must maximise their elevation to Old
Cleveland Road

A2

Building area is shown on Map A—Streetscape
Guidelines, Building Siting and Access
Arrangements

P3

Buildings must be set back to provide sufficient
area for other on–site activities supporting site
function (including carparking, landscaping
and waste disposal) and to prevent impacts on
residential amenity

A3

Buildings are set back at least:
• 20m from the rear boundary
• 3m from the front boundary along the
southern side of Old Cleveland Road and
4m from the front boundary along the
northern side of Old Cleveland Road , as
shown on Map A—Streetscape Guidelines,
Building Siting and Access Arrangements,
and
• 3m from the side boundaries, where the
site is used for the purpose of a home
business, or 6m from the side boundaries
for any other non–residential use
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Performance Criteria
P4

P5

Adequate and well designed on-site parking
and servicing must be provided to discourage
kerbside parking on Old Cleveland Road
and must ultimately provide an access system
alternative to the continued use of Old
Cleveland Road

A high standard of landscaping must be provided
to result in a defined edge that is compatible
with the adjacent semi–rural character of
Capalaba West, appropriate visual screening
between adjacent sites and a consistent landscape
treatment, which will give the area the
appearance of woodland when viewed from a
distance

A4.1

A 3m setback along the entire frontage of
each site is constructed to integrate with the
footpath

A4.2

A continuous pedestrian awning is
constructed along the entire length and
width of the front boundary setback
to reflect the single storey commercial
buildings as shown on Map A—Streetscape
Guidelines, Building Siting and Access
Arrangements

A5.1

Carparking and servicing areas are provided
along the frontage of the site (as shown on
Map A—Streetscape Guidelines, Building Siting
and Access Arrangements) and easements are
provided over this land to the adjoining
properties for the purposes of access and
parking

A5.2

As sites are redeveloped to comply with
Map A—Streetscape Guidelines, Building
Siting and Access Arrangements (and access is
provided from Mt Gravatt–Capalaba Road,
Cardoc, Camrose or Tinchborne Streets)
access driveways to Old Cleveland Road are
progressively closed

A6.1

A landscaped area is provided along the
frontage of the site that is:
• at least 3m wide
• planted at an average of 3m centres with
melaleuca quinquinervia and lawn
• located within reach of a hose point

A6.2

Along the side boundary of the site a
landscaped area is provided that is planted
and maintained with advanced trees at a
maximum of 3m apart

A6.3

Along the rear boundary of the site a 10m
wide landscaped area is provided that is
planted and maintained with advanced trees
at a maximum of 3m apart
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P6

Buildings must be integrated to provide
pedestrian movements between sites

Acceptable Solutions
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Performance Criteria
P7

Acceptable Solutions

Any activity in the Local Plan area must
A7.1
adequately buffer its impacts from adjoining areas

A 2m high screen close boarded acoustic
fence is constructed and maintained along
those boundaries and frontages shown on
Map A—Streetscape Guidelines, Building Siting
and Access Arrangements, with no openings
or gates and no access, either pedestrian or
vehicular, provided to the rear allotments
with frontage to Mt Gravatt–Capalaba
Road or Remington, Tinchborne, Caradoc
or Camrose Streets

A7.2

Fences are constructed to match the
materials, form of construction and height
of the fence on the adjoining property,
or where no fence exists on the adjoining
property, match fences within the Local
Plan area

Adequate vehicle parking must be provided on–
site for the following uses to minimise off–site
impacts:
• Boat Sales yards
• Home Business

A8

On-site vehicle parking for the specified
uses is provided at the following rate:
• Boat sales yard — 2 car spaces plus 2 car
spaces per 5 employees are provided
• Home business — 1 car space per 30m2
of gross floor is provided

P9

Subdivision must only occur in a way that
preserves the character of the Capalaba West
Local Plan area

A9

Lot sizes are a minimum of 4,000m2
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Carina/Carindale Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements
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Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Carina/
Carindale. No locally specific information regarding
these elements, other than that specified on the attached
maps, applies in addition to the general requirements
for Local Plans for Outer Suburbs.
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Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan

2.1

1

2.1.1 Waterway corridors

Introduction

Environmental and scenic constraints

In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.

Development is not appropriate in waterway corridors
to protect their hydraulic, recreational and aesthetic
functions and ecological values. However, if part of a
dwelling is proposed within a waterway corridor, it must
be demonstrated that the overall ecological values of the
site are maintained through proposed rehabilitation or
other measures.

1.1

2.2

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.

Definitions

Animal enclosure: a structure and/or building for the
display/holding of animals associated with Lone Pine
Koala Sanctuary.
2

Elements

Linear sections of park following Cubberla Creek
and the Brisbane River will allow for recreation and
commuter paths for pedestrians and, depending on
ecological values and safety, cyclists. The existing
and future park along Cubberla Creek will provide a
continuous public open space corridor that allows for
recreation, commuter and ecological links, balancing
recreation use with rehabilitation of natural values. This
corridor will connect several local parks that provide
recreation nodes and will include a linear section of
park between Marist Brothers College Rosalie Lavalla
Sports Fields and Cubberla Creek.
Some additional pedestrian routes to those identified
on Map A—Fig Tree Pocket will be provided which will
be combined with the cycle routes identified on the
Brisbane Bicycle Plan.
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Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Fig Tree Pocket
and Map B—Steep Slopes. The following text provides
locally specific information regarding these elements
that is to be considered in addition to the general
requirements for Local Plans for Outer Suburbs.

Open space and parks
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The Fig Tree Pocket Equestrian Federation of Australia
occupy and use Council owned land. Until the lease
expires or terminates, any development and site planning
must incorporate:
• pedestrian and/or cyclist linkages with the Montessori
School and the possible neighbourhood shopping
centre in order to form an integrated hub of
community activities
•

appropriate measures to manage ecological values of
waterways and the Brisbane River

•

integrated access and linking to adjacent parks and
community facilities

•

attention to the landscape character and ecological
values of the area.

•

good design to protect local amenity by managing
impacts of traffic and on–site activities.

2.3

Potential development areas

As this Local Plan area is close to urban services and
facilities and has land suitable for residential purposes, a
balance is needed between moderate population increases
in the area and protecting, retaining and enhancing the
ecological, riparian, bushland and semi–rural landscape
character values of the area.
Non–residential uses that are considered to be
inappropriate in the residential potential development
areas (in addition to those identified as being inappropriate
for the relevant Area in the level of assessment table)
include Club, Education Purposes, Health Care
Purposes, Hotel, Indoor Sport and Recreation, Medical
Centre, Outdoor Sport and Recreation (in the Very
low density residential potential development area),
Restaurant and Service Station.

Development of sites smaller than 5ha may be considered
appropriate where they comply with requirements of the
Local Plan Code. The only form of multi–unit dwelling
considered appropriate in this area is a duplex (being
a building comprising two primary dwellings). Both
duplexes and houses are to be located within Building
Location Plans.
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2.3.1 Very low density residential

This area contains steep land and a large number of
waterways where development must be restricted. In
addition to the generic provisions for the Very low
density residential Potential Development Area, the
following strategies apply in this area to preserve these
characteristics:
•

encouraging clustering of dwellings to reduce
development footprints, on land available for
development

Chapter 4, page 320b

•

•

•

allowing different lot sizes and titling so that
ecologically significant areas can remain undisturbed
as common property or as part of large allotments
ensuring that fencing associated with a Building
Location Plan and along lot boundaries is designed
to allow for the movement of fauna
entering into Voluntary Conservation Agreements
with landowners to help in managing the land.

2.3.2 Low density residential - houses
This area contains steep land and a large number of
waterways where development must be restricted. The
only forms of multi–unit dwelling considered appropriate
in the Emerging Community Area are duplexes or multi–
units that provide aged care accommodation or special
needs housing in close proximity to neighbourhood
facilities. Duplexes are appropriate at a maximum plot
ratio of 0.3 comprising 15% of the site area. The only
form of multi–unit dwelling considered appropriate in
the Low Density Residential Area is duplexes.
Where reconfiguring a lot the minimum lot size is
450m2 with an average of at least 600m2. A yield of 10
dwellings per hectare applies to this land.
2.4

Schools

Local community use of and access to facilities at Fig
Tree Pocket State School, Montessori School and
Glenleighden School are encouraged.
It is recommended a master plan be prepared for any
future development of the Montessori School. The
master plan should include:
• building footprints for existing and proposed
structures including carparking not exceeding 30%
site cover
• a landscape plan that includes a landscaped buffer
zone to Fig Tree Pocket Road, the Brisbane River
and adjoining areas to ensure the protection of
ecological and landscape values.
The master plan can be used as part of a preliminary
approval application under the Integrated Planning
Act to alter the level of assessment for subsequent
development.
2.5

Centres

2.5.1 Convenience Centre
A small neighbourhood shopping centre is to be
provided to serve the local convenience needs of the
community. Locations other than as indicated on Map
A—Fig Tree Pocket are inappropriate.
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2.6

Rural housing

This area contains existing large lots occupied by houses.
Land in this area is subject to flooding. The semi–rural
setting which is an important part of the landscape
character of Fig Tree Pocket must be retained in this
area. No further subdivision is intended in this area.
2.7

The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment table) unless otherwise specified.

Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary

Any further development of the sanctuary must
comply with the existing wildlife sanctuary activities
(including ancillary catering, light refreshments and
sale of merchandise). Development is to be of a scale
and intensity in keeping with the surrounding area and
ensure the use remains visually unobtrusive from the
boundaries of the site and on and across the Brisbane
River. The design and siting of buildings must reflect
the cultural heritage values of the site.

Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan

It is recommended a master plan be prepared for any
future development of the sanctuary. The master plan
should include:
• building footprints for existing and proposed
structures, car parking and servicing areas (not
including animal enclosures)
• animal enclosure area indicating existing structures
and broad zones where future structures of defined
scale and type may be erected without the need for a
development application (self assessable development
where in accordance with the master plan)
• a satisfactory interface with existing and future
residential development by managing amenity
impacts and providing a buffer zone to adjoining
residential land
• a satisfactory buffer to the Brisbane River and
waterways to protect and enhance their ecological
values including public parkland along the full length
of the Brisbane River
• a vegetation management plan to protect and
enhance the site’s ecological values
• an environmental management plan to manage
site waste water and stormwater runoff including
integrated water management and water sensitive
urban design techniques.

3
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The master plan can be used as part of a preliminary
approval application under the Integrated Planning
Act to alter the level of assessment for subsequent
development.
Level of assessment

The following tables contain exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3.
A preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in these tables.
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3.1

Very low density residential

Self Assessment
1.

House where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the House Code and Acceptable
Solutions A1.1, A2.1, A2.3, A2.4, A3.2 , A6.1
and A7.1 in the Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan
Code

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes
Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan Code (A1.1, A2.1, A2.3,
A2.4, A3.2 A6.1and A7.1 only) and House Code

Applicable Codes

Notifiable
1.

3.2

House, where not complying with the
Acceptable Solutions in the House Code or
Acceptable Solutions A1.1, A2.1, A2.3, A2.4,
A3.2 A6.1 or A7.1 in the Fig Tree Pocket Local
Plan Code

Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan Code and House Code

Where on the Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary Site

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan Code

Animal enclosure

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally appropriate
1.

4

Entretainment Centre

Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions in this Local Plan Code take
precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5 will
continue to apply.
Performance Criteria

Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan Code

The most common Codes in Chapter 5 that apply to
development in this Local Plan area are the Structure
Planning Code and the Subdivision Code (these Codes
may also specify relevant secondary Codes that also need
to be referred to).
The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the intent for
the Elements of this Local Plan.

Acceptable Solutions

General

Chapter 4: Local Plans

Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan

P1

The road reserve and streetscape must reflect the
bushland and semi–rural landscape character of
Fig Tree Pocket, particularly with regard to:
• the design of fencing, vehicular access and
driveways
• the design of the carriageway, drainage,
footpaths and cyclepaths, and grass swales

A1.1

Note: Acoustic fencing is not required along Fig
Tree Pocket Road, Jesmond Road and Gunnin
Street
A1.2

Earthworks such as cutting and filling, are
minimised by providing horizontal and
vertical separation of the road carriageway
and footpaths/cyclepaths

A1.3

On steep slopes identified on Map B—
Steep Slopes swale drainage, footpaths and
cyclepaths are graded and/or constructed
independently of the road carriageway

Fencing must be low key, not visually prominent
and integrate elements of landscape design in the
road reserve
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Fencing along road alignments does not
exceed 1.5m in height, and is at least 75%
transparent
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A1.4

Where reconfiguring a lot, road layout and
pavement design minimises tree clearing

A1.5

Where reconfiguring a lot, footpaths,
cyclepaths and drainage treatments are
designed to incorporate the retention
of existing mature vegetation and are
constructed of materials/colours sensitive to
the landscape character

Where in the Very low density residential and Low density residential Potential Development Area
and the Rural Housing area
P2

Development on steep slopes (greater than 1:4)
must not cause any additional erosion, sediment
loss or impact on adjacent lands and waterways.
Building techniques must be sensitive to the
ecological values of the site. Retaining wall
materials, finishes and landscaping must be
compatible with the surrounding area

A2.1

Building work does not occur on slopes
equal to or greater than 1:3

A2.2

Where reconfiguring a lot, lots of an 1000m2
or larger are provided on sites with a slope
greater than 1:4

A2.3

Cut and fill of slopes less than 1:3 does not
exceed 1m above or below existing ground
levels

A2.4

Building foundations are of a type that
minimises disturbance to the natural
landscape, such as pole type foundations

Where in the Very low density residential Potential Development Area

Development must respond to and retain the
higher cumulative ecological and bushland
landscape character values and result in no nett
loss of ecological values in the central area of
Fig Tree Pocket as indicated on Map A—Fig
Tree Pocket. This may involve the preparation of
an environmental management plan to protect
ecological values

A3.1

Where reconfiguring a lot:
•

A3.2

lots and Building Location Plans are sited
to protect ecologically sensitive areas
• any vegetation at risk cleared in a
Building Location Plan is replaced on
other parts of the same site with locally
occurring native species in accordance
with the Planting Species Planning
Scheme Policy
The Building Location Plan:
•
•

has an average plan area of 600m2
is set back a minimum 6m and
average10m from any road frontage
Note: The above Building Location Plan
requirements are in addition to those of the House
Code and Subdivision Code
Figures a and b illustrate subdivision layouts and
Building Location Plans

P4

Vehicular access to Fig Tree Pocket Road
from adjoining properties must be restricted to
maintain safety and traffic movement along this
road
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A4

Where reconfiguring a lot, only one shared
vehicular access is provided for lots with
access to/from Fig Tree Pocket Road
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Ecological features and processes that underpin
the biological, social, cultural and economic
well–being of Fig Tree Pocket and surrounds,
must be protected and managed to ensure their
long term viability.

Fig Tree Pocket Local Plan

P3

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Where in the Very low density residential Potential Development Area and with a road frontage to
Fig Tree Pocket Road, Jesmond Road, Gunnin Street, Cubberla Street, Thiesfield Street, Kenmore
Road, Pylara Street, Terrigal Street or Karella Street
P5

Development must be located and designed to
be sensitive to the bushland landscape character
of the site and area. Elements that enhance the
bushland landscape character of the potential
development area must be retained. The siting
of development must minimise disruption to the
natural landscape and vegetation on hillsides.
The width of Building Envelope Plan setbacks
must respond to site characteristics such as slope,
waterways, ecological, and landscape character
values

A5.1

Native vegetation is retained in a 10m
corridor adjacent to the roads listed above

A5.2

The mass of buildings is minimised by
variations in wall and roof lines

Where in the Low density residential potential development area and with a road frontage to Fig Tree
Pocket Road, Jesmond Road, Gunnin Street, Cubberla Street, Thiesfield Street or Ormsby Street
P6

The landscape character of the potential
development area must be maintained and
enhanced. Views from District Access and
Suburban Routes must be characterised by
houses located in a semi–rural setting. Building
setbacks must be located depending upon
site characteristics such as slope, waterways,
ecological and landscape character values

A6.1

Landscape treatment in a 10m corridor
along the roads listed above incorporates
the retention of existing mature native
vegetation

A6.2

Where reconfiguring a lot along the roads
listed above, all lots are a minimum of
1000m2 and vehicular accesses/driveways
to lots are shared where topography and
sequencing of subdivision enables this to
occur
Note: Building Location Plans may be required
to implement landscape character treatments in
allotments fronting these roads. Buildings and
associated structures are set back a minimum 6m
and average10m from the roads listed above

A6.3

A landscape concept plan details the
landscaping treatment along the roads listed
above, including:
tree planting at irregular spacing
grouping or clumping of trees
occasional views of built form through
landscaped areas
• provision of services (eg footpaths)
meandering amongst existing mature
vegetation
• use of colours/materials for footpaths/
cyclepaths sensitive to landscape character
Figures c, d, e and f illustrate landscape
treatment for Low density housing
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•
•
•
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Where reconfiguring a lot on land in the Low density residential Potential Development Area that
adjoins the Very low density Residential Potential Development Area or Rural Housing area:
P7

The interface between the Low density
residential potential development area and
the Very low density residential potential
development area or Rural Housing area must
be transitioned through appropriate allotments
sizes and siting of buildings

A7

Minimum lot size is 1000m2

The centre must be located:
• at a convenient location on the home bound
trip for residents
• with high levels of accessibility and visibility
from a major district or suburban road
• at a central location to areas of significant
residential development, ensuring a high
level of convenience to the majority of the
population
• co–located as close as possible to a range of
community facilities
• within 500m walking and/or cycling distance
of the Low density residential potential
development area

A8.1

The centre is located on the area noted as
Convenience Centre on Map A—Fig Tree
Pocket

A8.2

The centre is designed to address all street
frontages and evoke a contemporary ‘main
street’ character with some shops being
located close to street frontages

A8.3

An attractive and useable semi–public open
space with a minimum area of 200m2 is
provided

The size of the centre must reflect the
anticipated size of the future local population

A9

The centre has a maximum gross floor area
of 600m2

A10.1

Maximum building height is 1 storey

A10.2

Buildings are set back 6–12m from the street

A10.3

Car parking is visible from the street, but
does not dominate the presentation of the
centre

Where for development of a Convenience Centre:
P8

P9
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P10 The Convenience Centre must reflect the
particular landscape and built form character
of the Fig Tree Pocket area and be in keeping
with the low density residential nature of the
area. The location of parking and entrances
must ensure safety for pedestrians, motorists and
cyclists
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Figure b Building Envelope Plan for Bushland
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treatments for Bushland Housing
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common
property

Figure a

Figure d Typical road view for Bushland Housing

Bushland Housing subdivision options
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Figure e Typical cross section of setback/road
treatments for Low Density Housing
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Low Density Housing
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Figure g Typical plan layout of setback/road
treatments for Low Density Housing
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Kuraby Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Kuraby North
and Map B—Kuraby South. The following text provides
locally specific information regarding these elements
that is to be considered in addition to the general
requirements for Local Plans for Outer Suburbs.
2.1

hectare are encouraged. Dwellings in this area must be
designed to ensure compatibility with the form and scale
of detached housing.
2.1.3 Density residential — multi–unit
dwellings
Within 400 metres of Kuraby or Fruitgrove railway
stations, densities of up to 25 dwellings per hectare are
encouraged.
2.2

Public utilities

A major electrical easement passes through the Kuraby
District. This easement is physically and visually intrusive
and results in a significant constraint on development.
Views of the high voltage powerlines in this easement
must be screened by planting in appropriate locations.

Potential development areas

2.1.1 Low density residential — houses
Dwelling densities of between 10 and 15 dwellings
per hectare are generally intended in this Potential
Development Area.
2.1.2 Low density residential — houses and
multi–unit dwellings
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Within 400 and 800 metres of Kuraby or Fruitgrove
railway stations, densities of up to 20 dwellings per
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McDowall/Bridgeman Downs Local
Plan

3. Development must be in accordance with Map
A—McDowall/Bridgeman Downs North.

1

Proposals must include a mix of larger lot sizes, retain
existing vegetation and minimise development in
vegetated or other scenically important areas.

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Where higher densities are proposed, they must be
located in the cleared parts of the area and must comprise
clusters of development surrounded by a high proportion
of landscaping and open space.

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—McDowall/
Bridgeman Downs North and Map B—McDowall/Bridgeman
Downs South. The following text provides locally specific
information regarding these elements that is to be
considered in addition to the general requirements for
Local Plans for Outer Suburbs.
2.1

Potential Development Areas in the
Rural Area

The northern section of this Local Plan contains land
currently in the Rural Area and is also shown in the
Potential Development Area.
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Development in this area will be regarded as occurring
in the Emerging Community Area and assessed against
the Emerging Community Area provisions of Chapter
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Mitchelton Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements

Chapter 4: Local Plans
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Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Mitchelton.
No locally specific information regarding these elements,
other than that specified on the attached map applies
in addition to the general requirements for Local Plans
for Outer Suburbs.
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2.1.2 Landscape features

1

2.1.2.1 Valued vegetation

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Wakerley.
The following text provides locally specific information
regarding these elements that is to be considered in
addition to the general requirements for Local Plans
for Outer Suburbs.
2.1

Valued vegetation supports native vegetation contributing
to local habitat, particularly koala habitat, and wildlife
movement opportunities, linking to areas such as
Ransome, Gumdale and Hemmant. Valued vegetation
identifies remnants of vegetation communities that are
threatened at a local or State level and/or are known
habitat for wildlife species scheduled under the Nature
Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation 1994.
2.2

Potential development areas

Non–residential uses that are considered to be
inappropriate in any of the residential Potential
Development Areas (in addition to those identified
as being inappropriate in the relevant Area level of
assessment table) include Caravan Park, Club, Education
Purposes, Health Care Purposes, Hotel, Indoor Sport
and Recreation, Medical Centre, Restaurant, Service
Station, or Youth Club.

Environmental and scenic constraints
2.2.1 Low density residential — Precinct 1

2.1.1 Waterway corridors
Waterway corridors have been identified from the
Lota Creek and the Gumdale to Tingalpa Stormwater
Management Plans.

A yield of 10 dwellings per hectare applies to this
land.
2.2.2 Low density residential — Precinct 2
A yield of 15 dwellings per hectare applies to this land.
Small lots are most appropriately located close to centres
and public transport routes and are a minimum of
400m². Multi–unit dwellings and single unit dwellings
are considered inappropriate.
2.2.3 Low density residential — multi–unit
dwellings
A yield of 25 dwellings per hectare applies to this land.
Development form is a mix of small lot housing, single
unit dwellings and multi–unit dwellings.

The tributary of Bulimba Creek traversing the eastern
part of the general industry area and flowing north
in to the Numgubbah Swamp is to be protected and
progressively rehabilitated where it has been degraded
by past vegetation clearing and filling. Development
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Shared access to the light industry area from Ingleston
Road is encouraged and should be addressed as part of
an industrial structure plan for any future development
application. Any future industrial development
fronting New Cleveland Road is to be designed to
create attractive streetscapes incorporating extensive
landscaping and coordinated signage.

Wakerley Local Plan

2.2.2 Light and General Industry

adjacent to (particularly east of) this corridor should
comprise low impact industry or service uses that are
more compatible with the environmental values of the
corridor and with nearby residential land.

red gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis), scribbly gum (Eucalyptus
racemosa), grey iron bark (Eucalyptus siderphloia), tallow
wood (Eucalyptus microcorys), or other local native canopy
trees.

2.3

3

Stormwater management

Structural controls as indicated on Map A—Wakerley
are recommended to assist in meeting stormwater
management quality and quantity objectives. Where
development occurs north of Tilley Road and east
of the proposed extension of Tilley Road, prior to
the construction of the regional wetland in this area,
development may be required to incorporate on site
wetlands/basins to manage stormwater flows in the
interim.
2.4

Level of assessment

The following tables contain exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3.
A preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in these tables.
The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment table) unless otherwise specified.

Koala food species

Where reference is made to koala food species throughout
this Local Plan, the following are recommended: forest
3.1

Very-low Density Residential and Low Density Residential – (Precinct 1)

Self Assessment

Applicable Code

1.

Wakerley Local Plan Code and House Code

House where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the House Code and Acceptable
Solutions in the Wakerley Local Plan Code

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Reconfiguring a lot in the Very–low Density
Residential Potential Development Area
where all resulting lots are 5,000m2 or greater,
or 10,000m2 or greater where located in sub–
precinct A

Wakerley Local Plan Code and Subdivision Code

2.

Reconfiguring a lot in the Low Density
Residential — (Precinct 1) Potential
Development Area where:
• all resulting lots are 500m2 or greater and
all resulting rear lots are 600m2 or greater
(excluding access way)
• the minimum average lot size in sub–precinct
A is 600m2

Wakerley Local Plan Code, Subdivision Code and
Structure Planning Code

Notifiable
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1.

House where not complying with the
Acceptable Solutions in the House Code or
Acceptable Solutions in the Wakerley Local Plan
Code

Impact Assessment

Wakerley Local Plan Code and House Code

Relevant Codes

Generally inappropriate
1.

Reconfiguring a lot in the Very–low Density
Residential Potential Development Area where
any resulting lot is less than 5,000m2, or less than
10,000m2 where located in sub–precinct A
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Wakerley Local Plan Code and Subdivision Code
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Impact Assessment
2.

3.2

Relevant Codes

Wakerley Local Plan Code, Subdivision Code and
Reconfiguring a lot in the Low Density
Residential — Precinct 1 Potential Development Structure Planning Code
Area where:
• any resulting lots is less than 500m2 or any
resulting rear lot is less than 600m2 (excluding
access way), or
• the minimum average lot size in sub–precinct
A is less than 600m2

Low Density Residential – Precinct 1 and Precinct 2

Self Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Wakerley Local Plan Code and House Code

House where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions in the House Code and Acceptable
Solutions in the Wakerley Local Plan Code

CodeAssessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Wakerley Local Plan Code, Subdivision Code and
Structure Planning Code

Reconfiguring a lot where all resulting lots are
450m2 or greater and all resulting rear lots are
600m2 or greater (excluding access way)

Notifiable
1.

House where not complying with the
Acceptable Solutions in the House Code or
Acceptable Solutions in the Wakerley Local Plan
Code

Wakerley Local Plan Code and House Code

2.

Reconfiguring a lot (other than subdivision
of existing or approved buildings) where any
resulting lot (other than a rear lot) is 400m2 or
greater but less than 450m2

Wakerley Local Plan Code, Subdivision Code and
Structure Planning Code

ImpactAssessment

Relevant Codes

Generally inappropriate

Wakerley Local Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions in this Local Plan Code take
precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5 will
continue to apply.

Wakerley Local Plan Code, Subdivision Code and
Structure Planning Code

The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the intent for
the Elements of this Local Plan.

Wakerley Local Plan

4

Reconfiguring a lot where any resulting lots
is less than 400m2 or any resulting rear lot is less
than 600m2 (excluding access way)
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1.

The most common Codes in Chapter 5 that apply to
development in this Local Plan area are the Structure
Planning Code and the Subdivision Code (these Codes
may also specify relevant secondary Codes that also need
to be referred to).
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

General
P1

An acceptable sewerage system (ie not temporary A1
pump stations) must be provided to service new
development

A gravity sewerage system is constructed
to provide sewerage services to new
development in the area identified on Map
A—Wakerley

P2

Stormwater flow must not result in adverse
impacts upon upstream or downstream areas,
habitats or adjacent properties

Impermeable areas including dwellings,
ancillary buildings, vehicular access and all
paved areas do not exceed the following
percentage of the site area:

A2

Very–low Density Residential — 20%
Low Density Residential — Precinct 1 at
average density of 50%
Low Density Residential — Precinct 2 —
70%
Low Density Residential — multi–unit
dwellings — 75%
Convenience Centres, Light Industry and
General Industry — 90%
P3

Residential areas and public parkland must
be adequately protected from industrial
development to ameliorate the impact of
industry noise and air pollution and facilitate
wildlife movement between nearby parklands
and corridors

A3.1

Reconfiguring a lot for residential
development north of New Cleveland
Road where abutting the Light Industry or
General Industry Potential Development
Area incorporates a 70m wide noise and air
pollution buffer with a minimum 20m of the
width comprising existing native vegetation
or revegetated using a layered structure of
native species, including koala food species

A3.2

Parkland north of New Cleveland Road
where abutting the Light Industry or General
Industry Potential Development Area:
•
•

•

Wakerley Local Plan
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P4

Residential areas and public parkland must
be appropriately buffered from major traffic
routes to improve amenity and facilitate wildlife
movement between nearby parklands and
corridors
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A4.1

is a minimum of 70m wide
is accessible from an adjacent public street
for a minimum of 50% of the length of
its eastern boundary
comprises existing native vegetation or
revegetated using a layered structure
of native species, including koala food
species for a minimum width of 20m
from the boundary with the Industry
Potential Development Area

Reconfiguring a lot for residential
development incorporates a landscaped
buffer/fauna link along the boundary to the
road corridor as indicated on Map A—
Wakerley, which has a minimum width of
20m and comprises existing native vegetation
or is revegetated using a layered structure of
native species, including koala food species
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A4.2

Public parkland abutting the Tilley Road
extension and the Manly Road intersection
with this extension:
•
•
•

A4.3

is a minimum of 40m wide
is accessible from an adjacent public street
comprises existing native vegetation or
is revegetated using a layered structure
of native species, including koala food
species for a minimum width of 20m
from the boundary to Manly Road and/
or the Tilley Road extension
Any public street abutting the Tilley Road
extension includes a verge abutting the road
corridor with a minimum width of 20m
and comprising existing native vegetation or
is revegetated using native trees, including
koala food species

Where adjoining a Habitat area and ecological corridor or Waterway corridor
P5

P6

Development must be designed and landscaped
to avoid or minimise edge effects and protect
the various functions of the Habitat area and
ecological corridor or Waterway corridor

Streets that abut a Habitat area and ecological
corridor or Waterway corridor must protect
the long term koala movement function of the
corridors

A5.1

Existing valued vegetation immediately
adjacent to the Habitat area and ecological
corridor or Waterway corridor is retained
and protected

A5.2

Mature native trees, especially koala food
species are retained on residential lots, street
reserves and parklands where removal is not
required to site new roads or buildings

A6

In relation to the street design requirements
of the Subdivision Code, required native tree
planting includes koala food species

Where adjoining a Habitat area and ecological corridor or Waterway corridor and in Very Low
Density Residential
P7

Residential development must be designed to
minimise impacts on habitat values

A7

Post and rail fences or “living fences”
consisting of locally occurring shrubs and
trees to mark the lot boundary are used so as
to not impede the vision and movement of
wildlife, in particular koalas

A8.1

Existing stands of valued vegetation are
retained intact and fragmentation is avoided

A8.2

Buildings are set back a minimum of 5m
from the dripline (line on the ground defined
by the outermost edge of the canopy of a
tree or shrub) of existing stands of valued
vegetation

A8.3

Valued vegetation supporting hollows or
nests is protected

A8.4

Vegetative connectivity with adjacent areas
or stands of valued vegetation is maintained
or restored

Development is designed and located so as
to maximise the retention of existing valued
vegetation and its associated wildlife habitat and
movement functions
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Where containing Valued vegetation

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Where in the Very–low Density Residential Potential Development Area
P9

Residential development must be designed
to retain and enhance significant natural
environmental values including wildlife habitat
and movement functions and existing native
vegetation, minimise impacts on habitat values
and landscape character and protect ecological
corridors and waterway corridors

A9.1

Where located in Precinct B, lots less
than 5,000m2 may be supported where it
can be demonstrated that no significant
environmental impact will occur

A9.2

Minimum street frontage for all new lots is
40m

A9.3

A minimum of 70% of the lot is retained in
its natural state, or 85% where in Precinct A,
protecting existing native vegetation and/or
revegetated using local native plant species
including at least 50% koala food species at
maximum 2m centres

A9.4

In addition to the Building Location Plan
requirements of the Subdivision Code and
the House Code, the Building Location Plan:

A9.5

is no more than 15% of the site area for sites
in Precinct A

A9.6

minimises loss or fragmentation of existing
native vegetation

A9.7

is sited close to the lot boundary that has
street access

A9.8

All lots or new dwellings are connected to
the reticulated sewerage system

Where for development of a Convenience Centre on the corner of New Cleveland Road, Tilley Road
and Dianthus Street

Wakerley Local Plan

A10.1

The centre contains a maximum net leaseable
area of 1,700m2

A10.2

The centre is designed to address all street
frontages and evoke a contemporary ‘main
street’ character with some shops being
located close to street frontages

A10.3

An attractive and useable semi–public open
space with a minimum area of 200m2 is
provided

A10.4

Maximum building height is 2 storeys

A10.5

Average building setback from the street is
3m
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P10 The centre must be designed with a main
street character to build upon and complement
the existing community node, which also
incorporates the Gumdale State School and local
post office
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Western Gateway Local Plan
1

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local
planning requirements. Where it conflicts with the
generic requirements of the City Plan, this Local Plan
prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Development principles

2.1 The Western Gateway district is to provide a base
for major industrial development and accommodate
a diverse residential community. The area is
to exhibit well–integrated living, working and
recreation areas and is to be supported by high
quality transport links, retail and commercial
facilities.
2.2 The Seventeen Mile Rocks, Darra, Inala and
Richlands precincts are to contain a broad range
of housing types catering for different lifestyles,
and should provide convenient access to transport,
community facilities and parks.

2.5 Major institutional uses in the Wacol Precinct
are to preserve areas of regional environmental
significance and the rural character.
2.6 An accessible network of green spaces focused on
the Brisbane River, environment and waterway
corridors, natural area corridors and desirable
parkland is to be developed throughout the
area. These green spaces are to contain valuable
bushland areas and public parks, and offer a wide
range of recreational opportunities. The waterway
corridors are to be rehabilitated and contribute to
the metropolitan green space network.
2.7 Areas identified as being subject to environmental
and scenic constraints may be unsuitable for intense
forms of development due to environmental,
scenic and cultural qualities. These matters will be
required to be assessed in detail, for any identified
site, when development is proposed. Additional
studies may be required for these purposes.
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2.3 The Inala Civic Centre is to remain the major
community and retail focus for the Western
Gateway area. New shopping facilities are to
complement the services provided by the older
centres.

2.4 Major industrial development is to be concentrated
south of the Ipswich Motorway and is to be
supported by a specialised retail and commercial
centre and an efficient, appropriately designed road
network. The impact of industrial activities on
residential areas is to be minimised through strict
environmental controls and landscaped buffers.
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3

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the
Local Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter,
for general guidance on the intent for the different
elements of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—
Western Gateway The following text provides locally
specific information regarding these elements that is to
be considered in addition to the general requirements
for Local Plans for Outer Suburbs.

This precinct is to remain a predominantly residential area,
supported by a Convenience Centre at Railway Parade,
Darra. If extractive industry and manufacturing activities
cease on the Boral brickworks site, redevelopment for
residential purposes will be encouraged.

3.1

A road connection linking Pannard Street at Darra
with the Ipswich Motorway may be required. Further
investigations will determine the need for this road
and the preferred route. Demand for this road is not
expected to exist before 2011. However, this timeframe
may be affected by the rate of development in adjoining
areas and by residential redevelopment of the Boral
brickworks site.

Precincts

3.1.1 Seventeen Mile Rocks Precinct
This precinct is to be predominantly developed for
residential purposes. Redevelopment of existing
industrial areas for residential purposes will be
encouraged. Remaining industrial activities in Seventeen
Mile Rocks will be limited to low impact activities
with a high standard of amenity and environmental
performance.
The riverfront park at Seventeen Mile Rocks connects
open space linkages along the river to the east and west,
and south along Jindalee Creek. A green space link shall
be established linking the catchments of Jindalee and
Bullockhead Creeks.

Western Gateway Local Plan

Areas of desirable parkland are to be provided along
the Brisbane River and Jindalee Creek, as indicated on
Map A—Western Gateway. These parkland corridors
are to be rehabilitated and revegetated to enhance the
visual amenity of the river corridor and their role as
wildlife corridors, and to protect and improve waterway
health.
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3.1.3 Darra Precinct

New residential development in the west of this precinct
shall be integrated with the established Centenary Village
community.

3.1.4 Wacol Institutional Precinct
This precinct is to contain a variety of significant
government facilities. Primary responsibility for the
management of these facilities and surrounding lands
rests with a number of State Government agencies.
Future development within this area is to be coordinated
to ensure preservation of the area’s environmental and
cultural significance. Areas of significant rural amenity,
biodiversity and other open space values are to remain
in their current state or be developed for low intensity
rural or open space uses.
Low impact industrial and commercial activities are to be
consolidated around the intersection of Wacol Station
Road and the Ipswich Motorway.

3.1.2 Sumner Precinct

3.1.5 Wacol Industrial Precinct

Industrial development is to remain the dominant
form of development in this precinct. Residential
development will be limited to the existing area in the
west of the precinct.

This precinct is to become an industrial area of Citywide
and regional significance. Industrial activity is to
generally be contained by the Ipswich Motorway, the
Centenary Highway and elements of the open space
and parks network. Residential development within
this precinct will not be supported.

Once an approved alternative route for B–Doubles access
is available avoiding the use the use of Station Road
itself, the continued use of Station Avenue for articulated
vehicles (B–Double) will no longer be supported in any
redevelopment of the Cement Australia land.
In development of the site on the corner of Station
Avenue and Westcombe Street, Limestone Street must
be continued to the rear of the Cement Australia site
to allow access for B–Doubles.
A green space link (desirable parkland, environment and
waterways corridor) shall be established which links the
catchments of Jindalee Creek and Bullockhead Creek.
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A Convenience Centre for the Wacol Industrial
Precinct is encouraged south–west of the intersection
of the Ipswich Motorway and Centenary Highway and
north of Progress Road. This centre is to contain office
activities with limited shop activities to meet the needs
of the local industries and workforce. The centre is not
intended to service the needs of residents in surrounding
localities. Residential activities and other centre activities
deemed to conflict with adjoining industrial activities
will not be supported in this centre. In any detailed
design for a convenience centre, adequate provision for
the convenience parking of service vehicles needs to be
achieved. It is intended that a district park be co–located
with the convenience centre to provide worker’s and
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visitors to the precinct with adequate open space for
informal and recreation uses
Shop (retail warehousing) development may be
supported in the vicinity of the intersection of Blunder
Road and the Ipswich Motorway. Low impact industrial
and commercial activities will be supported in the area
fronting the Ipswich Motorway service road between
Oxley Road and Douglas Street, Oxley. Industrial
development in these areas should not generate high
volumes of traffic.
3.1.6 Inala Precinct
This precinct is to remain primarily a residential area
supported by a range of retail, recreation and community
facilities. Residential development may be intensified
around local centres and major open space areas. A
variety of low–medium density housing types will be
supported in this area.
New residential areas in the north–west corner of the
precinct and east of Blunder Road are to be integrated
with the existing urban area.
Community activities are to be focused on the Inala
Civic Centre, which is to maintain its role as the main
retail and commercial focus for Inala and the surrounding
suburbs. Mixed use development clustered around the
Inala Civic Centre may also be supported.

and 2, both precincts should develop in their entirety
prior to residential development occurring in subprecinct 3.
Reconfiguring lots of less than 0.8ha in area (other
than volumetric subdivision or for a utility installation)
will not be supported in order to prevent sporadic and
premature subdivision of land, particularly on small and
isolated sites.
The Convenience Centre (MP4) on Monier Road is
intended to service local residents and industries.
4

Level of Assessment

The following table contains exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3.
A preliminary approval may change the level of
assessment identified in these tables.
The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
table is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment table) unless otherwise specified.

Further residential development east of Blunder Road
will not be supported in close proximity to the Inala
Waste Water Treatment Plant while it is in operation.
3.1.7 Richlands Precinct
This precinct is to develop primarily for residential
purposes with strong physical links to the communities
of Inala and Forest Lake. Low–medium density
residential development will be encouraged within 200
m of Centres and where fronting major open space
areas.

Western Gateway Local Plan

Residential areas adjacent to the Centenary Highway
will be adequately buffered from noise and visible
impacts from the Highway.
3.1.8 Carole Park/Ellen Grove Precinct
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Carole Park is to remain predominantly a residential
area. Initiatives to broaden the range of housing forms
and to reduce the concentration of public housing in
Carole Park will be supported.
3.1.9 Monier Road Precinct
Redevelopment of the existing general industry activities
for residential activities will be encouraged. Should
residential development occur within sub–precincts 1
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4.1

Monier Road Precinct

A.

Where located in the Multi–Purpose Centre

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally inappropriate
1.

B.

Multi–unit Dwelling

Western Gateway Local Plan Code, Centre Amenity
and Performance Code, and Centre Design Code

Where located in the General Industry Area

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally inappropriate
1.

Reconfiguring a lot, other than volumetric
subdivision not associated with an existing or
approved building or utility installation, less than
0.8ha
Note: The reconfiguration of land must occur in
accordance with an approved Structure Plan in a
manner consistent with the Monier Road Precinct
Intent, promote the orderly transition from general
industry activities to residential uses, and prevent
sporadic and premature subdivision of land, particularly
on small and isolated sites

5

Western Gateway Local Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions in this Local Plan Code take
precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5 will
continue to apply.
Performance Criteria

The most common Codes in Chapter 5 that apply to
development in this Local Plan area are the Structure
Planning Code and the Subdivision Code (these Codes
may also specify relevant secondary Codes that also need
to be referred to).
The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the intent for
the Elements of this Local Plan.

Acceptable Solutions

Western Gateway Local Plan
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Potential development areas
P1

Where appropriate, development proposals
must contribute to upgrading the district’s road
network

A1

Development contributions are provided to
assist in the construction of Monier Road
and upgrading of Seventeen Mile Rocks
Road to a Suburban Route

P2

A publicly accessibly corridor must be provided
along the Brisbane River connecting to
Riverside Parklands

A2

The indicative width of this corridor
is 80m from the top of the high bank.
Hydraulic, ecological and visual landscape
investigation may be required to determine
the appropriate width in a particular location.
Site design should prevent adjoining
proposals from having a detrimental effect
upon the visual landscape of these lands
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Performance Criteria
P3

A green space corridor must be established along
Jindalee Creek as indicated on Map A—Western
Gateway

Acceptable Solutions
A3

The green space corridor is a minimum
width of 60m

Where in the Sumner Precinct
P4

Development proposals must contribute to open
space corridors connecting the Jindalee Creek
and Bullock Head Creek catchments

A4

An open space corridor is provided along
the eastern and southern boundaries of
the former QCL site to connect under the
Centenary Highway. The indicative width
of this corridor is 20m. Hydraulic, ecological
and visual landscape investigations maybe
required to determine the appropriate width
in a particular location

P5

Where appropriate, development proposals
must contribute to upgrading the district’s road
network

A5

Development contributes towards the
construction of Wolston Road through to
Wacol Station Road

Where in the Darra Precinct
P6

Residential subdivision proposals in the area
adjoining Ashridge Road and Pannard Road
demonstrate that leachate from the former
Cardiff Road landfill site will not affect the
development

A6

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P7

Where appropriate, development proposals must
contribute to upgrading district’s road network

A7.1

Development contributes towards the
construction of Monier Road to a Suburban
Route

A7.2

Development in Centenary Village
contributes towards the construction of
Warrender Street to a District Access Route

P8

Development proposals in areas of environmental A8.1
and scenic constraint (refer to Map A—Western
Gateway) must preserve environmental and
scenic values

The environmental values of areas subject
to environmental and scenic constraint are
protected in subdivision design layout by:
•
•

Setting aside these areas for bushland
Utilising these spaces to provide visual
interest and buffering

Any activity, particularly for government
facilities, must proceed according to an approved
structure plan or master plan

P10 A publicly accessible corridor must be provided
along the River.
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A9

Areas of regional environmental and scenic
significance are retained in public ownership
and designated as Parkland or reserves.
These areas are linked by Habitat areas and
ecological corridors and are not required to
be publicly accessible

A10

The indicative width of this corridor is 120m
from the top of the high bank. Hydraulic,
ecological and visual landscape investigations
may be required to determine the
approximate width in a particular location.
Site design should prevent adjoining
proposals from having a detrimental effect
upon the visual landscape of these lands.
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P9

Western Gateway Local Plan

Where in the Wacol Institutional Precinct

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Where in the Wacol Industrial Precinct
P11 Industrial activities must provide a buffer
(shown as Transitional Area on Map A—Western
Gateway) between adjacent residential areas to
protect residential amenity and industrial activity

A11.1

Vegetated buffers are provided with an
indicative width of 30m from the street kerb
to the proposed structure. The appropriate
width and height of the vegetated buffer
will be determined on a site by site basis and
should address issues as the height and form
of the proposed structure, and the likely
impacts of the proposed activity.

A11.2

Buffer areas may contain drainage functions
and limited car parking

A12.1

Development proposals are for whole
sub–precincts in their entirety and show
appropriate provision of buffers between
industrial and adjoining non–industrial
development

A12.2

Low density residential development
progresses within sub–precinct 3 only when
sub–precincts 1 and 2 have been developed
in their entirety

P13 Where appropriate, development proposals
must contribute to upgrading the district’s road
network

A13

Development contributes towards the
construction of Monier Road to a Suburban
Route

P14 Development in sub–precinct 3 includes
provision of a vegetated buffer along the
Westcombe Street frontage

A14

The buffer is a minimum of 6m wide and
is densely planted with tall trees and shrubs,
including a mix of pioneer species and
mature stock of slower growing permanent
species that will form a complete visual
screen of a minimum of 4m in height within
3 years of planting

Where in the Monier Rd Precinct
P12 Development sites are of a large enough scale to
ensure coordinated and integrated development
outcomes

Western Gateway Local Plan
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Development occurs in an orderly sequence
to ensure that an acceptable level of residential
amenity is achieved.

P15 A transitional area (buffer) must be provided
A15.1
between sub–precincts 1 and 2 when residential
development occurs in one sub–precinct, and
industrial uses are maintained in the other, in
A15.2
order to achieve an acceptable level of residential
amenity

Development in sub–precincts 1 and 2
includes provision of a vegetated buffer along
the Bellwood Street frontage

P16 A transitional area (buffer) must be provided
A16.1
between sub–precincts 2 and 3 when residential
development occurs in sub–precinct 2, and
industrial uses are maintained in the other, in
A16.2
order to achieve an acceptable level of residential
amenity.

Development in sub–precinct 2 includes
provision of a vegetated buffer along the
Monier Road frontage

P17 Subdivision for industrial activities must only
occur in a way which supports the transition
from general industry activities to residential uses

Any new lots are a minimum of 0.8ha
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A17

The vegetated buffer along the Bellwood
Street frontage is retained until industry
activities in the sub–precincts cease

The vegetated buffer along the Monier Road
frontage is retained until industry activities in
sub–precinct 3 ceases
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Willawong Local Plan
Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.
2

Development principles

2.1 The regionally significant ecosystems and local
environmental values in the Plan area are to be
protected and enhanced, and as a consequence,
water quality in the local waterways is to be
improved. This aim will be achieved through:
•

the completion by Council of an extensive
program of remediation of waste disposal areas
on its own land at Willawong remediation
area, and subsequently, transformation of
most of this land into an extensive open space
system, including three wetlands

•

the retention of the broad hectare rural
character of the Local Plan area

•

the protection from further development
of waterway corridors and wetlands and the
focus on the remediation of extractive industry
sites

•

establishment, on publicly owned land,
of a significant environmental corridor
linking the Blunder and Oxley Creek
environmental corridors across the Plan area.
These environmental corridors are intended
to enhance the area’s vegetation and biological
diversity.

The above initiatives will support, at the local
level, the aims of the Oxley Creek Catchment
Management Plan and the Moreton Bay Catchment
Water Quality Management Strategy. These
initiatives are intended to contribute to halting
the current water quality decline in Blunder and
Oxley Creeks, and to measurably improving water
quality.

2.3 The Willawong Local Plan area has the potential
to become a sporting focus for the southern parts
of the City. To realise this potential, further
investigation of the preferred type and location
of sporting and recreation facilities will be carried
out by Council in consultation with the local
community. Proposals for new facilities are
to demonstrate that the environmental values
of the Willawong Local Plan area will not be
compromised.
3

Elements

Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the Local
Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this Chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Willawong.
The following text provides locally specific information
regarding these elements that is to be considered in
addition to the general requirements for Local Plans
for Outer Suburbs.
3.1

Environmental and scenic constraints

The Willawong Local Plan area lies within an extensive
green space system of the outlying suburbs of southern
Brisbane known as ‘The Oxley Wedge’. The Oxley
Wedge embraces the significant environmental corridors
of Oxley and Blunder Creeks, and separates the urban
areas of Inala/Forest Lake and Algester/Acacia Ridge.
The Oxley Wedge also links with regionally significant
habitat areas in Logan City and Beaudesert Shire.

Willawong Local Plan

1

existence of places of Indigenous cultural heritage
significance in the area. Any identified sites
should be individually investigated. Appropriate
management strategies are to be developed for
their conservation in conjunction with the current
owners, relevant Indigenous and non-Indigenous
groups, community organisations and government
agencies.
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2.2 The Local Plan recognises the possibility of the
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Urban development in the Oxley and Blunder Creek
catchments, sand extraction within creek corridors and
decades of waste disposal activities in the Willawong
area have all contributed to the serious degradation of
the Oxley Wedge environment. This, in turn, has led to
the deterioration of water quality in Oxley and Blunder
Creeks, contributing to the pollution of Brisbane River
and Moreton Bay.
3.1.1 Waterway corridors
The waterway corridors and adjoining land have been
considerably degraded by filling and extractive industry
operations. Poor water quality in Blunder and Oxley
Creeks is partly the result of these activities.
Extractive industries in the Local Plan area will not be
favourably considered. This is unless a need for resources
and an ability to implement sound environmental
management practices can be demonstrated, and
appropriate licensing secured. Filling may be allowed
only in the context of rehabilitation of mined areas
where there is no effect on the hydrology of the creek
and the flood plain system.
A number of wetlands are located throughout the
Oxley and Blunder Creek waterway corridors, some
resulting from past and present sand extraction activities.
Rehabilitation of these extractive industry sites is of
utmost importance with particular attention to be paid
to the hydraulic regime, bank stability and revegetation
to improve water quality.
Proposals adjacent to wetlands outside waterway
corridors must have regard for effects on the water
quality and hydraulic regime (particularly seasonal
characteristics) of the wetland, and the potential
for isolation of the wetland from significant native
vegetation or habitat areas.

Blunder, Oxley and Anabranch Creek Habitat areas and
ecological corridors are intended to protect vegetation
associated with the creeks, provide for the movement
and refuge of fauna, and enhance the quality of water
entering the creeks. These Habitat areas and ecological
corridors should enhance the function of the waterway
corridors.
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3.1.2 Habitat areas and ecological corridors

The Habitat areas and ecological corridors linking
Blunder and Oxley Creeks includes significant bushland
and native grasslands. This corridor is intended to
enhance ecological values associated with the two
creek corridors, and specifically, to provide for fauna
movement and refuge.

3.2

Precincts

3.2.1 Pallara community
This area exhibits a rural residential character typified
by existing smaller lots (predominantly 1–2ha) and rural
activities. This character should be retained.
The Pallara area supports several eucalypt vegetation
communities outside of the identified Habitat areas
and ecological corridors shown on Map A—Willawong.
These communities provide habitat for koalas and other
local fauna and enhance the quality of water draining
to Oxley and Blunder Creeks. These vegetation
communities are of Citywide and regional significance.
Accordingly, development in the Pallara community
area must be designed, constructed and operated so as to
protect the vegetation communities and, where possible,
enhance them. Council’s Vegetation Protection Orders,
Voluntary Conservation Agreements and conditions of
development approvals are instrumental in achieving
this aim.
Any proposals in the Pallara area must have regard for
the possibility of local flooding.
Agricultural activities must be carefully managed to
minimise impacts on local vegetation and waterways,
and the amenity of Pallara residents.
Proposals that are likely to detrimentally affect the
amenity of this rural residential community are not
appropriate.
More intensive land uses such as dog kennels, catteries
and similar establishments are not appropriate for the
Pallara area.
3.2.2 Willawong rural area

Willawong rural area exhibits a broad hectare rural
character. It contains lots of generally 4–10ha and
accommodates a range of rural and agricultural activities.
This area supports eucalypt and melaleuca vegetation
communities of Citywide and regional significance.
Some of these vegetation communities occur outside
the Habitat areas and ecological corridors.
The rural character, as seen from King Avenue and
Learoyd Road, must be preserved. Any proposals
must be compatible with the precinct’s broad hectare
rural character. This will occur by minimising land
subdivision, protecting and enhancing existing
vegetation communities, creating built forms consistent
with the rural character and being attentive to local
flooding constraints. Agricultural activities, because
of their likely impacts on local waterways, should be
carefully managed.
To ensure safe traffic movement on the roads the
number of vehicle access points to adjacent land will
be minimised.
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This Plan does not support establishing new or
intensifying existing waste related industries in the
precinct. Provision for such activities is made within
the recycling industry node in the adjacent remediation
area.
3.2.3 Remediation area

Some 19ha are set aside in the heart of the remediation
area for recycling industries to be established based on
synergies with the existing Willawong Transfer Station.
Proposals for light industry are also appropriate at this
location. Strict performance criteria will apply to this
industrial node to protect the existing environmental
values of the area.
Most of the remediation area, including the hardfill
site once closed, will be progressively transformed into
Council owned open space.

The north–eastern part of the area will be heavily
landscaped to provide a visual buffer between the
Willawong Transfer Station and the Willawong rural
area.
Any development proposal in remediated areas must
demonstrate that the effectiveness of the remediation
works will not be compromised.
3.2.4 Recycling industry node

A recycling industry node is proposed in the central part
of the remediation area. The buffered location of the
node will enable any impacts of the industrial activities
to be appropriately mitigated. The node will include the
existing Willawong Transfer Station (occupying an area
of 7.8ha) and an additional area of some 19ha.
Proposals for recycling industries in the node must
demonstrate synergies with the Willawong Transfer
Station and associated waste streams. Resource recovery
from waste streams is the intended focus of the node.
However, further processing of recovered resources
may also be allowed. The node is also an appropriate
location for light industry.

A considerable proportion of open space in the
remediation area will not be accessible to the public.
Public access may, in time, be allowed to parts of the
open space areas only when Council is certain that
there are no risks to the health of the community and
that the remediated landforms are stable and able to be
cost–effectively maintained.

Only best practice technologies in recycling waste
products will be encouraged in the node.

The hardfill site in the northern part of the remediation
area may be developed as sporting fields in the future,
subject to adequate compaction and settling of the fill
material and the ongoing remedial and pollution control
needs of the site.

•

Sport and recreation facilities may also be developed on
the least contaminated land in the eastern part of the
remediation area (along Gooderham Road), following
adequate remediation of that area.
Sport and recreation facility sites within the remediation
area may be required to incorporate adequate screening
in recognition of their proximity to the proposed
recycling industry node.
The finished levels of the hardfill site will provide
excellent views of the City and surrounding landscape.
Passive recreational opportunities will be provided by
Council in this location and parts of the area will be
developed as picnic grounds. These facilities are likely
to attract visitors from across the City.
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Sale of recovered materials to the public may be
permitted from the node.
Prior to any development in the node the following
must be provided:

•
•
•

mounding (at least 3m high) and vegetated buffer
around the node
stormwater drainage with suitable downstream
treatment systems for the entire node
vehicle access to the node and an internal circulation
road within the node
landscaping of the access road, entrance to the node
and the internal circulation road.

Industrial activities in the node must achieve performance
standards at the boundary of the remediation area that
are comparable with those applicable to light industries
adjoining residential areas. Building design aesthetics
and on–site landscaping in the node, however may be
of a lower standard than in light industry areas. This is
in recognition of the remote and well–buffered location
of the node and the intended nature of industrial
activities.
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Further intensification of waste incinerator operations
on the Ace Waste site is likely to be precluded by a
number of factors, including the desired broad hectare
rural character of the precinct. Within these constraints,
certain operational refinements may be possible
providing acceptable environmental performance
standards are achieved.

Three wetlands are being developed in the remediation
area to enhance the quality of surface run–off entering
Blunder and Oxley Creeks during remediation works.
In the longer term, it is not intended to provide public
access to these wetlands.
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Council’s dog pound in the Willawong rural area will
continue to provide an important service to the southern
parts of Brisbane.

No environmental nuisance, including noise, dust,
odour and light, must occur beyond the remediation area
as a result of the industrial activities in the node.
Appropriate site design (e.g. planting) and/or site
management measures (e.g. hours of operation) may
be required to ensure the node’s compatibility with
the recreational activities proposed for parts of the
remediation area.
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The local community will be consulted on proposals for
a recycling industry for the node.
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Wynnum West Local Plan

the Manly and Hargreaves Roads intersections and one
is shown as Park at Ropley Road.

1

Along Lindum Creek, Hemmant Drains and at 171
Hargreaves Road, vegetation is to be retained in Park.

Introduction

This Local Plan contains specific additional local planning
requirements. Where it conflicts with the requirements
of the City Plan, this Local Plan prevails.
In using this Local Plan, reference should also be made
to Section 1.1—Using a Local Plan at the front of this
chapter.

2.2.1 Low density residential — houses
A yield of 11 dwellings per hectare applies to this
land.

Elements

Environmental and scenic constraints

The Wynnum West Local Plan area lies within an
extensive green space system characterised by low
lying topography together with wildlife habitats
and movement corridors of City–wide and regional
significance. These corridors link koala habitats to the
south with the estuarine bushland of Bulimba Creek
and the Brisbane River to the north.
2.1.1 Landscape features
Three fauna links containing valued vegetation are to
be revegetated with koala food trees. Two links are near

2.2.2 Low–medium density residential
A yield of 23 dwellings per hectare applies to this land
comprising houses and multi–unit dwellings
2.3

Low lying land fronting Wynnum Road

No further subdivision is intended. This is to ensure
the unimpeded passage of overland stormwater flows
through the precinct and the maintenance of acceptable
traffic levels on Wynnum Road.
2.4

District access routes

Where safe traffic operation allows, District Access
Routes incorporate direct lot access, creating active
frontages, which in turn enable social interaction and
streetscape amenity and safety.
3

Level of assessment

The Level of Assessment is not varied by this Local
Plan.
4

Wynnum West Local Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions in this Local Plan Code take
precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5 will
continue to apply.
The most common Codes in Chapter 5 that apply to
development in this Local Plan area are the Structure
Planning Code and the Subdivision Code (these Codes
may also specify relevant secondary Codes that also need
to be referred to).
The purpose of this Code is to ensure that development
in the Local Plan area is consistent with the intent for
the Elements of this Local Plan.
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Refer to Section 4.2—Elements, at the front of the
Local Plans for Outer Suburbs section of this chapter, for
general guidance on the intent for the different elements
of the Local Plan as indicated on Map A—Wynnum West.
The following text provides locally specific information
regarding these elements that is to be considered in
additional to the general requirements for Local Plans
for Outer Suburbs.
2.1

Potential development areas

Chapter 4: Local Plans

2

2.2

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Where involving multi-unit dwellings in Potential development areas
P1

Multi–unit dwelling developments must be
designed to integrate with the surrounding
neighbourhood and street network

A1.1

Where in Low density residential — houses,
multi–unit dwellings do not exceed 15%
of the site area (excluding areas identified
as Waterway corridors, Habitat areas and
ecological corridors, and Parks

A1.2

Minimum lot size and frontage for multi–
unit dwellings are:
in the Low density
residential — houses
and Multi–unit
dwellings:

in the
Low–medium
density
residential:

Minimum
lot size

800m2

600m2

Minimum
frontage

20m

17m

Where involving development on land partially or totally within Waterway corridors, Habitat areas
and environmental corridors or Landscape features:
P2
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P3

Waterway corridors, Habitat areas and ecological
corridors and Landscape features must provide
for wildlife movements between existing
bushland and Habitat areas and ecological
corridors identified by the Wakerley Local Plan

A2.1

Cleared and degraded areas including
those in the Desirable Parklands precinct
are revegetated with a layered structure of
native species, including koala tree species
(E. tereticornis, E. signata, E. sidephlora and E.
microsorys)

A2.2

Surplus road reserve at the Manly Road/
Hargreves Road intersection is retained and
rehabilitated.

Development and rehabilitation of the Waterway A3.1
corridors and the Habitat areas and ecological
corridors must address the hydraulic constraints
of the Waterway corridor to ensure no
worsening of flooding
A3.2

Waterway corridors and Habitat areas and
ecological corridors are retained in existing
holdings and are not further fragmented by
subdivision.
Rehabilitation is undertaken in accordance
with an approved Site Based Stormwater
Management Plan, Natural Channel Design
Guidelines and where applicable, with the
Council’s Stormwater Management Plans,
Local Stormwater Management Plans or
Waterway Management Plans prepared by
Council.

Where involving development in the Low lying land fronting Wynnum Road and where the Stormwater
Management Code is applicable
P4

Development (including on–site access to
Wynnum Road) must not impede the existing
overland flow of stormwater to the detriment of
neighbouring houses

A4

Development incorporates on–site overland
flow paths secured by dedication of drainage
easements to Council

A5

Total gross floor area of Convenience
Centres does not exceed 1,500m2 at the
intersection of Evelyn and Kianawah Roads

Where involving development in Centres
P5

The size of Convenience Centres must support
and consolidate the established network of
centres in the area
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Code

Generally applies to

Caravan
Park and
Relocatable
Home Park

Material change of use and/or building work
for a caravan or park or relocatable home
park

Centre
Amenity and
Performance

Material change of use and/or building work In a Centre

Centre Design

•

In:
• a Centre
• an Emerging Community Area,
Residential Area, Light Industry Area or
Special Purpose Centre

Child Care
Facility

Material change of use and/or building work Commercial Character Building
for a child care facility

Commercial
Character
Building

Material change of use for Commercial
Character Building Activities

Community
Use

Material change of use and/or building work In a Community Use Area or community
for the use given in a Community Use Area uses in other Areas
on the Planning Scheme Maps

Demolition

Building work for the demolition, partial
demolition, removal or repositioning of a
building except minor demolition work

On a site in the Demolition Control
Precinct where any part of the building was
constructed in or prior to 1946
OR
A Commercial Character Building
OR
A Registered Boarding House where located
in the Emerging Community Area, the
Residential Areas or a Multi–purpose Centre
or a Special Purpose Centre
OR
On a site where demolition is assessable
against this Code under a Local Plan

Energy
Efficiency

Building work for offices, hotels and shops
with a gross floor area over 2,500m2 and for
all new residential buildings except a house
(energy efficiency requirements for a house
are addressed in the House Code)

Only applications for a development permit
for building work will be assessed against this
Code

Extractive
Industry

Material change of use and/or buildng work
for extractive industry

Farm

Material change of use and/or building work
for a farm

Filling and
Excavation

•
•

Brisbane City Plan 2000 —Volume 1
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This Code does not apply to filling or
excavation where part of building work is
only subject to code assessment against the
Building Regulation
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•

material change of use
operational work for filling or excavation
exceeding 1 vertical metre in relation to
the natural ground level
operational work for filling of land
subject to the Waterway Code or Acid
Sulfate Soil Code or Wetland Code,
other than top dressing less than 100mm
depth from the natural ground level

In a Commercial Character Building

Introduction

•

material change of use where involving
building work
a shop or office of 250m2 or less in gross
floor area

Particular location or circumstance

Code

Generally applies to

Gas and Oil
Pipeline

•

•

•

•

•

Heritage Place

Particular location or circumstance

Where the development is subject to Code
reconfiguring lots (other than the
or Impact Assessment
amalgamation of 2 or more lots) within
100m of the Roma Gas or Moonie
Brisbane Oil Pipeline
material change of use within 100m of
the Roma Gas or Moonie Brisbane Oil
Pipeline for any of the following:
- centre activities
- child care facility
- community facilities
- education purposes
- health care purposes
- indoor sport and recreation
- industry
- multi–unit dwelling
- short term accommodation
excavation or filling within 20m of the
Roma Gas Pipeline or within 15m of the
Moonie Brisbane Oil Pipeline
building work within 20m of the Roma
Gas Pipeline or within 15m of the
Moonie Brisbane Oil Pipeline
operational work within 20m of the
Roma Gas Pipeline or within 15m of the
Moonie Brisbane Oil Pipeline

Building work (including demolition),
reconfiguring a lot or operational work

On a premises that includes a heritage
place or is part of a heritage precinct or on
a premises adjoining a heritage place or a
heritage precinct

House

Building work or material change of use
and/or building work for a house

Industrial
Amenity and
Performance

Material change of use and/or building work
for industry, warehouse, emergency services
or utility installation

Industrial
Areas—
Adjacent
Development

Material change of use and/or building work Where:
and/or reconfiguring a lot that involves an
• any part of the site falls within 1,500m of a
increase in the number of people on site
major hazardous industry, or within 1,500m
and the use includes a child care facility,
of existing Major Hazard Facilities as
education purposes, major hospital and
indicated on Maps A and B of the Code
medical facility, or residential development
• any part of the site is within 500m of a
for people with special needs
Heavy Industry Area
Any proposal for which a Structure Plan
• any part of the site is within 500m of an
has been requested as part of an information
Extractive Industry Area or a Mining
request
Lease
• any part of the site is within 150m of a
General Industry Area

Introduction
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Home Business Material change of use for a home business

This Code does not apply to:
• a multi–unit dwelling in a Residential
Area
• a house
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Code

Generally applies to

Industrial
Design

Material change of use and/or building work
for industry, warehouse, emergency services,
or utility installation

Landing

Material change of use and/or building work
for a landing

Landscaping

Material change of use and/or building
work, or operational work, or subdivision

Particular location or circumstance

Light Nuisance Material change of use and/or building work Involving erection of outdoor lighting
Non–
Material change of use and/or building work In most cases the Code will not apply to
discriminatory
a multi–unit dwelling where in the form
Access and Use
of a duplex, attached house, townhouse or
apartment, unless it is within a Centre
Operational
Works

Operational works associated with
reconfiguring a lot

Outdoor Sport Material change of use and/or building work
and Recreation for outdoor sport and recreation
Park

Material change of use and/or building work
for a park

Park Planning
and Design

Reconfiguration of a lot and/or material
change of use where the provision of
parkland is required

Particular
Development

Material change of use and/or building work •

The extent of parkland contribution is
determined under Planning Scheme Policy 1

Residential
Design—
Character

Material change of use and/or building work In the Demolition Control Precinct
for a house or multi–unit dwelling

Residential
Design—
Small Lot

Material change of use and/or building work On a lot smaller than 450m2 or with an average
for a house
width less than 15m, or on a rear lot smaller
than 600m2 (excluding access way), except
where a Neighbourhood Structure Plan or a
detailed subdivision layout has been approved
that includes a building envelope plan
Material change of use and/or building work In:
for a multi–unit dwelling
• a Low–medium Density Residential Area
• a Low Density Residential Area
• a Character Residential Area
• a Centre

Residential
Design—
Low Density,
Character and
Low–medium
Density
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•

Introduction

•

on the day immediately prior to this
planning scheme (City Plan) first
commencing, that land was included in
a Particular Development Zone under
the previous transitional planning scheme
(The Town Plan) and
the proposed material change of use or
building work is for the purpose/s, or
purpose/s with qualifications applicable
to the previous Particular Development
Zone description and
the development would have been
Permitted Development within that
previous Particular Development Zone

Code

Generally applies to

Particular location or circumstance

Residential
Design—
Medium
Density
Residential
Design—
High Density

Material change of use and/or building work • in a Medium Density Residential Area
for a multi–unit dwelling
OR
•

in a Centre

Material change of use and/or building work • in a High Density Residential Area
for a multi–unit dwelling
OR

Residential
Material change of use (and any associated
Design—Single building work) and involving reconfiguring
Unit Dwelling a lot for a single unit dwelling
Building work to an existing single unit
dwelling

•
In:
•
•
•
•
•

in a Centre
a Character Residential Area
a Low–medium Density Residential Area
a Medium Density Residential Area
a High Density Residential Area
a Centre

Material change of use and/or building work
for a residential development for people with
special needs who may require care due to
reasons of age or health
Satellite Dish
Building works involving the installation or
replacement of a satellite dish
Service Station Material change of use and/or building work
for a service station
Services,
Reconfiguration of a lot, material change of
Works and
use and/or building work
Infrastructure
Short Term
Material change of use for short term
Accom–
accommodation
modation
Stable
Material change of use and/or building work
for a stable
Stormwater
• material change of use where:
Management
- not contained entirely under the
roofline of an existing building, or

Introduction
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Residential
Design—
Special Needs

•

•

-

involving land disturbing development,
or

-

involving an increase in floor area
located on floodable land, or

-

liquid or solid waste will be discharged
to land or water

reconfiguring a lot where:
-

involving land disturbing development,
or

-

located on floodable land

operational works or building works where:
-
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involving land disturbing development,
or
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Centre Design Code

Note: Where the proposal is for construction of an awning over
a footpath, compliance with P12/A12 only is required.

1

Note: Although not considered as part of the development
application, all lighting and illumination will need to comply
with the Civil Aviation Regulation 1994.

•

in a Centre where involving building work

•

for a Shop or Office of 250m2 or less in gross floor
area in an Emerging Community Area, Residential
Area or Light Industry Area or Special Purpose
Centre.

2

Using this Code

Note: Where the proposal is for a temporary park, compliance
with P42/A42 only is required.
Note: Where the proposal is for a Shop or Office of less than
250m2 gross floor area in an Emerging Community Area,
Residential Area, Light Industry Area or Special Purpose
Centre compliance with P47/A47—P51/A51 only is
required.

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.

3

When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or Relevant Code for
impact assessment:

•

ensure that development in a Centre contributes to
the Centre's desired urban character, built form and
traditional character

•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

encourage building and landscape design in Centres
that reinforces the City's subtropical character

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

establish base line standards for maximum gross floor
area, building height and building form for different
types of Centres

•

Notifiable code assessment applications are to be publicly
notified in accordance with Section 5 of this Code.

encourage Centres that integrate into their
surroundings and incorporate sound urban design

•

ensure a safe and well lit pedestrian environment

List of ‘secondary’ Codes

•

ensure that out–of–centre development is small in
scale, located on a district access or suburban route,
is not located in close proximity to an existing centre
and only serves local community needs.

•
•

When this Code is used in code assessment the
following Codes are termed 'secondary' Codes and
form part of this 'primary' Code. When this Code is
used in impact assessment the following list should
be considered as providing a guide to other Codes that
may also be used in assessing the proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soils
• Biodiversity
• Energy Efficiency
• Gas and Oil Pipeline
• Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
• Landscaping
• Park Planning and Design
• Residential Design—Low Density, Character and
Low–medium Density
• Residential Design—Medium Density
• Residential Design—High Density
• Services, Works and Infrastructure
• Stormwater Management
• Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
• Waterway
• Wetland.
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Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to:

4

Performance Criteria and Acceptable
Solutions

Where a Centre Master Plan has been adopted as
a Planning Scheme Policy, it should be referred to
in applying the provisions of the Centre Design
Code. Centre Master Plans have been prepared for
specific centres for which more detailed urban design
investigations have been undertaken with the local
community, usually as part of a local planning exercise.
The Centre Master Plan provides greater clarity on how
to achieve the intent of particular Acceptable Solutions
or Performance Criteria contained within the Centre
Design Code.
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Centre Design Code

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of
use:

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

Application

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Gross floor area, building height and building form
P1

The scale and bulk of buildings must be
consistent with buildings in the locality or
planned for the site through a Centre Concept
Plan or Local Plan

A1

The maximum gross floor area is in
accordance with limits set in a Local Plan
or a Centre Concept Plan applying to the
Centre. If no Local Plan or Centre Concept
Plan applies to the Centre or no maximum
gross floor area is specified in a Local Plan
or Centre Concept Plan:
• the maximum gross floor area complies
with Table 1—Maximum gross floor area
• in a mixed residential/non–residential
development, the gross floor area of the
residential component is a minimum of
30% of the total gross floor area

P2

The growth of the Centre must be successfully
managed over time to ameliorate significant
economic and social impacts

A2.1

Non–residential development approved on
any site over the preceding 3 year period
does not result in an increase in floor space
of more than 20% of gross floor area or
6,000m2 (whichever is the greater)

Note: P2/A2 does not apply to Multi–purpose
Centre 1 (City Centre)

Note: if the current proposal specifically states
that it supersedes a previous approval that had
not been implemented, the gross floor area of that
previous approval will not be included in these
calculations
Calculations include the current proposal
OR
A2.2

Non–residential development does not result
in significant adverse economic or social
impacts that cannot be satisfactorily mitigated

Centre Design Code
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Note: A report addressing the Commercial
Impact Assessment Planning Scheme Policy
is required to demonstrate compliance with
Acceptable Solution A2.2
P3

The height of buildings must be consistent with A3
buildings in the locality or planned for the site
through a Centre Concept Plan or Local Plan

The maximum building height is in
accordance with limits set in a Local Plan
or a Centre Concept Plan applying to the
Centre. If no Local Plan or Centre Concept
Plan applies to the Centre, or no maximum
building height is specified in a Local Plan
or Centre Concept Plan, the maximum
building height complies with Table 2—
Maximum building height

P4

The buildings must present a continuous
pedestrian friendly facade at a human scale

A4

The podium height is no more than 15m
above the mid–point of the main frontage
of the site except where this is the best
match to the existing streetscape and to
neighbouring buildings

A5

The building form, access to the site and
circulation within the site is in accordance
with the preferred form, access location and
layout indicated in a Local Plan or a Centre
Concept Plan applying to the Centre

Note: P4/A4 does not apply to Multi–purpose
Centre 3 (Suburban) or Multi–purpose Centre 4
(Convenience)
P5

The form of buildings in a Centre must be
appropriate to the scale and function of the
Centre
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Child Care Facility Code
Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of
use and/or building work for a child care facility.
Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or Relevant Code for
impact assessment:

Note: a child care facility will also need to comply with the
relevant State Government legislation including the Child Care
Act 2002 and the Child Care Regulation 2003

•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

3

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

•

ensure that child care facilities make a positive
contribution to neighbourhood character

•

ensure that the location and design of a child care
facility:
- serves the best interests of the children who will
occupy it
- is consistent with the maintenance of residential
amenity and traffic safety
promote safe, encouraging and stimulating
environments for children and staff that complement
the educational and developmental objectives of the
child care facility.

•

The purpose of this Code is to:

List of ‘secondary’ Codes
When this Code is used in code assessment the
following Codes are termed ‘secondary’ Codes and
form part of this ‘primary’ Code. When this Code is
used in impact assessment the following list should
be considered as providing a guide to other Codes that
may also be used in assessing the proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Biodiversity
• Gas and Oil Pipeline

4

•

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutionsc

Performance Criteria
P1

Purpose

The proposal must have good accessibility

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

In newly developing areas or outer suburban
areas, the proposal is located adjacent to
community focal points including shopping
centres, community facilities such as libraries
and churches, useable parkland, schools or
sporting grounds
OR

A1.2

In built up inner or middle suburban
areas, the proposal is located close to other
community uses wherever possible or within
the premises of educational institutions or
work sites
OR

A1.3
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The site is within 200 metres walking
distance from public transport
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Child Care Facility Code

2

Heritage Place
Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
Landscaping
Non–discriminatory Access and Use
Park Planning and Design
Services, Works and Infrastructure
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waterway
Wetland.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance Criteria
P2

Child Care Facility Code

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

P3

The site must be located to minimise:
• introduction of non–local traffic into minor
residential streets
• flood damage or hazard

Users of the facility must not be exposed to soil
contamination

Acceptable Solutions
A2.1

The proposal is not located:
• on local access roads
• on a site subject to flooding in a
Q50 storm event or within a Flood
Regulation Line

A2.2

Overland flow paths are not impeded by
buildings, structures, fences or landscaping
unless acceptable alternative paths are
provided

A3.1

The site does not have soils contaminated
by pollutants that represent a health or
safety risk to children. Where clearance for
contaminated soils is required, provide an
investigative report that:
• confirms that site investigations were
conducted with full knowledge of the
intended end use of the site as a child
care facility
• confirms that site investigations focused
on proposed outdoor play areas
• reflects the final height contours of the
outdoor play areas after any intended
earthworks

A3.2

Where excavation is required to remove
contaminated soil, excavated earth is not
placed in areas that may eventually be used
for outdoor play

P4

The site must meet the air quality standards
within the Air Quality Planning Scheme
Policy to ensure that users are not exposed to
harmful air pollutants

A4

The site must not be located:
• on a road indicated on Map A—Locations
Unsuitable for Child Care Facilities
• within a 30m radius of a signalised
intersection of a road indicated on Map A—
Locations Unsuitable for Child Care Facilities
• within 150m of an Industrial Area

P5

Users of the facility must not be subject to
harmful noise levels

A5

Noise levels do not exceed:
• for noise in a steady state, indoors,
45dB(A) Leq (1 hour)
• outdoors, a range of 55–60dB(A) L10 (1
hour) when measured at 1.5m above
the ground in the centre of any outdoor
play area

P6

Impacts on the amenity of adjoining uses must
be eliminated or mitigated

A6

Where adjacent to a residential use or in a
Residential Area:
• potentially noisy activities such as
intensive activity space are located to
minimise impacts and comply with the
Noise Impact Assessment Planning
Scheme Policy
• a 1.8m screen fence and landscaping
is provided to maintain amenity for
adjoining properties
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Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of
use and/or building work:
•

in a Community Use Area, for the use given in the
Community Use Area classification for a site on the
Planning Scheme Maps.

•

for Community Uses in other Community Use Areas
not specifically designated for that use. Community
uses include schools and health care services, etc.

•

for any community facilities. Community facilities
include community centre, community hall, youth
club, library, church or public building.

2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for self assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being Acceptable Solutions
A3.1, A4, A5 only, and A8 to A15 if for a child care
facility

•

When this Code is used in code assessment of a
proposal involving building work, the following Codes
are termed ‘secondary’ Codes and form part of this
‘primary’ Code. When this Code is used in impact
assessment the following list should be considered as
providing a guide to other Codes that may also be used
in assessing the proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Biodiversity
• Gas Pipeline
• Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
• Landscaping
• Park Planning and Design
• Services, Works and Infrastructure
• Stormwater Management
• Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
• Waste Water Management
• Waterway
• Wetland
3

Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to:
•

a Local Plan Code may vary or include additional
Acceptable Solutions.

facilitate the establishment of community uses and
facilities for community benefit while mitigating
adverse impacts

•

When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or a Relevant Code for
impact assessment:

ensure the locations of community uses and facilities
do not have an adverse impact on adjoining
residential areas

•

encourage the integration and co–location of
community uses and facilities, particularly in
Centres

•

promote the location of community uses and
facilities within areas that are well serviced by public
transport.

•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

For code assessment where the proposal does not
involve building work, relevant Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions are A3.1/P3, A4/P4, A5/P5
and A6/P6 only, and A8/P8 to A15/P15 for a child
care facility.
4

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria
P1

Where involving a child care facility, see also Child Care
Facility Code purpose.

The site must have high accessibility
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Acceptable Solutions
A1

The proposal provides convenient and safe
pedestrian access from existing and proposed
public transport infrastructure and other
public areas
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1

List of ‘secondary’ Codes

Community Use Code

Community Use Code

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

The design of the proposal must be consistent
with reasonable expectations of development
on surrounding land

A2

The scale, height and bulk of the proposal
are no greater than those of surrounding
buildings

P3

The proposal must not impose unreasonable
adverse impacts on the surrounding residential
area

A3.1

Noise levels generated from the operation
of the use do not exceed the levels in the
Noise Impact Assessment Planning Scheme
Policy

A3.2

A 2m wide vegetated buffer is provided to
any vehicle movement and parking areas
along any residential boundaries

A3.3

Intrusive outdoor activities are located away
from residential areas

A3.4

The building setback from a boundary
abutting a Residential Area is a minimum of
3m or half the height of the building at that
point, whichever is greater

A3.5

A 1.8m screen fence and screen landscaping
are provided along Residential Area
boundaries

P4

Non–discriminatory access must be provided:
• to the building from adjoining roads and
public areas
• to adjoining sites within the Community
Use Area/to adjoining community uses

A4

Changes of level between sites and at the
site boundary allow access to the proposal
from the road and to adjoining sites within
the Community Use Area/to adjoining
community uses to comply with AS1428—
Design for Access and Mobility

P5

The layout of the proposal must achieve
adequate provision for servicing on site that is
clearly defined, safe and easily accessible and
must be designed to contain potential adverse
impacts of servicing within the site

A5

Loading/unloading facilities and associated
vehicle manoeuvring areas on–site are
designed in accordance with the servicing
layout design guidelines in Section 4 of
the Transport, Access, Parking and
Servicing Planning Scheme Policy

Servicing must be located to discourage
on–street loading and must not detract from the
aesthetics or amenity of an area

Community Use Code
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P6

Proposals must be designed incorporating crime A6
prevention through environmental design
(CPTED) principles
Note: for guidance on assessing the incorporation
of crime prevention through environmental design
principles refer to the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) Planning
Scheme Policy
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Building design and layout incorporates the
following features:
• opportunities for casual surveillance and
sightlines (e.g. windows overlooking car
parking and communal areas)
• exterior building designs which
promote safety (e.g. active frontages and
entrances)
• adequate definition of uses and
ownership (e.g. landscaping to define
private and public space)
• adequate lighting (e.g. lighting of
potential entrapment locations)
• appropriate way finding mechanisms
(e.g. signage)
• minimisation of predictable routes and
entrapment locations (e.g. concealed
spaces near public pathways)
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
•
•
•

children’s roofed play areas
buildings and other structures for activities
necessarily related with the Brisbane River
riverwalls

Tennis courts and swimming pools must
enhance the character and amenity of the site
and not adversely impact upon the riparian
landscape
Tennis courts and swimming pools must be
sufficiently screened by landscaping to not
be visually dominant or protrude within the
riverscape

A4

Tennis courts or swimming pools located
between the house and the Brisbane River
are:
• located and designed to limit the
maximum height of retaining walls to 1m
• located landward of a 6m deep
landscaped strip of at least two tiers
which includes one tree that will grow
to a height of at least 5m for every 5m
of river frontage
• not within 30m horizontal distance
from high water mark for land in the
Environmental Protection or Rural Areas,
or a minimum of 20m horizontal distance
from high water mark for other land

P5

Facilities for the dry storage of boats must only A5
be constructed in appropriate locations and
must be designed to:
• be compatible with the character and amenity
of the Precinct in which the site is located
• minimise visual intrusiveness
• minimise impacts on the Brisbane River’s
landscape values
• be unobtrusive when viewed from the
Brisbane River
Any facilities for the dry storage of boats is not
appropriate in Precinct 1
Dry boat storage facilities for private residential
use must be located on the landward side of
high water mark on land and involve:
• hoists or lift facilities catering for one boat
up to a maximum 4m in length
• all other forms of dry storage designed for
one boat up to a maximum 6m in length
Dry boat storage facilities for private residential
use that comprise a shed or similar form of
shelter are:
• located on land and do not project over water
• a maximum 25m2 floor area
• the only boatshed or similar form of shelter
on the site
• at a floor level above highest astronomical tide
• designed without deck structures on the roof
• of a single storey design with a maximum
height of 3m above ground level

Facilities for the dry storage of boats are not
located:
• within 20m horizontal distance from
high water mark
OR
• 30m horizontal distance from high water
mark for land in the Environmental
Protection or Rural Areas in Precinct 1
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House Code
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P4
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

•

the only building on the site within the
horizontal distance setback from the high
water mark
• designed and located to include a landscaped
strip or strips which:
- are located adjacent to the boatshed and
across the remainder of the width of the
site
- are at least 6m deep
- include at least one tree that will grow
to a height of at least 5m for every 20m2
of landscaped area
- include a minimum 90% garden area
planted with ground cover and shrubs of
various growth forms
- do not include grassed/lawn or paved
areas except for a pathway up to 2m wide
Refer to Figure a
4.3

Environmental Protection, Rural Areas
and Very–low Density Residential
Potential Development Area as
identified in a Local Plan

These additional requirements apply to a house in
the Environmental Protection Area, Rural Area or

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1 Houses and ancillary structures must not
adversely impact on:
• waterway corridors
• habitat areas and ecological corridors
• significant vegetation
• landscape and scenic features

A1

P1.2 House must not be subject to unreasonable risk
from landslip or instability

The house including:
• secondary dwellings
• ancillary structures such as pools, tennis
courts or other impervious recreation
surfaces, and out buildings such as sheds
or garages
• parking areas and accesses
• excavation, filling and retaining walls
are located within a building location plan
approved at subdivision stage
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House Code

Very–low Density Residential Potential Development
Area as identified in a Local Plan. Acceptable Solutions
A2.1, A2.2, A3, A5 and A6 do not apply to extensions
of existing houses. Environmental Protection and Rural
Areas are designated as ‘bushfire prone areas’.

Refer to Figure d
OR
Where there is no building location plan,
the house and ancillary structures are:
• outside areas covered by the Natural
Assets Local Law Significant Native
Vegetation or Vegetation protection
Order category
• outside landscape features as identified in
a Local Plan
• outside waterway corridors
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
•
•
•

outside habitats areas and ecological
corridors as identified in a Local Plan
a minimum 15m vertically below any
ridge line
on land with a natural grade of less than
1 in 4 measured over a 40m by 40m area

Refer to Figures b and c

P2

House must not be exposed to unreasonable
risk from bushfire

A2.1

A2.2

P3

Vehicle access must be safe from hazards and
must not adversely impact on landscape values

A3

provide for shared vehicular access with at
least one adjoining vacant allotment (if any)
House has a minimum water supply of
45,000L available and retained for fire
fighting purposes, where not supplied with
reticulated water
Landscaping employs fire resistant plant
species (1) less than 5m in height for any
landscaping within the building location
plan area
Refer to Figure d
Access:
• is via an access road approved at
subdivision stage
• is not less than 3.5m wide with passing
bays at a minimum of 100m intervals to
allow for emergency vehicle access
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Access:
• is at grades of less than 1 in 4
• does not require cut and fill in excess of
a total of 2m in height
• is not less than 3.5m wide with passing
bays at a minimum of 100m intervals to
allow for emergency vehicle access
• is shared with at least one adjoining
vacant allotment (if any)
P4
House location must not result in adverse
A4
Where the lot is located within a water
impact on water quality in water supply
supply catchment the house is not within
catchment areas
150m horizontal distance of the limit of the
ponded waters of the water supply reservoir
Additional requirements where on a lot containing a Landscape Feature as identified in a Local
Plan
Vehicular access exceeding a gradient of 1
P5
Vehicular access exceeding a gradient of 1 in 6 A5
must be unobtrusive and utilise materials that
in 6 is sealed with natural, earthy or dark
coloured materials
maintain the visual values of the locality
A5
Fencing does not exceed 1.5m in height
P6
Fencing must be low key, not visually
prominent and integrate with desirable
and is at least 75% transparent
elements of landscape design in the road reserve
P7
Building materials and colours must integrate
A7.1
External building colours are subdued and
natural ie grey, brown or green with low
with the existing colours and patterns of the
landscape and minimise the impacts of the
light reflectivity
building on the visual amenity of the locality

House Code

OR

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Metal roof cladding is non–reflective and
colour bonded or painted in subdued and
natural earthy colours

A7.2

(1) Refer to Queensland Fire and Rescue Authority guidelines on Landscaping in Bushfire Prone Areas

5

Public notification

Public notification will be carried out as follows:
•

commence within 5 days of lodgement of the
application

•

place a notice on the principal road frontage of the
land on which it is intended to build the house in
accordance with Section 5.1

•

give a letter to the owners of all adjoining land in
accordance with Section 5.2

•

the applicant may carry out public notification
instead of the Council

•

where the applicant has carried out public notification,
a statement of compliance is to be submitted to
Council upon completion of the public notification
period, indicating how the public notification
requirements have been complied with

5.1

Sign to be posted on the land

The required format for the sign is as follows.

PROPOSED HOUSE
It is proposed to build a house on this land at
(insert address).
Details of the proposal may be inspected at Brisbane
City Council, Library and Customer Centre, Level
1 North Quay Podium, Brisbane Square, 266
George Street, Brisbane.
The Council is seeking public comment under
s3.2.7 of the Integrated Planning Act 1997.
Comments may be lodged at any Brisbane City
Council Customer Service Centre or posted to:
Brisbane City Council
GPO Box 1434
Brisbane 4001

A minimum of 10 business days will be allowed
between the closing date for lodging comments, and
the time the notice is placed on the land or a letter
is given to all adjoining owners (whichever is the
later).

The final date for lodging comments is (insert date).
Any comments will be taken into account by
Council in assessing the application. However,
lodging comments does not give any right to appeal
against Council’s decision on the application.

The notification period must not include any business
days between 20 December and 5 January (in the
following year).

The sign will be no smaller than 1.2m x 0.9m.

•

for the words ‘PROPOSED HOUSE’, at least
50mm high and in bold

•

for other lettering, at least 25mm high.
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House Code

The lettering on the sign will be:
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5.2

Letter to adjoining owners

locate:
- house
- on site effluent
- out buildings
- tennis courts etc
in building envelope

The following information will be included in a letter
to owners of all adjoining land.

An application has been made by (insert name of
applicant) to build a house at (insert street address of
proposed house).

Details of the proposal may be inspected at Brisbane
City Council, Library and Customer Centre, Level 1
North Quay Podium, Brisbane Square, 266 George
Street, Brisbane.
If you have any comments, please lodge them at any
Brisbane City Council Customer Service Centre or
post them to:
Brisbane City Council
GPO Box 1434
Brisbane 4001

40m

The Council is seeking public comment under s3.2.7
of the Integrated Planning Act 1997. You are being
notified because the City Plan requires that owners
of neighbouring properties be advised of proposals
to build a house that does not comply with the
Acceptable Solutions in the House Code.

40m

minimum 15 – 20m
between house and
any trees

building envelope—approximate area 2500m2
- must be able to contain 40m x 40m area
- on gradients of less than 1 in 4
- must take into account:
- bushfire
- flooding
- land suitability
- must provide area for on–site wastewater disposal

Figure b Building envelope—approximate area
2,500m2

The final date for lodging comments is (insert date).
Any comments you make will be taken into
account by Council in assessing the application.
However, making comments does not give you any
right to appeal against Council’s decision on the
application.

boatshed
maximum
25m2
floor area

Figure c Location of house below ridgeline

land

natura

hwm
river

Figure a

maximum 2m
wide pathway

Design and location of boatsheds
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l groun

1

d line

4

Figure d House site location on lands with natural
grades of less than 1 in 4
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20m
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house

landscaped
strip minimum
6m deep

Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change
of use and/or building work for industry, warehouse,
emergency services or utility installation.
2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or Relevant Code for
impact assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

Section 4.1 applies to all development

Acid Sulfate Soil
Biodiversity
Gas Pipeline
Landscaping
Non–discriminatory Access and Use
Park Planning and Design
Services, Works and Infrastructure
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waste Water Management
Waterway
Wetland.

Note: although not considered as part of the development
application, all lighting and illumination will need to comply
with the Civil Aviation Regulation 1994.
Glossary
Site Cover: the proportion of the site (expressed as a
percentage) covered by buildings or structures measured
to the outermost projections, and car and service
vehicle parking, loading and servicing areas (excluding
manoeuvring areas and aisles).

Section 4.2 applies only to sites fronting an arterial
road, a suburban access road or a limited access arterial
road.

3

Section 4.3 applies only to:

•

facilitate the development of appropriately designed
premises for industry

•

ensure that the impacts of industrial premises are
within acceptable limits, particularly in prominent
locations

•

ensure that industrial buildings near residential and
other sensitive areas can accommodate a range of
industrial uses without unacceptable impacts on the
amenity of those areas

•

ensure industrial development is designed to cater
for the social and environmental needs of persons
working within or visiting these areas, including
personal safety.

•

a Light Industry Area

•

a General Industry Area or Heavy Industry Area
within 150m of a sensitive receiving environment.

List of ‘secondary’ Codes
When this Code is used in code assessment the
following Codes are termed 'secondary' Codes and
form part of this 'primary' Code. When this Code is
used in impact assessment the following list should
be considered as providing a guide to other Codes that
may also be used in assessing the proposal:

Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to:

4

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

4.1

General

Performance Criteria
P1

Acceptable Solutions

Buildings must be of a scale and design generally A1.1
compatible with those of nearby buildings and
A1.2
must contribute positively to the visual character
of the area, especially as seen from the street
A1.3
Buildings must achieve a standard of visual
amenity that is acceptable having regard to the
desirable character of the locality
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Building height is no more than 15m
No part of any building or structure is
closer than 6m to any road frontage
The main entry to the building is easily
identifiable, and directly accessible, from the
street
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial Design Code

Industrial Design Code

Performance Criteria

P2
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A1.4

Vehicle unloading and outdoor storage areas
are designed and located to be unobtrusive
from the street

A1.5

The ground storey of buildings is designed
with office, display windows, entrance
foyers and building forecourts orientated or
opening to nearby footpaths or roads

A1.6

Site cover does not exceed:
• 75% in the Future Industry, Light
Industry and General Industry Areas
• 25% in the Heavy Industry and
Extractive Industry Areas

Landscape areas must be located where planting A2.1
will ameliorate the view of the development
A2.2
from major public vantage points
Landscaping to road frontages must make a
positive contribution to the streetscape and
incorporate bold landscape elements that
complement the scale and bulk of industrial
forms

Industrial Design Code

Acceptable Solutions

At least 3% of the site is landscaped
Tree planting is provided to landscape
frontages that will achieve canopy spread
over 50% of the site frontage within 5 years
of planting

A2.3

Existing trees that already contribute to
these requirements are retained

A2.4

Shade trees are provided in carparking areas
at a ratio of 1 tree for each 6 carparking
spaces

A2.5

Large trees and spreading ground covers are
provided in all landscape areas within the site

A2.6

Large screening shrubs of an appropriate
density and size to complement the scale and
bulk of the subject building are provided in
areas where screening is a priority

A2.7

A landscaped strip with a minimum width
of 2m is provided along the frontage of the
site

P3

Building design must allow for the
A3
infrastructure and service requirements of future
users

Design makes allowances for proposed and
future infrastructure requirements, including
where relevant:
• access and space allocation for any future
trade waste connections to sewer
• storage tanks
• refuse storage areas
• recycling storage areas
• waste pre–treatment devices
• other ancillary equipment
• trade waste connections
• carparking and manoeuvring areas

P4

Stormwater must not contaminate surface water A4.1
or ground water

Areas where potentially contaminating
substances are stored or used are roofed

A4.2
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Provision is made for spills to be bunded
and retained on site for removal and disposal
by an approved means
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Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change
of use and/or building work for outdoor sport and
recreation.
2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for self assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being Acceptable Solutions
A1 to A2.2 only

•

a Local Plan Code may vary or include additional
Acceptable Solutions

•

non–compliance with any of Acceptable Solutions
A1 to A2.2 will result in the proposal being subject
to code or impact assessment.

When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or Relevant Code for
impact assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

4

When this Code is used in code assessment the
following Codes are termed 'secondary' Codes and
form part of this 'primary' Code. When this Code is
used in impact assessment the following list should
be considered as providing a guide to other Codes that
may also be used in assessing the proposal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3

Acid Sulfate Soil
Biodiversity
Gas and Oil Pipeline
Landscaping
Light Nuisance
Non–discriminatory Access and Use
Park Planning and Design
Services, Works and Infrastructure
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waste Water Management
Waterway
Wetland.
Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to:
•

ensure that development for outdoor sport and
recreation is appropriately designed and located

•

ensure that development for outdoor sport and
recreation does not impact adversely on the
surrounding area

•

ensure that ancillary development is at an appropriate
scale.

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutionsria		

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

Amenity of Residential Areas must be
maintained

P2

Any buildings associated with the proposal must A2.1
be ancillary to the outdoor sport and recreation
use and must be of a suitable scale
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A1

Hours of operation are restricted to 7am to
7pm
Expansion of the activity must:
• not be located in a waterway corridor
or on land covered by a Natural Assets
Local Law
• not exceed a maximum total gross floor
area of 50m2
• not exceed a maximum height of 8.5m
• be a minimum distance of 10m from any
boundary to a Residential Area
• not involve expansion of sports fields,
courts, circuits, tracks or pools
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Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

1

List of ‘secondary’ Codes

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

Outdoor Sport and Recreation
Code

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
•

•

not involve the erection of outdoor
lighting for sports fields, courts, circuits,
tracks or pools
use building materials of a subdued
colour or landscaping that

OR

P3

Sport and recreation uses in District or
Metropolitan Parks, or as privately owned
facilities, provide an opportunity for higher
intensity uses

A2.2

Buildings are identified on a Park Master
Plan adopted as a Planning Scheme Policy

A3.1

Metropolitan or District Parks or privately
owned facilities are designed to be able to
accommodate more intensive use

A3.2

Hours of operation are restricted to 7am to
10pm

P4

The surrounding road system can accommodate A4
the additional traffic generated without adverse
impacts on the amenity of the neighbourhood
or the capacity of the road system

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P5

The proposal, including the size and height of
buildings, must be compatible scale bulk and
design and character with the surrounding area

A5

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P6

The nature and type of noise generated must be A6
within the realistic community expectations for
this type of facility

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

Note: For information on the assessment of noise
impacts refer to the Noise Impact Planning
Scheme Policy
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Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

P7

P8

The proposal, in terms of its location, size and
design of buildings and vehicle access areas,
must not impose unreasonable adverse impacts
on the surrounding residential area

The layout of the proposal must achieve
adequate provision for servicing on site that is
clearly defined, safe and easily accessible and
must be designed to contain potential adverse
impacts of servicing within the site
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A7.1

The building setback from a boundary
abutting a Residential Area is a minimum
of 3m or half the height of the building,
whichever is the greater

A7.2

Where any vehicle movement or parking
areas abut a boundary with a Residential
Area:
• a minimum 2m wide vegetated buffer is
provided to the boundary; or
• a 1.8m high screen fence is provided to
the boundary

A8

Loading/unloading facilities and associated
vehicle manoeuvring areas on-site are
designed in accordance with the servicing
layout design guidelines in the Transport,
Access, Parking and Servicing
Planning Scheme Policy
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Performance Criteria
P9

Acceptable Solutions

Proposals must be designed incorporating crime A9
prevention through environmental design
(CPTED) principles
Note: For guidance on assessing the incorporation
of crime prevention through environmental design
principles refer to the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) Planning
Scheme Policy

Buildings, structures and use areas are designed
together to ensure efficient use of buildings and
facilities

A8

Co–location and shared use of buildings and
facilities occurs

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

P10

Building design and layout incorporates the
following features:
• opportunities for casual surveillance and
sightlines (e.g. windows overlooking car
parking and communal areas)
• exterior building designs which
promote safety (e.g. active frontages and
entrances)
• adequate definition of uses and
ownership (e.g. landscaping to define
private and public space)
• adequate lighting (e.g. lighting of
potential entrapment locations)
• appropriate way finding mechanisms
(e.g. signage)
• minimisation of predictable routes and
entrapment locations (e.g. concealed
spaces near public pathways)
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Park Code

Glossary

1

Kiosk: a light structure used for selling food, drinks,
souvenirs, fishing bait and other small item convenience
goods, and hiring equipment such as bicycles, canoes,
fishing rods or binoculars

Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of
use and/or building work for a park.
2

Using this Code

For a park in a Conservation Area, only Section 4.2
applies.

The purpose of this Code is to:
ensure that the development of parks makes a
positive contribution to community wellbeing, the
environment and landscape amenity of the area

•

ensure that the development of parks does not
negatively impact on recreational, visual, cultural
or biodiversity values

•

the Code is to be read as being the Acceptable
Solutions only

ensure that parks can be developed to their optimal
level, while considering the amenity of surrounding
areas

•

a Local Plan Code may vary or include additional
Acceptable Solutions.

ensure that development in parks is appropriate to
the park type and hierarchy classification

•

ensure that development maximises community
access and use of parkland.

When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for self assessment:

•

Purpose

•

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.

•

3

When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or Relevant Code for
impact assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

List of ‘secondary‘ Codes
For impact assessment the following list provides a
guide to the other Codes that may be considered in
assessing the proposal:
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Acid Sulfate Soil
Biodiversity
Gas and Oil Pipeline
Light Nuisance
Non–discriminatory Access and Use
Park Planning and Design
Satellite Dish
Services, Works and Infrastructure
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waste Water Management
Waterway
Wetland.

Park Code

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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4

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

4.1

General

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

The proposal must be appropriate for a
parkland setting

A1

Where applicable, the form of the proposal
is not contrary to the intent of an endorsed
Management Plan or Master Plan, or any
plan adopted as a Planning Scheme Policy

P2

The type and form of the proposal must
enhance one or more park values ie.
recreational, visual, cultural, sporting or
biodiversity

A2.1

Local park facilities are provided in
accordance with the Park Classification
System and the Subdivision
Development Guidelines and involve no
buildings or structures other than:
• gazebos and shelters with a maximum
floor area of 25m2
• picnic facilities such as tables, barbecues
and ancillary facilities
• landscape and horticultural structures
such as arbors, pergolas, fencing and
signage
• play and fitness equipment
• shade structures
• dog off–leash enclosures
• minor recreation infrastructure including
basketball half courts
• noticeboards or display facilities
containing park related information
• footpaths, bikeways, boardwalks and
lookouts

Note: Refer to the Brisbane Park Classification
Guide for a description of park types

where the combined site cover of all new
and existing buildings and structures is a
maximum of 200m2 or 10% of the park
area, whichever is the lesser

Park Code

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

A2.2
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In District and Metropolitan sized parks,
facilities are provided in accordance with
the Park Classification System and
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines and involve no buildings or
structures other than those noted in A2.1
and the following:
• gazebos and shelters with a maximum
floor area of 100m2
• kiosk with a maximum floor area of
100m2 and a maximum height of 8.5
metres
• public toilets designed in accordance
with the Public Toilet Design
Guidelines
• fishing platforms & boating facilities eg.
canoe launching ramps, jetties
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Note: Where provision of these structures results
in the removal of marine vegetation additional
approvals may be required
• bird hides
• outdoor performance stages with a
maximum floor area of 100m2 and
no closer than 100m to a residential
boundary
• sport and recreation facilities eg.
playing fields, practice nets, courts,
cycling training circuits, skating and
BMX facilities no closer than 50m to a
residential boundary
• ancillary buildings eg. storage or
maintenance sheds with a maximum
floor area of 25m2
where the combined site cover of all new
and existing buildings and structures is a
maximum of 500m2 or 10% of the park
area, whichever is the lesser
OR

Where a proposal is located in an Urban
Common Park Sub Type, facilities,
buildings and structures are to be in
accordance with the Park Classification
System or Centres Detail Design
Manual

P3

Access, circulation and parking facilities must :
• be provided only where there is a
demonstrated need
• be appropriate to the park type and
intended use
• not compromise the recreational, visual,
cultural or biodiversity values of the park

A3

Access, circulation and carparking
facilities are provided in accordance with
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines and the Transport, Access,
Parking and Servicing Planning
Scheme Policy, except where modified by
a Management Plan or Master Plan adopted
as a Planning Scheme Policy

P4

The proposal and use of the park must
maximise public access

A4.1

The proposal does not prohibit public
access, except where:
• an organised activity such as a sporting
event or carnival requires temporary
exclusive use
• access will be temporarily restricted
to protect the biodiversity values of
the park, eg. for the duration of a
breeding season or to allow bushland
rehabilitation or control erosion
• infrastructure requiring restricted
access or fencing is located in the park
eg. for safety in the case of electrical
transformers
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Park Code

A2.3

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

The proposal is in accordance with a Master
Plan or Management Plan adopted as a
Planning Scheme Policy

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
•

•

Buildings and structures are designed to be
multi–purpose and easily adapted for future
changes

Non–discriminatory access must be provided:
• to the park development from adjoining
roads and public areas
• between key features within the park

A5

Buildings and paths between the park entry
and structures within the park are accessible
to people with special needs in accordance
with the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

P6

Light fixtures and fittings must:
• be located to minimise loss of residential
amenity through glare and noise associated
night time use of a park
• not be visually intrusive
• be appropriate to the parkland setting

A6

Lighting is in accordance with the
Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

P7

Landscaping of the park must be capable of
efficient and effective maintenance

A7

Landscaping is in accordance with the
Subdivision and Development
Guidelines except where modified by a
Management Plan or Master Plan adopted
as a Planning Scheme Policy

P8

The nature and type of activity and noise
generated must be consistent with realistic
community expectations based on park
classification

A8

The proposal is consistent with the range of
activity and intensity of use in accordance
with the Park Classification System

Conservation Area

Performance Criteria
P1
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A4.2

P5

4.2

Park Code

the park has a current lease or licence
approved by Council which allows for
restricted or controlled public access
a Management Plan or Master Plan
adopted as a Planning Scheme Policy
specifically states otherwise

Proposals in a Conservation Area must be
associated with protection and enhancement
of biodiversity values, and where appropriate,
nature based recreation and appreciation and
must not impact adversely on management of
the area for conservation purposes
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Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

The park is maintained to preserve and
enhance the biodiversity values of the land

A1.2

The proposal is in accordance with
the Park Classification System and
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines and is restricted to:
• carparking spaces in accordance with
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines, unless otherwise approved
in a Natural Area Management Plan
• tracks, trails and pathways
• minor picnic sites and associated facilities
— barbecues, bins, taps, drinking
fountains
• shelters, tables and seating areas
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
•

•
•

Non–discriminatory access must be provided:
• to the park development from adjoining
roads and public areas
• between key features within the park

A1.3

Fences are erected where:
• there is a need to define boundaries or
restrict access
• the fence will not impede the natural
movement of native fauna
• the fence will not impede floodwaters,
and flood borne debris will not
accumulate along the fence
and in accordance with the Subdivision
and Development Guidelines
OR

A1.4

The proposal is in accordance with a
Natural Area Management Plan or Master
Plan adopted as a Planning Scheme Policy

A2

Buildings and paths between the park entry
and structures within the park are accessible
to people with special needs in accordance
with the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

Park Code
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P2

small buildings for public toilets,
maintenance sheds with a maximum
floor area of 100m2
other infrastructure such as bird hides,
bike racks
noticeboards or display facilities
containing park related information
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Park Planning and Design Code
Application

This Code will apply in assessing the reconfiguration of
a lot and/or material change of use where the provision
of parkland is required.
The extent of parkland contribution is determined
under Planning Scheme Policy 1—Development
Contributions for Parks and Recreational
Facilities Arising from Subdivision of Land and
from Material Change of Use or Development
of Land.
Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use Codes, at the front of this
Chapter.
4

Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to ensure parkland:
•

is accessible to the community

•

is of an appropriate quality to meet park type and
classification requirements

•

provides positive impacts on recreational, visual,
cultural and biodiversity values

•

location and setting does not alienate community
access and use

•

meets community expectations and does not present
unreasonable risk or hazard

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Parkland is provided:
A1
• to maximise recreational, visual, cultural and
biodiversity values
• of a sufficient size appropriate to anticipated
intensity and level of use
• to meet the requirements of intended users
• in appropriate locations that will provide for
a range of diverse opportunities

Parkland is provided in accordance with the
relevant:
• Infrastructure Charges Plans
• Local Plans
• Neighbourhood Structure Plans

P2

Parkland is dedicated to Council

A2

At the time of registration of title, parkland
is transferred to Council without cost

P3

Parkland must be within close proximity of its
intended users

A3

District Informal Urban Common Park Sub
Type is located in or adjacent to a Centre,
otherwise parkland is located in accordance
with the relevant Infrastructure Charges
Plan

A4.1

District Informal Urban Common Park
Sub Type has a minimum area of 2000m2
or is in accordance with a Local Plan or
Centres Concept Plan. Otherwise the size
of proposed parkland is in accordance with
the relevant Infrastructure Charges Plan

A4.2

The proposed parkland is of a regular
shape and of sufficient dimensions to
accommodate the proposed or potential uses

A4.3

The width of proposed parkland is not less
than 10m at any point

P1

Note: Refer to the Park Classification System for a
description of park types
P4

Parkland must be of suitable shape, size and
topography for intended recreational use and
pedestrian and cycle network
Note: Refer to the Park Classification System for a
description of park types
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and in accordance with the Park
Classification System parkland types and
sub–types
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2

3

Park Planning and Design Code

1

This Code is only ever called up as a ‘secondary’ Code
by some other Code. This Code is to be read as part of
that other Code.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A4.4

Proposed parkland is of a suitable gradient
for intended use, in accordance with
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

A5

Proposed parkland is located above:
• Q5 flood level for recreation areas,
except where agreed by Council that
provision of land, free from regular
inundation and below the Q5 flood
level would benefit recreation eg.
flat land for sports fields, or where
otherwise indicated in a Local Plan or
Infrastructure Charges Plan area
• Q100 flood level where buildings
(clubhouse, equipment store, etc) are
proposed to be located

P5

Parkland must be flood immune, except where
flood liable land would benefit recreation

P6

Parkland must not be subjected to unreasonable A6.1
impacts from industrial activities or major
transport corridors
A6.2

Proposed parkland intended primarily
for residential users is not located within
150m of an industrial activity identified in
Schedule 1 or 2
Proposed parkland does not serve primarily
as a buffer to a transport corridor

P7

Access to the parkland must not be restricted by A7
physical barriers

Proposed parkland is not separated from
the community it is intended to serve by
physical barriers such as fenced service
utilities, arterial routes or motorways

P8

Parkland must not be constrained by public
utilities or infrastructure

A8.1

Proposed parkland does not contain power,
oil or gas easements

A8.2

Proposed parkland does not contain services
and infrastructure associated with residential,
industrial or other development

A9

Where contaminated land is proposed
as part of a parkland contribution it is
appropriately remediated in accordance
with an approved Landscape Management
and Siteworks Plan and/or an approved
EPA Site Management Plan, to meet EPA
and Council requirements

Note: At its discretion of Council may accept
parkland affected by an easement or other
infrastructure
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Park Planning and Design Code

In this instance works within the easement must be
carried out in accordance with the Subdivision and
Development Guidelines and the requirements of the
relevant service authority. Services and infrastructure
are to be aligned with the pedestrian/cycle network to
minimise impacts on vegetation and landform
Where easements or infrastructure is proposed to
be located within parkland, a Landscape Concept
Plan will be required are part of the development
application

P9

Proposed parkland is not listed on the
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
Environmental Management Register or
Contaminated Land Register
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Completed Site Investigations and evidence
of removal from the Contaminated Land
Register are to be provided prior to the
acceptance of the land

P10

Parkland accessibility and use must not be
compromised by stormwater Infrastructure and
discharge

A10

Proposed parkland does not contain major
stormwater components, including areas
designated as high velocity overland flow
paths, detention basins or other long term
stormwater storage areas

A11

The proposed parkland does not contain
dams and lakes

A12.1

Parkland design accommodates the
retention of significant vegetation and
topographic features of the site

Note: At its discretion of Council may accept
parkland affected by stormwater infrastructure
In this instance the design and construction of
stormwater infrastructure must be in accordance
with Water Sensitive Urban Design principles and
the Subdivision and Development Guidelines
and Stormwater Outlets in Parks and Waterways
Guidelines
Where stormwater infrastructure is proposed to be
located within parkland, a Landscape Concept Plan
is to be provided with the application
P11

Water bodies located in parkland must
contribute to the multiple values of open space
Note: At its discretion of Council may accept
parkland containing waterways or water bodies where
they contribute multiple open space and recreation
values

P12

Clearance of vegetation and modification to
existing landform within parkland must be
minimised
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Earthworks associated with parkland
construction are to be carried out utilising
methods that minimise impacts on
existing vegetation, in accordance with
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

A12.3

The design of the proposed parkland does
not contain retaining walls that are built to
boundary

A12.4

Where retaining walls are proposed to
be located within parkland, materials
and heights must be in accordance with
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines, and a Landscape Concept Plan
is to be provided
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A12.2

Park Planning and Design Code

Note: Compliance with this Acceptable Solution
can be demonstrated by the submission of a
Landscape Concept Plan identifying major
elements of the parkland design including location
and extent of existing vegetation and topographic
feature

Performance Criteria
P13

Personal security is enhanced through casual
surveillance of parkland to deter crime and
vandalism
Note: The Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) Planning
Scheme Policy provides guidance on meeting this
Performance Criteria

P14

Parkland is maintained in accordance with
relevant Council policies and guidelines

A13.1

Parkland design facilitates safety for all
users in accordance with Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles

A13.2

The proposed parkland perimeter contains a
minimum 50% road frontage, in accordance
with the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

A13.3

Surveillance opportunities to the proposed
parkland are maximised with the provision
of minimum 50% visually permeable
fencing to adjoining residential allotments

A14.1

Proposed landscape works and
improvements are designed and
implemented in accordance with the
Subdivision and Development
Guidelines and an approved Landscape
Management and Siteworks Plan

A14.2

Maintenance and management requirements
are incorporated within parkland
planning and design, in accordance with
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines, and a maintenance
schedule approved as part of a Landscape
Management and Siteworks Plan

A15

Parkland is maintained in accordance with
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines prior to handover to Council
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Park Planning and Design Code

P15

Landscape works, improvements and
maintenance and management requirements
within parkland must be consistent with
relevant Council policies and guidelines

Acceptable Solutions
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Particular Development Code
Application

This Code will apply in assessing a reconfiguration of
a lot, material change of use and/or building work on
land where:
•

on the day immediately prior to this planning
scheme (City Plan) first commencing that land was
included in a Particular Development Zone under
the previous transitional planning scheme (The
Town Plan), and

•

the proposed reconfiguration of a lot, material
change in use or building work for the purpose/s,
or purpose/s with qualifications applicable to the
previous Particular Development Zone description,
and

•

the development would have been Permitted
Development within that previous Particular
Development Zone.
Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.

3

The purpose of this Code is to:
•

When this Code is listed in Chapter 3 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

this Code applies despite anything to the contrary
in a Local Plan.

4

Purpose
recognise, as far as practical, development oppor
tunities provided under Particular Development
Zones under the transitional planning scheme
(Town Plan), while mitigating impacts of building
works and material change of use appropriately in
the context of the planning scheme (City Plan).

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

The proposal must accord with any conditions
(applicable conditions) which applies with
respect of the inclusion of the land in the
previous Particular Development Zone

A1

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P2

The form, design and appearance of the proposal A2
must be consistent with reasonable expectations
of development for the Area in which the land
is included (under Chapter 3) save to the extent
that any departure is a necessary and unavoidable
consequence of carrying out development
for the applicable purpose/s of purpose/s
with qualifications in accordance with any
applicable conditions referred to in the previous
Performance Criteria

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
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2

When this Code is used in code assessment of a proposal
involving building work, the following Codes are
termed ‘secondary’ Codes and form part of this ‘primary’
Code:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Biodiversity
• Filling and Excavation
• Gas Pipeline
• Landscaping
• Non–discriminatory Access and Use
• Park Planning and Design
• Services, Works and Infrastructure
• Stormwater Management
• Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
• Waste Water Management
• Waterway
• Wetland

Particular Development Code

1

List of ‘secondary’ Codes

Performance Criteria
P3
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Particular Development Code

P4

The proposal must not have undue adverse
impact on acoustic amenity

The proposal must be appropriately set back
from any boundary to land in a Residential
Area and provide appropriate fencing and
landscaping to such boundary

Acceptable Solutions
A3.1

Noise levels generated from the operation
of the use comply with the requirements of
the Noise Impact Assessment Planning
Scheme Policy

A3.2

Intrusive outdoor activities are located away
from noise sensitive activities

A4.1

The building setback from a boundary
abutting land in a Residential Area is a
minimum of 3m or half the height of the
building at that point, whichever is greater

A4.2

A 1.8m screen fence and screen landscaping
are provided along boundaries of land in a
Residential Area

P5

A5
The design of the proposal must not have an
undue detrimental environmental impact on:
• the environmental quality of the site or land
adjoining the site, or the environmental
quality of the City and its surrounds
• any vegetation the subject of a vegetation
protection order, significant trees or other
vegetation on the site
• likely future development

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P6

The proposed development must not have
undue adverse:
• social impacts on the community
• economic impacts on the area, including
impacts on existing Centres

A6

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P7

The design of the proposal must not unduly
detrimentally affect flooding or drainage on the
site or adjoining sites

A7

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P8

The proposal must not have a detrimental
impact on the existing traffic situation, or
unduly worsen an existing traffic problem

A8

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P9

The proposal must incorporate appropriate
buffering and landscaping of the site

A9

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P10

The proposal must not place undue demand on
the infrastructure of the locality in which it is
located

A10

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

P11

The proposal must not have any other undue
adverse impact

A11

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

Where for any material change of use (excluding multi–unit dwellings in the Low Density
Residential, Character Residential or Low–medium Density Residential Areas)
P12

Proposals must be designed incorporating crime A12
prevention through environmental design
(CPTED) principles
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Building design and layout incorporates the
following features:
• opportunities for casual surveillance and
sightlines (e.g. windows overlooking car
parking and communal areas)
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Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of use
and/or building work for a multi–unit dwelling in:
•
•
•
•
•

a Low–medium Density Residential Area
a Low Density Residential Area
a Character Residential Area
a Centre
a Potential Development Area as identified in a Local
Plan.

Where a proposed multi–unit dwelling is located within
the Demolition Control Precinct the proposed building
will also be subject to the Residential Design—Character
Code
2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table
in Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as a Relevant
Code for impact assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

Part A of the Code contains 3 sections. The area
where the site is located will determine which section
applies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3

Non–discriminatory Access and Use
Park Planning and Design
Residential Design—Character
Services, Works and Infrastructure
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waterway
Wetland.
Purpose

As the Areas to which this Code applies will contain a
mix to houses and multi–unit development, the purpose
of this Code is to effectively manage impacts of the new
development on neighbours while:
•

ensuring new development is compatible in scale
and design with neighbouring houses

•

retaining pre–1946 dwellings in Character Residential
Areas, with new development at low intensity in
keeping with pre–1946 architectural themes

•

retaining pre–1946 dwellings or ensuring new
development in Demolition Control Precincts is in
keeping with pre–1946 architectural themes

•

encouraging multi–unit development that provides
a pleasant living environment for its occupants

•

encouraging low cost and special needs housing
such as boarding house or aged care accommodation
by allowing an increase in gross floor area and a
reduction in on–site carparking where the low cost
and special needs housing does not compromise
local amenity, is secured for at least 10 years and is
administered by a housing cooperative, Government
or Council agency or charitable organisation

•

ensure that multi–unit development does do not
impact adversely on landscape or ecological values.

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

Part B of the Code applies to all multi–unit dwellings
in any area.
List of ‘secondary’ Codes
When this Code is used in impact assessment the
following list should be considered as providing a guide
to other Codes that may also be used in assessing the
proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Biodiversity
• Energy Efficiency
• Gas Pipeline
• Heritage Place
• Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
• Landscaping
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Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

Residential Design—Low Density,
Character and Low–medium
Density Code
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4

Part A—Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

4.1

Multi–unit dwellings in Low Density Residential Areas

Performance Criteria
P1

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

P2

Building size and bulk must be consistent with
the low density nature of the locality

Larger developments must integrate with the
neighbourhood and form part of the local
street network

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

Gross floor area is no more than 0.3 times
the site area

A1.2

Building height at any point is no more
than 8.5m above ground level and 2 storeys

A1.3

The site area is a minimum of 3,000m2 and
has a minimum frontage of 40m

A2.1

Development on a site over 3,000m2:
• includes some houses, particularly near
road frontages, with the proportion of
houses increasing for larger sites
• is connected to and part of the
neighbourhood rather than a separate
semi–private enclave
• is integrated with the existing or
proposed local street network
• provides for legible and direct access for
all residents to surrounding and future
community facilities in the area such as
schools, parks, neighbourhood shops and
public transport
• clearly defines public, communal and
private open space
Refer to Figure a

A2.2

Where two adjoining sites each contain
over 5,000m2, they will be separated by
public road/s and detached housing
OR
All dwellings are within 60m of a public
road
Refer to Figure b

4.2

Multi–unit dwellings in Character Residential Areas

Performance Criteria
P1

Building size and bulk must be consistent with
the low density nature of the locality
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Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

Gross floor area is no more than 0.5 times
the site area

A1.2

Building height at any point is no more
than 8.5m above ground level and 2 storeys

A1.3

The number of dwellings does not exceed 1
per 300m2 of site area
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Performance Criteria

P21

Exposure of new dwellings to noise must be
minimised

Acceptable Solutions
A20.4

The development complies with the Noise
Impact Assessment Planning Scheme
Policy

A21.1

Noise impacts on dwellings located within
150m of a Centre, Industry Area, rail
corridor, road corridor (suburban routes,
motorways and arterial routes) or within a
noise exposure of 20ANEF or greater are
mitigated to comply with the requirements
of the Noise Impact Assessment
Planning Scheme Policy
Refer to Figure m

Waste disposal and collection areas must
be unobtrusive, and adverse impacts on
neighbouring properties must be mitigated

A22.1

Garbage bin storage and collection areas are
located on site and are screened from view

A22.2

For buildings of ten or more units, on–site
bin storage:
• is not located within 5m of a property
boundary
• is located where it can be accessed by
refuse collection services
• is located within the main building

A23

If accomodation provides lodging for
permanent residents or is administered by
a housing cooperative, a Government or
Council agency or charitable orginisation to
provide low cost, special needs housing or
aged care accomodation for at least 10 years
and height limits and setbacks are complied
with:
• the plot ratio of low cost and special
needs housing may exceed the plot ratio
applicable to multi–unit dwellings in the
area
• on–site parking may be less than
otherwise stated in this Code provided it
meets expected requirements

Affordable housing outcomes
P23

Low cost housing is encouraged through
development bonuses but only if it does not
compromise local amenity

Where in a Potential Development Area and on a site affected by a habitat area and ecological corridor
or landscape feature, as identified in a Local Plan
P24

Siting of buildings must
• minimise disturbance to habitat areas and
ecological corridors
• avoid interruption to public views of a
scenic feature
• protect physical landscape features
to ensure their long term viability
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A24.1

The habitat areas and ecological corridors or
landscape features are retained in common
property

A24.2

Common property areas containing habitat
areas and ecological corridors or landscape
features is to be used for conservation
purposes only. The area is not to be cleared
or contain hard or recreation surfaces such
as clothes drying areas, swimming pools,
driveways or tennis courts
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P22

Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

Utilities and services

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Note: Further guidance on the design of urban
development adjacent to ecological corridors and
lands can be gained from Council’s Ecological
Assessment Guidelines

P25

Appropriate site planning and procedures
must be undertaken to ensure the retention of
significant vegetation

A25

Where the site is covered by a Natural
Assets Local Law (NALL) Significant
Vegetation category; buildings, carparking,
common areas and driveways are located
to enable the retention and long term
performance of the significant vegetation

Where in a Potential Development Area and on a site affected by landscape feature, as identified in
a Local Plan
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Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

P26

Vehicular access exceeding a gradient of 1 in
6 must be unobtrusive, constructed to prevent
erosion and utilise materials that maintain the
visual values of the area

A26.1

Vehicular access exceeding a gradient of 1
in 6 is sealed with natural, earthy or dark
coloured materials

A26.2

Vehicular access follows rather than crosses
contour lines as much as possible

P27

Fencing must be low key, not visually
A27
prominent and integrate with desirable
elements of landscape design in the road reserve

Fencing does not exceed 1.5m in height
and is at least 75% transparent

P28

Building materials and colours must integrate
with the existing colours and patterns of the
landscape and minimise the impacts of the
building on the visual amenity of the locality

A28.1

External building colours are subdued and
natural ie grey, brown or green with low
light reflectivity

A28.2

Metal roof cladding is non–reflective and
colour bonded or painted in subdued and
natural earthy colours

A28.3

Roof pitches and shapes respond to
landscape forms

A29.1

Buildings are located a minimum 15m
vertically below any ridge line

A29.2

Private open space and common areas
enhance natural pattens of vegetation,
physical landscape and shade provision

A29.3

Site utilisation and building footprints are
minimised

P29

Building location must minimise disturbance
to natural patterns of vegetation and ensure
integration with the environment

P30

Design elements must reduce the mass of the
building and be of a scale compatible with the
landscape and scenic features of the locality

A30

The mass of buildings is minimised by
variations in wall and roof lines

P31

Buildings must be screened from view or
sympathetic to the form and line of the
surrounding landscape

A31

Vegetation is used to screen built structures
and areas cleared as a result of excavation,
when able viewed from the road alignment
or other public viewing areas
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the development
integrates
with the
neighbourhood
by locating
houses at the
front of the site

45o

no screening

existing housing
screening required

existing street

Figure e Adequate screening will be provided unless
separation between windows is achieved

new development
site

future road connection

Figure b Multi–unit housing on large sites form part
of the neighbouring street network

Figure c Buildings are articulated to complement the scale of buildings within the street
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In Low Density Residential Areas, multi–
unit developments integrate with the
neighbourhood by including houses near the
road frontages
45o

Figure a

Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

Figure d This building includes substantial verandahs
that articulate the form to identify individual
dwelling units, and large windows and
balconies facing the street

over 2.0m

Figure f

Figure i

This multi–unit dwelling has minimised
dominance of carparking facilities by recessing
garages to emphasise residential components
of the building

Figure j

This multi–unit dwelling has minimised
dominance of carparking facilities by separate
car accommodation to each dwelling unit

At ground floor level no screen is required
where a minimum 2m setback from
neighbouring window occurs
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Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

9.0m
balcony screen
required

Figure g Above ground floor a screen is required
where setback less than 9m from next door
window occurs

Screens, fences and
planting to control
overlooking

Planting can make
pleasant private
outdoor spaces

Garage recessed. Garage door shadowed by dwelling

street
Fences and planting
can control privacy
to street

Figure h Screening required when directly overlooking
private open space
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Figure k The entry is finished or recessed so that
the garage is not a dominant feature of the
dwelling
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landscaping
2m

noise
barrier
fence

driveway

For side driveways, a 2m landscaping strip is
provided beside adjoining properties

ROAD

house
development site for
a multi–unit dwelling

multi–
unit
dwelling

measurable
boundary

this house is not ‘next
to’ the development site
as the boundary is not
measurable

measurable
boundary

this is a measurable
boundary, therefore
the site is ‘next to’
the development site

house
house

house

ROAD

Figure n When determining the GFA for a proposed Multi–unit Dwelling, a house is ‘next to’ the
development site where the house site has a measurable boundary
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Figure l

Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

Figure m Areas not sensitive to noise provide buffers
to noise sensitive areas

Residential Design—Low Density, Character and Low–medium Density Code

Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of use
and/or building work for a multi–unit dwelling in:
• a Medium Density Residential Area
• a Centre.
2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table
in Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as a Relevant
Code for impact assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

3

Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to effectively manage impacts
of the new development on neighbours while:
•

encouraging attractive buildings of a size, intensity
and appearance consistent with the Medium Density
Area

•

facilitating development that is up to 5 storeys in
height, spread across the site and orientated towards
the street

•

encouraging multi–unit development that provides
a pleasant living environment for its occupants

•

encouraging low cost and special needs housing
such as boarding house or aged care accommodation
by allowing an increase in gross floor area and a
reduction in on–site carparking where the low cost
and special needs housing does not compromise
local amenity, is secured for at least 10 years, and is
administered by a housing cooperative, Government
or Council agency or charitable organisation.

List of ‘secondary’ Codes
When this Code is used in impact assessment this list
should be considered as providing a guide to other Codes
that may also be used in assessing the proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Energy Efficiency
• Gas Pipeline
• Heritage Place
• Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
• Landscaping

4

Non–discriminatory Access and Use
Park Planning and Design
Services, Works and Infrastructure
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waterway.

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Building size and orientation
P1

Buildings built prior to 1900 must be retained
(whether in a Demolition Control Precinct or
not)

A1

Buildings built prior to 1900 are reused,
refurbished and retained

P2

Building size must be consistent with the
intentions for the Area

A2.1

Maximum gross floor area is:
• up to 0.8 times the site area, where the
site area is greater than 1,200m2
OR
• GFA = (1.2 times site area) - 480, where
the site area is less than 1,200m2, where
GFA and site area are both expressed in
square metres
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1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential Design—Medium Density Code

Residential Design—Medium
Density Code

Performance Criteria

P3

P4

Acceptable Solutions
A2.2

The site area is a minimum of 800m2 and
has a minimum frontage of 20m

A2.3

Building height at any point is no more
than:
• 15m from ground level to the underside
of the ceiling of any habitable room
• 5 storeys above ground level

A2.4

Building length is no more than 30m in any
direction

A3.1

The building bulk is reduced by a
combination of
• balconies and recesses
• variations in material and building form

A3.2

Setback from a road alignment is a
minimum of:
• 6m for building walls
• 4m for balconies, eaves, awnings, garden
structures, e.t.c.

A3.3

Elevations show variation in materials,
colours and/or textures between levels

A3.4

Roofs include pitches, gables, skillions or
other features

A3.5

Services structures and mechanical plant are
screened or designed as part of the building

A4.1

Building front elevation is parallel or nearly
parallel to the road frontage

A4.2

Building is not set back more than 8m from
a road alignment

Note: north or north–east facing windows, balconies
A4.3
or decks may be permitted to provide lesser levels of
privacy than would otehrwise be allowed by this Code
A4.4
where this will significantly improve passive solar
design

Building has windows or balconies that face
the street or are on the front of the building

Building elevations must visually balance the
height of the building

A number of the following design elements
are introduced:
• variations in plan shape, such as curves,
steps, recesses, projections or splays
• variations in the treatment and
patterning of windows, sun protection
devices or other elements of a facade
• elements of a finer scale than the main
structural framing
• balconies, verandahs, terraces or sun
shading devices
• light coloured materials

The appearance of building bulk must be
reduced by design elements

The development must be orientated to the
street and facilitate casual surveillance of the
street
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Residential Design—Medium Density Code

Refer to Figure a

P5
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A5

Basement parking structures between a
street frontage and the main front elevation
are no more than 1m above ground level at
any point
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Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of use
and/or building work for a multi–unit dwelling in:
• a High Density Residential Area
• a Centre.
2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table
in Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as a Relevant
Code for impact assessment:

3

Landscaping
Non–discriminatory Access and Use
Park Planning and Design
Services, Works and Infrastructure
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waterway.
Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to effectively manage impacts
of the new development on neighbours while:
•

encouraging attractive buildings of a size, intensity
and appearance consistent with the High Density
Area

•

facilitating development that is not more than 10
storeys in height, spread across the site and orientated
towards the street

•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

encouraging multi–unit development that provides
a pleasant living environment for its occupants

•

encouraging low cost and special needs housing
such as boarding house or aged care accommodation
by allowing an increase in gross floor area and a
reduction in on–site carparking where the low cost
and special needs housing does not compromise
local amenity, is secured for at least 10 years, and is
administered by a housing cooperative, Government
or Council agency or charitable organisation.

List of ‘secondary’ Codes
When this Code is used in Code or impact assessment
the following list should be considered as providing a
guide to other Codes that may also be used in assessing
the proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Energy Efficiency
• Gas Pipeline
• Heritage Place
• Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
4

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Building size and orientation
P1

Buildings built prior to 1900 must be retained
(whether in a Demolition Control Precinct or
not)

A1

Buildings built prior to 1900 are reused,
refurbished and retained

P2

Building size must be consistent with the
intentions for the Area

A2.1

Maximum gross floor is no more than:
• GFA = (1.8 times site area) - 500
(where GFA and site area are both
expressed in square metres)
OR
• 1.5 times site area, whichever is less

A2.2
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The site area is a minimum of 800m2 and
has a minimum frontage of 20m
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential Design—High Density Code

Residential Design—High Density
Code

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A2.3

Building height at any point is no more
than:
• 30m from ground level to the underside
of the ceiling of any habitable room
• 10 storeys above ground level
Refer to Figure a

P3

A2.4

Building length is no more than 30m in any
direction

A3.1

The building bulk is reduced by a
combination of:
• balconies and recesses
• variations in materials and building form

A3.2

Setback from a road alignment is a
minimum of:
• 8m for building walls
• 4m for balconies, eaves, awnings, garden
structures, etc.

A3.3

Elevations show variation in materials,
colours, and/or textures between levels

A3.4

Roofs include pitches, gables, skillions or
other features

A3.5

Services structures and mechanical plant are
screened or designed as part of the building

The development must be orientated to the
street

A4.1

Building front elevation is parallel or nearly
parallel to the road frontage

Refer to Figures c and d

A4.2

Building is not set back more than 10m
from a road alignment

The appearance of building bulk must be
reduced by design elements
Refer to Figures a and b
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P4

Note: north or north–east facing windows, balconies
or decks may be permitted to provide lesser levels of
A4.3
privacy than would otherwise be allowed by this Code
where this will significantly improve passive solar
design
A4.4

P5

Building elevations must visually balance the
height of the building
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A5

Building has living area windows or
balconies that face the street or are on the
front of the building
Basement parking structures between a
street frontage and the main front elevation
are no more than 1m above ground level at
any point
A number of the following design elements
are introduced:
• variations in plan shape, such as curves,
steps, recesses, projections or splays
• variations in vertical profile, with steps
or slopes at different levels
• variations in the treatment and
patterning of windows, sun protection
devices, or other elements of a facade
• elements of a finer scale than the main
structural framing
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Application

This Code will apply in assessing a material change of
use (and/or building work) for single unit dwellings
or for converting multi–unit dwellings to single unit
dwellings in:
• a Character Residential Area
• a Low–medium Density Residential Area
• a Medium Density Residential Area
• a High Density Residential Area
• a Centre.
Applications for single unit dwellings or for converting
multi–unit dwellings to single unit dwellings must
involve a combined material change of use (and/or
building work) component with the reconfiguring a lot
component. This ensures that the building design and
site layout requirements of this Code are assessed in an
integrated manner at the same time that the required
freehold lot for the single unit dwelling is created. The
relevant requirements of the Subdivision Code will
be assessed concurrently with the requirements of this
Code.
This Code does not apply to building work, involving
only the following renovations and extensions, where
the proposed works are fully contained within the
existing building line of the single unit dwelling:
• enclosing under an existing dwelling
• internal alterations.

Where a single unit dwelling is located within the
Demolition Control Precinct the dwelling will also be
subject to the Residential Design—Character Code.
2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or a Relevant Code for
impact assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.

Part A of the Code contains 2 sections. The Residential
Area in which the site is located will determine which
sub–section applies.
Sites within:
•

a Suburban Centre (MP3), Convenience Centre
(MP4) or Special Purpose Centre are to be treated
as if they were in the Low–medium Density
Residential Area (sub–section 4.1)

•

This Code does not apply to building work, involving
only the following renovations and extensions, where
the proposed works are outside of the existing building
line of the single unit dwelling, but are fully contained
on the lot:

a Major Centre (MP2) are to be treated as if they
were in the Medium Density Residential Area
(sub–section 4.2)

•

the City Centre (MP1) are to be treated as if they
were in the High Density Residential Area (sub–
section 4.2).

•
•

Part B of the Code applies to all single unit dwellings
in any Area.

•
•

•
•

Aerials or sewer vents on the roof
one carport (maximum depth 6.0m, maximum width
3.0m excluding eaves)
one unenclosed patio or gazebo (maximum roofed
area 16m2 and maximum height 3.0m)
pool and/or spa, any size and unenclosed ancillary
shade structure (maximum roofed area 10m2 and
maximum height 3m)
stairs, ramps, lifts, eaves and window hoods with
0.9m minimum setback from any side boundary
rainwater tanks (maximum height 3.5m and
maximum footprint 10m2).

This Code will apply in assessing building work,
involving other renovations and extensions to an existing
single unit dwelling that are not excluded above.
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Performance Criteria/Acceptable Solutions regarding
building orientation to a street, building setbacks from
a road alignment and height of fences/walls on a road
alignment are not applicable to a single unit dwelling
on a rear lot.
Performance Criteria/Acceptable Solutions regarding
minimum site area and minimum frontage, dwelling
orientation, and arterial route access are not applicable
to building work involving renovations and extensions
to an existing single unit dwelling that trigger assessment
against this Code.
Performance Criteria/Acceptable Solutions regarding
functionality, height of fences and walls, private open
space, screening, car accommodation and vehicle
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1

In this case, there will not be any reconfiguring a lot
component and the requirements of the Subdivision
Code will not apply.

Residential Design—Single Unit Dwelling Code

Residential Design—Single Unit
Dwelling Code

access, and utilities and services are the only applicable
requirements in the assessment of converting multiunit dwellings to single unit dwellings (i.e. no building
work).

•

encouraging attractive buildings of a size, intensity
and appearance consistent with the Medium and
High Density Residential Areas

•

facilitating single unit dwelling development that is
up to 4 storeys in height in the Medium and High
Density Residential Area, spread across the site and
orientated towards the street

•

encouraging low cost and special needs housing
by allowing an increase in gross floor area and a
reduction in on–site car parking where the low cost
and special needs housing does not compromise
local amenity, is secured for at least 10 years, and is
administered by a housing cooperative, Government
or Council agency or charitable organisation.

List of ‘secondary’ Codes
When this Code is used in code assessment the
following Codes are termed ‘secondary’ Codes and
form part of this ‘primary’ Code. When this Code is
used in impact assessment the following list should
be considered as providing a guide to other Codes that
may also be used in assessing the proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Biodiversity
• Energy Efficiency
• Gas and Oil Pipeline
• Heritage Place
• Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
• Landscaping
• Non–discriminatory Access and Use
• Park Planning and Design
• Residential Design—Character
• Services, Works and Infrastructure
• Stormwater Management
• Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
• Waterway
• Wetland.
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Residential Design—Single Unit Dwelling Code

3

Purpose

As the Areas to which this Code applies are intended
to contain a mix of houses, single unit dwellings and
multi–unit dwellings, the purpose of this Code is to
effectively manage impacts of the development on
neighbours while:
•

ensuring development in the Character and Low–
medium Density Areas is compatible in scale, bulk
and design with neighbouring dwellings and is not
overbearing to neighbouring dwellings

•

ensuring that amenity impacts to neighbouring
dwellings are minimised, in terms of overshadowing,
privacy, and access to sunlight and daylight

•

retaining pre–1946 dwellings in Character Residential
Areas, with new development at low intensity
complementing pre–1946 architectural themes

•

retaining pre–1946 dwellings or ensuring new
development in Demolition Control Precincts
complements pre–1946 architectural themes

•

encouraging single unit dwelling development
that provides a pleasant living environment for its
occupants

Chapter 5, page 196b
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Structure Planning Code

List of ‘secondary’ Codes

1

When this Code is used in impact assessment the
following list should be considered as providing a guide
to other Codes that may also be used in assessing the
proposal:

Applicants may add significant value to a development
site by securing a preliminary approval for higher
order uses which allows otherwise impact assessable
development to become code assessable. This Code
provides guidance for applicants on how to obtain
approval for commercial uses and multi–unit residential
buildings on greenfield sites by using the same process
and incurring the same time frames as applications
to simply subdivide into house lots. This particularly
clarifies the circumstances and the level of detail required
in applications for preliminary approval to secure the
right to code assessment for higher order uses.
A development proponent may utilise the preliminary
approval process by preparing a Structure Plan in all
Area Classifications.
The Code may also apply, at Council’s discretion, in
instances where a Structure Plan provides the necessary
planning framework to ensure that new development is
planned and occurs in an orderly and integrated fashion.
A Structure Plan could be requested in specific urban
renewal locations or redevelopment sites.
The scope and detail of the Structure Plan and the extent
to which the Code is applied will reflect the size, location
and development constraints of the site.
2

Using this Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table
in Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as a Relevant
Code for impact assessment:
•

the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

•

a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions

•

the relevant components of the Subdivision Code
must be considered and complied with in preparing
the Structure Plan in accordance with this Code.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3

Acid Sulfate Soil
Biodiversity
Filling and Excavation
Gas and Oil Pipeline
Heritage Place
Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
Park Planning and Design
Stormwater Management
Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing
Waterway
Wetland.
Purpose

The purpose of this Code is to:
•

ensure that Emerging Community and Future
Industry Areas, urban renewal sites and redevelopment
sites are planned and developed in an orderly and
sequential fashion and have necessary infrastructure
and services provided in an efficient and timely
manner

•

enable fast–tracking of subsequent applications where
a preliminary approval contains a sufficiently detailed
Structure Plan

•

ensure the creation of sustainable communities
including the co–location of compatible land uses

•

prevent sporadic and out of sequence subdivision of
land, particularly on small and isolated sites

•

provide certainty for landowners and residents as to
the type and location of future land uses and transport
infrastructure

•

preserve environmental assets and ensure that
development is of an intensity that is appropriate to
the on–site and local development constraints

•

ensure that land uses are of a scale and density
that is commensurate with the capacity of the
transport network and reflect capital and recurrent
infrastructure requirements

•

develop self–contained communities that provide
choice of housing type, while avoiding large tracts
of any one housing type, in Emerging Community
Areas.

The purpose of the Subdivision Code must also
be considered in the design of a Structure Plan in
accordance with the requirements of this Code.
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This Code will apply in assessing any impact assessable
development including reconfiguring a lot or material
change of use in an Emerging Community Area or
a Future Industry Area. Subsequent development
applications will be facilitated through the provision of
greater detail, including a Structure Plan, at the initial
application stage.

Structure Planning Code

Application

4

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria
P1

P2

(1)

5

All proposals within the Emerging Community
and Future Industry Areas must accord with
and implement an adopted Structure Plan
where one already exists, or must enable
Council to adopt a Structure Plan for the site

A1.1

The application accords with an adopted
Structure Plan over the land that is subject
to the application
OR

A1.2

The application contains a Structure Plan
that addresses each of the issues and contains
all of the information requested in Sections
5 and 6 of this Code

All proposals within the Emerging Community
Area must enable ordered and coordinated
development in terms of infrastructure,
movement and park networks

A2.1

The development site has a minimum area
of 5ha
OR

A2.2

The development site is an infill site(1) and
demonstrates that it will link and facilitate
integration to existing networks in a manner
consistent with Step 3 of the Structure
Planning Process (refer to Section 6.1)

an Infill site means where all the site boundaries adjoin existing or approved urban development

Planning framework

Council may adopt a Structure Plan by:
•

preparing, on its own initiative or in partnership with
others, a Structure Plan that is incorporated into the
Plan, or

•

granting a preliminary approval to a development
application that incorporates a Structure Plan, or

•

on less complex sites where a preliminary approval is
not warranted an application that contains sufficient
detail to fully address the requirements of this Code
will be considered to constitute a Structure Plan.

Structure Planning Code

5.1

When a Structure Plan is required

A Structure Plan will be required to accompany
all impact assessable applications including
applications for subdivision in the Emerging
Community Area or Future Industry Area,
although it may be used for subdivision in any Area.

•

a Neighbourhood Structure Plan, primarily for an
Emerging Community Area

Impact assessable applications for subdivision and
development in Future Industry Areas must be
accompanied by an Industrial Structure Plan. At that
point, this land may be used for light, general or heavy
industry, depending on the existing and likely future
development in the surrounding Area. A wide range
of industries may be encouraged to establish, subject
to assessment of environmental performance and
cumulative impacts during the structure planning process
and the provision of appropriate services.

•

an Industrial Structure Plan for a Future Industry
Area.

5.2

Two types of Structure Plans are envisaged:
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Acceptable Solutions

Interim uses will not be approved in an Emerging
Community Area unless it can be demonstrated that
the approval will not prejudice the desired future
development of the Area. Subdivision that would
fragment land so as to inhibit or defer its development for
urban or suburban purposes is unlikely to be supported.
In addition, uses that obstruct the logical extension of,
or prevent connections to, existing urban or suburban
development are unlikely to be supported.
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The advantages of securing a
preliminary approval through a
Structure Plan

Section 3.1.6 of the Integrated Planning Act 1997 allows
for preliminary approvals to override or vary the effect
of the City Plan on the subject land. This process allows
for the alteration of a local planning instrument for the
assessment of development applications subsequent to
the preliminary approval. Specifically it allows for the
following:
•

alteration of the level of assessment (e.g. self–
assessable, code assessable); and

•

the identification of applicable Codes (derived from
the City Plan).
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Application

This Code applies to development applications for
reconfiguring a lot. This Code will be used in assessing
all types of subdivisions, ranging from a single site (where
no streets are created) to new residential communities,
as well as other lot reconfiguration.
This Code will be used to assess applications for
single unit dwellings, as the application must involve
a combined material change of use (whether or not
including building work) component with an associated
reconfiguring of a lot component. This ensures that
the building design and site layout requirements of the
Residential Design — Single Unit Dwelling Code
are assessed in an integrated manner and at the same
time with the requirements for the required freehold
lot for the dwelling in this Code. The minimum lot size
requirements of this Code do not apply to the assessment
of a single unit dwelling reconfiguring component.
Section 5 of this Code applies to all subdivisions
unless specifically addressed elsewhere in Section
6. Compliance with these general design elements is
required to achieve an acceptable level of performance
in planning, design and development.
Section 6 of this Code applies only to specific types of
subdivisions that may occur in any Area including:
• community title development in Residential Areas
• rearranging the boundaries of a lot
• creating access easements
• dividing land into parts by lease
• subdivision of existing and approved buildings,
including proposed single unit dwellings
• volumetric subdivision
Section 7 of this Code provides guidance on information
and consultation requirements associated with
reconfiguration.
2

Using the Code

In using this Code reference should also be made to
Section 1.1—How to use the Codes, at the front of
this Chapter.
When this Code is listed in a level of assessment table in
Chapter 3 or a Local Plan in Chapter 4 as an Applicable
Code for code assessment or Relevant Code for
impact assessment:
• the Code is to be read as being the Purpose,
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions
• a Local Plan may include a Code that may vary or
include additional Purposes, Performance Criteria
or Acceptable Solutions.
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List of ‘secondary’ Codes
When this Code is used in code assessment the
following Codes are termed ‘secondary’ Codes and
form part of this ‘primary’ Code. When this Code is
used in impact assessment the following list should
be considered as providing a guide to other Codes that
may also be used in assessing the proposal:
• Acid Sulfate Soil
• Biodiversity
• Filling and Excavation
• Gas and Oil Pipeline
• Heritage Place
• Industrial Areas—Adjacent Development
• Landscaping Code
• Operational Works
• Park Planning and Design
• Services, Works and Infrastructure
• Stormwater Management
• Structure Planning
• Waste Water Management
• Waterway
• Wetland
3

Planning approach

This Code adopts a performance based planning
approach to encourage innovation in creating livable,
integrated communities by following a coordinated
urban design process. The Plan promotes the use of an
urban design process to the subdivision of land that fits
within the following structure (refer to Figure a).
Local Plans: establish a framework for the development
of land within specific areas of the City and provide a
clear outline of desirable land uses for the area. More
detailed planning should occur in accordance with
the Strategic Plan’s Desired Environmental Outcomes
(DEOs) and local planning intent for the area where
the land is located.
Structure Plans: give physical form to neighbourhoods
and illustrate land use. They are prepared in accordance
with the Structure Planning Code and ensure that
the urban design implications of subdivision are fully
examined before subdivision is approved. They may
include Neighbourhood Structure Plans for the Emerging
Community Area and Industrial Structure Plans for the
Future Industry Area. The preparation of a structure
plan requires a comprehensive planning approach to
the subdivision of land where the major road, open
space, pedestrian/bike and public transport networks
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1

Notifiable Code Assessment applications are to be
publicly notified in accordance with Section 7.2 of
this Code.

Subdivision Code

Subdivision Code

-

are identified, servicing and environmental issues are
resolved, and land uses and densities allocated.
Detailed Subdivision Layouts: are to be used to
demonstrate compliance with the various design criteria
set out in this Code. The preparation of a Detailed
Subdivision Layout requires sufficient design detail to
meet the Performance Criteria set out in this Code,
and other relevant Codes, to ensure that the subsequent
development of the land achieves the DEOs of the
Plan. A Detailed Subdivision Layout is required to
be submitted with an application for a development
permit for reconfiguring a lot. Where a preliminary
approval for a Structure Plan has been granted over
land, subsequent applications for reconfiguring a lot
including a Detailed Subdivision Layout may be code
assessable, where in accordance with the conditions of
the preliminary approval.
Building Location Plans: illustrate the site where
a house and ancillary buildings and structures will be
situated on a lot. The building location will be nominated
at the reconfiguration stage where it is necessary to
control the location of the house to minimise adverse
impacts and risks (refer to example at Figure b).
Building Envelope Plans: illustrate a three dimensional
envelope where a building will be constructed on small
lots, or as specified in a Local Plan, and provide some
guidance to ultimate form of development on the site
(refer to example at Figure c).
4

Purpose

The purpose of this code is to:

-

Design
•

•

Subdivision Code
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•

•

ensure subdivision of land under the Land Title
Act 1994 and the Body Corporate and Community
Management Act 1997 occurs in a manner that
achieves good urban design outcomes
ensure that the reconfiguration of land occurs in a
manner consistent with the DEOs, promotes orderly
development and does not create a situation where
the use of the land becomes unlawful
provide safe, convenient and attractive residential
neighbourhoods, and functionally compatible
industrial estates, that meet the diverse and changing
needs of the community. This includes:
- choice of good quality affordable housing
- promoting a compact urban form
- access to community and commercial facilities
- a diversity of services providing local employment
opportunities
- access to affordable superior bandwidth
telecommunication services
- encouraging walking, cycling and public
transport use
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provide a range and mix of residential lots with
appropriate sizes, proportions and shape to enable
the provision of potential dwellings meeting user
requirements, and that would allow for adequate
private outdoor space and amenity, energy efficient
design, solar access, casual surveillance, vehicular
access and on–site car parking
provide a range and mix of lot sizes to suit a variety
of industrial purposes with areas and dimensions that
meet user requirements

Movement networks
•

•

•

General
•

minimising energy consumption
access to recreational open space
promoting a sense of place and distinctive
identity
ensuring adequate site drainage and control
development on floodable areas
promoting safety
preserving the biodiversity of the City

•

create road networks where the function of each
road is clearly identified, providing acceptable levels
of access, safety, amenity and convenience for all
users
provide for roads that fulfil their designated functions
within the street network, accommodate public
utility services and drainage systems, and create a
safe and attractive environment in a cost effective
manner
encourage walking and cycling by providing a safe,
suitably shaded, convenient and legible Movement
System to points of attraction within and beyond
the development
increase opportunities for choice in mode of
transport and provide cost effective public transport
services that are accessible and convenient for the
community

Parkland
•

provide parks that meet user requirements for a range
of outdoor recreational and social activities, and for
landscaping that contributes to the identity of the
community

•

provide parks that have positive impacts on
recreational, visual, cultural and biodiversity values

Environment
•

•

•

ensure that the design of subdivision is compatible
with the physical characteristics of land and the
protection of landform, flora, fauna and landscape
integrate and allow for Water Sensitive Urban
Design (WSUD) measures to be implemented into
lot layouts and drainage systems
ensure provision of an integrated open space system
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along major watercourses and areas of environmental
significance throughout the City
ensure that reconfiguration occurs in a manner that
protects waterway corridors, including the Brisbane
River corridor
provide stormwater drainage systems that adequately
protect people and the built environment in a cost
effective manner
ensure that stormwater run off originating from
development is of a quality that will protect or
enhance the environmental quality of receiving
water
provide residential lots that have adequate site
conditions and do not present an unreasonable risk or
hazard to existing or future residents or dwellings
provide residential lots that are not detrimentally
affected by adverse noise sources or air quality
sources and the provision or use of dwellings would
be compromised by unacceptable noise or air quality
levels

•

•

•

•

•

5.1

Neighbourhood design

The preferred approach to achieving appropriate
neighbourhood design is through a design process,
which culminates in the production of a structure plan.
This process is identified in the Structure Planning
Code.
Neighbourhood Design Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions may not always appear to be
relevant to all subdivisions. For example some of the
provisions may appear excessive for small subdivisions
(e.g. one lot into two). Similarly a subdivision which
completes an estate may have limited ability to address
these requirements. Whilst the requirements may not
always appear to be relevant it is still necessary to address
them in so far as practical.
Section 5.3 — Movement Networks must be considered
as part of neighbourhood design.
This subsection addresses the following matters:
Section

5

General design elements

This section applies to all subdivision not specifically
dealt with in Section 6. It contains:
Section

Subject

Section 5.1

Neighbourhood design

Section 5.2

Lot design

Section 5.3

Movement networks

Section 5.4

Safety, hazard, risk and amenity

Performance Criteria

Subject

Section 5.1.1 General requirements for
neighbourhood design
Section 5.1.2 Safety and security
Section 5.1.3 Integrated water management
Section 5.1.4 Biodiversity
Section 5.1.5 Climatic response

Acceptable Solutions

Previous planning for an area and its surrounds
must be recognised and integrated into
neighbourhood design and lot layout

A1

P2

The subdivision layout must give a
neighbourhood a strong and positive identity
by responding to site characteristics, setting,
landmarks and views, and through clearly
legible movement networks, open space
networks and use of streetscaping themes

A2 to A7 No Acceptable Solutions are prescribed
for Performance Criteria P2 to P7 as each
subdivision requires an individual approach

P3

Neighbourhood design must integrate with the
surrounding area by:
• providing for the extension of corridors,
networks and linkages
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Neighbourhood design and lot layout
provides for and integrates the requirements
of any:
• Local Plan
• approved Structure Plan
• surrounding subdivisions
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Subdivision Code

P1
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5.1.1 General
All of the following Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions should be addressed in the preparation of a
Neighbourhood Structure Plan in accordance with the Structure Planning Code

Performance Criteria
•
•
•

providing for permeability
providing for shared use of public facilities
recognition of existing features such as
streetscapes and landscapes
Refer to Figures d, e, f

P4

For larger development areas, neighbourhood
identity must be reinforced by locating
community, retail and commercial facilities and
landmarks at focal points within convenient
walking distance for residents

P5

For smaller development areas which add to an
existing neighbourhood, the neighbourhood
identity must be recognised and reinforced

P6

For larger development areas, neighbourhood
design must integrate and mix community,
retail, commercial and residential uses

P7

Neighbourhood design must provide for higher
dwelling densities close to centres, public
transport, and public open space, and in areas
with high amenity

P8

The neighbourhood design caters for the
extension of public transport routes by
locating the highest likely public transport ‘trip
generating’ land uses in the vicinity of existing
or potential public transport routes

P9

Acceptable Solutions

A8

At least 90% of proposed lots are within
400m walking distance to an existing or
future stops on a public transport route.
Refer to Figure g

Net residential densities within walking distance A9
of existing and potential public transport
stations and routes must be set at levels that take
advantage of the infrastructure

Neighbourhood net residential densities
comply with any Local Plan and/or
approved Structure Plan
OR
Where no Local Plan or approved Structure
Plan exists, no Acceptable Solution is
prescribed as each subdivision requires an
individual approach

Subdivision Code
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P10

Neighbourhood design must provide well
distributed and located parkland that:
• is in accordance with Council’s park
classification system
• is in accordance with any applicable local
plan
• is of a suitable size, shape and topography
• is located on a suitable road
• is highly accessible to local communities
• contributes to the legibility and character of
the development
• enhances the area’s local identity and
landscape amenity
• provides for a range of recreational
opportunities to meet community needs
• forms a linkage to existing parkland or
habitats where available
• protects biodiversity values and features
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A10

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

5.1.2 Safety and security
P11

The subdivision layout must deter crime and
A11
vandalism and facilitate:
• personal and property security
• casual surveillance of footpaths and parkland
• activity and interaction within public spaces
and movement networks

The subdivision layout addresses the
generic elements of crime prevention
through environmental design described
in the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED)
Planning Scheme Policy

5.1.3 Integrated water management
P12

Any subdivision must include water sensitive
A12
urban design measures in the design of any road
reserve, streetscape and/or drainage networks
to:
• minimise impacts on the water cycle
• protect waterway health by improving
stormwater quality and reducing site run–off
• incorporate stormwater reuse infrastructure
to maximise recycling opportunities
• avoid large areas of impervious surfaces
• provide linkage to open space networks

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach

Note: Compliance with this Performance Criteria
can be demonstrated through the preparation of an
Integrated Water Management Plan (IWMP) An
IWMP identifies the range of strategies and actions
proposed to integrate water supply, wastewater and
stormwater and thus ensure protection of affected
waterways and catchment areas. An IWMP
also identifies those Water Sensitive Urban
Design measures proposed to be incorporated in a
development to ensure protection of the water cycle.

P13

Water sensitive urban design measures must be
designed to ensure the protection of vegetation

A13

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach

A14

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach

5.1.4 Biodiversity
P14

The subdivision layout provides for different
lot sizes and titling arrangements that ensure
ecologically significant areas remain intact as
part of common property or within large lots
Refer to Figures h
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Subdivision Code

The Stormwater Management Code and
Council’s Subdivision and Development
Guidelines provide detailed guidance on the
implementation of Water Sensitive Urban Design
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The IWMP must provide sufficient information
on how these matters are to be dealt with for the
particular site. Detailed design of the drainage
network and Water sensitive urban design measures
will usually be required as a subsequent application
for operational works or as a condition of approval.

Performance Criteria
P15

Infrastructure design and layout must be
designed to:
• minimise crossing of waterway corridors,
habitat areas, ecological corridors and
landscape features
• ensure that any such crossings protect the
various functions of the areas, corridors and
features

Acceptable Solutions
A15.1

The road network and associated
infrastructure are located outside of/not
over:
• waterway corridors and wetlands
• habitat areas and ecological corridors as
identified by a Local Plan
• Schedule 2 sites and Schedule 5 regional
ecosystems identified in the Natural
Assets Planning Scheme Policy
• landscape features as identified by a
Local Plan
• cultural features
Except where connections are required to
ensure permeability of the subdivision or
crossing is unavoidable
Note: The Biodiversity Code provides detailed
guidance on meeting this Acceptable Solution

A15.2

Subdivision Code
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P16

A16.1
The subdivision layout must be designed to
protect and promote views of landscape features

Individual access to any new lots or
dwelling sites does not require crossing of
waterway corridors, habitat areas, ecological
corridors or landscape features
Public viewing points to landscape features,
as identified in a Local Plan or a Structure
Plan, are retained

A16.2

Noteworthy natural features such as
prominent ridgelines, mountains, hills, rocky
outcrops or other geological formations
are protected and incorporated into the
subdivision design and site layout

A16.3

Where vegetation is identified by the Natural
Assets Local Law as Significant Landscape
Trees or covered by a Vegetation Protection
Order it is retained and incorporated into the
subdivision design and lot layout

P17

The subdivision layout must be designed to
protect significant ridgelines, mountains, hills,
rocky outcrops or other geological formations

A17

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach

P18

The use of roads and streets to interface with
habitat areas and ecological corridors must be
used to minimise intrusion and impact from
adjoining urban development

A18

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as each
subdivision requires an individual approach

P19

Habitat areas and ecological corridors within
or adjoining the site, including road verges
abutting habitat areas, are revegetated and
rehabilitated to effectively provide for wildlife
habitats and movement functions

A19.1

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as each
subdivision requires an individual approach

Note: A concept plan lodged at the development
application stage should identify areas to be
rehabilitated. Subsequently a rehabilitation plan is to
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

be submitted and approved prior to operation works
application, with works completed prior to the sealing
of the plan of survey
5.1.5 Climatic response
P23

5.2

The subdivision layout must result in a
A23
predominance of created lots that facilitate solar
access, energy efficiency and subtropical design

Lots are generally designed and positioned
as follows:
• the depth of north–south orientated lots
is varied to provide longer, narrower
lots on the south side of the street and
shorter, wider lots on the north side
• small lots are located on north-facing
slopes with gradients of less than 15%
• large lots and lowest densities are located
on south–facing slopes or other areas
where solar access is poor
• lots are generally rectangular in shape
and not splayed
Refer Figure i

Lot design

This subsection addresses the following matters:
Section

Subject

Section 5.2.1 General requirements for lot design applying to all lots
Section 5.2.2 Lot design in the Environmental Protection Area, Rural Areas or a Very-low Density
Residential Potential Development Area identified in a Local Plan
Section 5.2.3 Residential small lot design
Section 5.2.4 Industrial lot design
Section 5.2.5 Centre lot design
Section 5.2.6 Lot design where straddling Area classifications or land use boundaries

5.2.1 General
P1

Lots created must enable lawful uses that can
meet building and planning regulations
Note: The application may indicate that buildings
and structures are to be demolished or redesigned
pending approval of the subdivision to correct this
situation. This must be carried out before sealing of
the plan of survey
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A1.1

The reconfiguration does not result in a
situation where requirements (in relation
to gross floor area, site cover, car parking
and other standards required by this Plan or
building regulations) cannot be met

A1.2

The reconfiguration does not result in a
building or structure straddling or being
too close to a boundary (in relation to
setbacks required by this Plan or building
regulations), other than where buildings or
parts of buildings cross title boundaries as a
result of volumetric subdivision
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Acceptable Solutions

Subdivision Code

Performance Criteria

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Lots must have a regular shape and appropriate A2.1
size and dimensions:
• for the siting and construction of existing or A2.2
potential buildings and ancillary buildings/
activities
• to maximise outdoor private space, privacy
A2.3
and amenity
• to provide convenient on–site vehicle access
and parking
• for an economy of street frontage

The area and frontage of lots are in
accordance with Table 1

P3

Lot size and dimensions must enable potential
A3
dwellings to be sited to:
• protect natural or cultural features
• retain special features such as trees and views
• address site constraints including
topography, flooding, overland flow,
drainage, hazard and risk, incompatible
adjoining uses

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach
Refer Figure j

P4

Lot sizes must meet the requirements of people
with different housing needs, and provide
housing choice

A4

Large tracts of smaller lots all of the
minimum size and frontage are avoided and
a mix of lot sizes is provided
Refer Figures k and l

P5

Lot frontage, orientation, size and dimensions
must enable buildings to address streets,
parkland or other active spaces to facilitate
casual surveillance and to deter crime and
vandalism

A5

The lot layout addresses the generic
elements of crime prevention through
environmental design described in
the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED)
Planning Scheme Policy

P6

Lot orientation, size and dimensions must
facilitate the siting and design of potential
dwellings, that:
• maximises energy efficiency
• takes advantage of microclimatic benefits
• allows adequate on–site solar access and
access to breezes

A6

At least of 65% of lots with an area less than
600m2 are orientated to maximise solar
access as per Figure m

P2

Lots are rectangular or regular in shape,
with the depth dimension greater than the
width dimension
Lots are not shaped so as to merely achieve
minimum area requirements

Subdivision Code
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5.2.2 Where in the Environmental Protection Area, Rural Area or a Very-low Density Residential
Potential Development Area identified in a Local Plan
P7

Each lot must have a suitable area available for
a potential dwelling, ancillary structures and
access that does not adversely impact on:
• waterway corridors and wetlands
• habitat areas and ecological corridors
• critical habitat
• landscape or scenic features
• cultural features
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A7.1

A Building Location Plan for each proposed
lot, inclusive of fire breaks is nominated for:
• the potential dwelling, including
secondary dwellings
• all ancillary buildings and structures
such as pools, tennis courts or other
impervious recreation services and
outbuildings such as garages
• parking areas and accesses/driveways
• excavation, filling and retaining walls
where required, sufficient area for an
on–site waste water management system
for effluent disposal
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Note: Refer to the Waste Water Management
(on–site effluent) Code for relevant provisions
A7.2

Each Building Location Plan:
• is no more than 30% of the site
• is capable of containing a rectangle of
40m by 40m with maximum natural
grades of less than 1 in 4
• provides for shared vehicular access to
lots
• is outside waterway corridors, habitat
areas, ecological corridors and landscape
features (not in a Potential Development
Area)
• minimises clearing of vegetation
identified by the Natural Assets Local Law
as Significant Vegetation
• is outside critical habitats, Schedule 2
sites and Schedule 5 regional ecosystems
identified in the Natural Assets
Planning Scheme Policy
• is located 15m vertical distance below
any ridgeline or where the potential
dwelling will not be seen from outside
the site
• is not within 20m of any other building
location plan or dwelling, or within
10m of a lot boundary
• where the lot is located within a water
supply catchment the house is not
within 150m horizontal distance of the
limit of the ponded waters of the water
supply reservoir
Refer to Figures n and o

P8

P9

Safe vehicular access must be available to each
lot and Building Location Plan and must not
result in visual scarring or loss of biodiversity
values

A8.1

Vehicular access to the Building Location
Plan is suitable for emergency vehicles

A8.2

Vehicle access roads are designed to
minimise clearing of vegetation so that
it does not impact on views from areas
external to the site

Reconfiguration will not result in land
identified as Good Quality Agricultural Land
no longer being viable for farming or other
agricultural activities

A9.1

The proposed subdivision does not
occur on land identified as Good Quality
Agricultural Land, or result in the alienation
or fragmentation of Good Quality
Agricultural Land
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Subdivision Code

Note: Where not already in the Rural Area or
Environmental Protection Area, Council will
subsequently reclassify the underlying Area
classification of the site to Environmental Protection
Area
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Note: As a condition of development approval
the Building Location Plan will be required to be
recorded as a Covenant on Title

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Note: To determine what constitutes Good
Quality Agricultural Land refer to State Planning
Policy 1/92: Development and Conservation of
Agricultural Land and the supporting Planning
Guidelines — Identification of Good Quality
Agricultural Land

P10

Reconfiguration does not create lots that
will result in the limitation of legitimate
farming activities on adjoining Good Quality
Agricultural Land

A10

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach

Note: State Planning Policy 1/92: Development
and Conservation of Agricultural Land and the
supporting Planning Guidelines — Separating
Agricultural and Residential Land Uses provides
guidance on how to comply with this Performance
Criteria
5.2.3 Residential small lots
This section is only applicable where Building Envelope Plans are proposed as part of a Neighbourhood Structure
Plan.
Small lot housing in Residential Areas is either ‘self assessable’ or impact assessable and assessed against the Residential
Design — Small Lot Code. The only exception is where the house is located in the Demolition Control Precinct
in which case the design will be code assessable against the Residential Design — Character Code.
However, the Building Envelope stipulated in the Residential Design — Small Lot Code can be superseded
by an approved Neighbourhood Structure Plan incorporating alternative Building Envelope Plans. Provided an
alternative level of assessment is approved as part of the Neighbourhood Structure Plan, a house on a small lot can
be ‘self assessable’ against the nominated Building Envelope Plan and the House Code.
P11

Each small lot must have a suitable area
available for a potential dwelling, ancillary
structures and access

A11

A Building Envelope Plan is nominated for
each proposed small lot that identifies:
• the potential dwelling, including
secondary dwellings
• all ancillary buildings and structures such
as pools, garages and other outbuildings
• parking areas and accesses/driveways
• the notional location of the principal
private open space on each lot
Refer to Figure c

A12.1

Minimum front setback for a Building
Envelope Plan is 3m

A12.2

Where a corner lot the minimum front
setback for a Building Envelope Plan to the
secondary frontage (longest road frontage)
is:
• 1m to a local access road
• 2m to a neighbourhood access road

A12.3

Side boundary setbacks, where not a built
to boundary wall, for a Building Envelope
Plan are in accordance with the setbacks
specified in the Siting and Amenity
provisions of the Queensland Development
Code

Note: House on small lots not accompanied by
a Building Envelope Plan will be subject to the
Residential Design — Small Lot Code

Subdivision Code
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P12

Where Building Envelope Plans are nominated
for small lots they must:
• minimise amenity impacts on adjoining lots
in terms of access to sunlight and daylight
• not result in overbearing development for
neighbouring properties
• include an appropriate balance of built form
and open space
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A12.4

Where a Building Envelope Plan
incorporates a built to boundary wall, the
wall is:
• limited to one side boundary only
• a maximum total length of 15m, except
to the boundary of a lot containing
an existing dwelling in which case the
maximum length will be 9m
• a maximum average height of 3.5m
• a maximum height of 4.5m
• no closer than 1.5m to a window in a
habitable room of an existing adjoining
dwelling

A12.5

Maximum building height for a Building
Envelope Plan is 8.5m above ground level

A12.6

Principal private open space for a Building
Envelope Plan is a minimum of 16m2 with a
minimum dimension of 4m

The lot layout must facilitate the integration of A13.1
industrial development into the surrounds while
minimising impacts to existing or potential
incompatible land uses
A13.2

The lot layout complies with any Local Plan
or approved Structure Plan applicable to the
site

5.2.4 Industrial Areas

A13.3

Industrial subdivisions are introspective,
with created lots facing the internal roads
accessing such development and lots do not
directly access major roads

P14

The lot design, area and layout must provide a
mix of lot sizes to:
• benefit and facilitate the development of
a variety of industrial and compatible land
uses
• ensure minimum impact on the amenity of
adjacent and nearby areas
• ensure that lots incorporate visual, noise
pollution and ameliorative measures to
reduce impacts

A14

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
as each situation requires an individual
approach

P15

Industrial subdivisions proposed to be serviced
by railway, must maximise the benefit of this
transport medium

A15

Lots are orientated around railway sidings
with a minimum length of 200m

P16

In Heavy Industry and Extractive Industry
Areas, lots must be of a size that facilitates a
variety of industrial and industry–compatible
land uses and is not subdivided or otherwise
fragmented into unviable lot sizes

A16

Land in Heavy Industry and Extractive
Industry Areas is retained in large lots in
accordance with Table 1
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Arterial or major roads are used as a buffer
to industrial subdivisions

Subdivision Code

P13

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

5.2.5 Centres
No specific Performance Criteria or Acceptable Solutions are provided for subdivision of or in Centres, as these
generally involve titling of developments that are subject to a comprehensive design and development assessment
process, focusing on architectural design of buildings and engineering design of associated infrastructure. Relevant
design issues are more appropriately addressed at material change of use stage, with subdivision becoming a means
of titling an approved development. Where reconfiguration for commercial development occurs prior to a material
change of use application, the reconfiguration design should be tested against relevant Design Elements of the
Code to ensure all applicable provisions have been addressed
P17

Subdivision layout in Centres must:
A17
• facilitate the integration of Centres into
their surrounds
• facilitate the creation of public spaces
• ensure minimum impact on the amenity of
adjacent and nearby areas
• provide for reasonable buffers between any
existing or potential incompatible land uses
• provide a mix of lot sizes and enable the
development of a variety of compatible land
uses appropriate to the area and the type of
development envisaged

The layout complies with any Local Plan,
Structure Plan or Centre Concept Plan
applicable to the site

5.2.6 Subdivision across Area classification boundaries or land use types
P18

Subdivisions involving land included in two or A18.1
more Area Classifications or land use types must
recognise the different lot design requirements
A18.2
and yields for the different Area Classifications
or land uses

Deeper lots are provided on area/land use
boundaries to allow for buffering to be
incorporated into lots
Refer to Figures p and q
Each Area is subdivided in accordance with
the lot size and dimension requirements of
Table 1

Subdivision Code
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A18.3

The boundary between the Areas forms a
cadastral boundary for the proposed lots
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Minimum
lot size

Minimum
average
width

14m x 20m
16m x 20m

Irregular
shaped lots
to contain
rectangle

600m2
–

3.5m
–

300m2
–

Minimum
lot size

Minimum
Access strip
size excluding width
access way

400m2
400m2
10m
12m

9m x 15m
11m x 15m

9m x 15m

10m

2

450m

9m x 15m

10m

450m2
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Subdivision Code

Small Corner Lots
Other Residential:

Small Lots

600m2
–

-

600m2

Low Density Residential where in the Demolition Control Precinct:

Small Lots
Small Corner Lots

-

3.5m

3.5m
–

-

250m2

250m2
–

-

20 lots/ha

20 lots/ha
–

18 lots/ha
–

Lot density

Community title

Rear lots

Low Density Residential (where not in the Demolition Control Precinct) and Character Residential:

Residential:
Low Density Residential and Character Residential:
Standard Lots
450m2
15m
Standard Corner Lots
450m2
15m

Area

Table 1 Lot layout

one or more lots is larger than 400m2 allowing
the preservation of an existing house on the
larger lot; and
no lot is smaller than 350m2

•

•

•

Lots smaller than the minimum size may be
possible where in a newly developing area
and no lot less than 400m2 is adjacent to or
opposite an existing or approved standard
house lot. This provision does not apply
where rear lots are involved.

OR

This option is not applicable to rear lots and
does not supersede minimum average width
requirements

where the average lot size is 400m2 or greater:
and

•

Lots smaller than the minimum size in this
table will only be possible:

Qualifications
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Minimum
lot size

600m2

800m2

Emerging Community where
no approved structure plan

10ha

–

–

100ha(1)

Within the Regional Landscape
and Rural Production Area(3)

Emerging Community:

–

10ha(1)

20m

17m

17m

Minimum
average
width

Within the Urban Footprint(3)

Environmental Protection and Rural:

Multi–unit dwellings

Medium and High Density Residential:

Multi–unit Dwellings
(Corner Lots)

Low–medium Density Residential:
Multi–unit Dwellings
600m2

Area

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

Subdivision Code

80m x 100m

50m x 80m

50m x 80m

20m x 30m

17m x 20m

15m x 20m

Irregular
shaped lots
to contain
rectangle

10ha

100ha(1)

10ha(1)

–

–

600m2

15m

10m

10m

–

–

3.5m

10ha

100ha(1)

10ha

600m2

–

–

1 lot/10ha
site area

1 lot/100ha
site area

1 lot/10ha
site area

12 lots/ha

–

–

Lot density

Minimum
lot size

Minimum
size
excluding
access way

Access strip
width

Community title

Rear lots

Management lots must be in accordance with
the structure plan and the nominated stages or
precincts.

The structure plan must demonstrate how
the development of the site will be integrated
into the surrounding area. It must indicate
where lots smaller than 10ha are to be located
and nominate the stages or precincts in the
development.

Smaller lots are possible through the
preparation of a neighbourhood structure plan.

Clustering of smaller lots may be allowed
provided there is a maximum density of 1 lot
per 10ha of land, the broadhectare character of
the area is maintained and further subdivision is
restricted by a Covenant on Title

No minimum area or frontage for titling of
existing or approved buildings.

Criteria for house lots are the same as Low
Density Residential Area

Qualifications
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–

–

15m

Smaller lots are intended to be identified
through the preparation of an Industrial
Structure Plan
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Subdivision Code

Note: Table 1 Lot Layout applies only to reconfiguration proposals for the creation of new vacant lots and where a building design has not been approved for the lots

Subdivision of land within the Regional Landscape and Rural Production Area must comply with Part H of the Regulatory Provisions of the SEQ Regional Plan 2005-2026. A minimum lot size
of 100 hectares applies, unless the subdivision meets an exemption documented in Part H. The Regional Plan mapping can be viewed on the web at www.oum.qld.gov.au

–

1 lot/10ha
site area

10 lots/ha

5 lots/ha

(3)

–

4ha

600m

2

1,000m2

The figure in brackets is the minimum frontage to a major road shown on Map D—The Movement System in Chapter 2

As required for use proposed on lots to be created

–

4ha

7.5m

–

As determined by assessment
of accompanying application
for material change of use

–

(2)

7.5m

80m x 100m

18m x 30m

7.5m

–

3.5m

Qualifications

Lots with a proposed area below 10ha require impact assessment

300m2

–

20m x 40m
1,000m

2,000m2
2

–

600m2

Lot density

Minimum
lot size

Minimum
size
excluding
access way

Access strip
width

Community title

Rear lots

–

17m x 20m

Irregular
shaped lots
to contain
rectangle

(1)

Other

Non–residential activities

Centres:

10ha

Future Industry

20 (25)

(2)

2

1,000m

25(40)(2)

2,000m2

100m

17m

600m2

10ha

Minimum
average
width

Minimum
lot size

Light Industry

General Industry

Heavy Industry and Extractive
Industry

Industry:

Multi–unit dwellings where
not in a Very low Density
Residential Potential
Development Area identified in
a Local Plan

Emerging Community where
an approved structure plan:

Area

5.3

Movement networks

This subsection addresses the following matters:
Section

Subject

Section 5.3.1 Movement network design
Section 5.3.2 General road design (refer also to Section 5.1.4 for environmental considerations in road layout
and design)
Section 5.3.3 Industrial road design
Section 5.3.4 Road safety
Section 5.3.5 Public transport
Section 5.3.6 Pedestrians/bikeways

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

5.3.1 Movement Network design
P1

The movement network must have a clear
structure, with roads that conform to their
function in the network consistent with the
Road Hierarchy

A1.1

The proposed road network complies with
the road networks shown in:
• Council’s Road Hierarchy
• surrounding subdivision approvals
any relevant Local Plan and/or Structure
Plan
OR

A1.2

Subdivision Code
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P2

The movement network must:
A2
• provide a high level of internal accessibility
and good external connections for local
vehicle, pedestrian and cycle movements,
• utilise traffic management to restrain vehicle
speed, deter through traffic and create safe
conditions for other road users
• involve a minor movement network that
creates convenient and safe movement for
residents between their homes and higher
order roads
• involve a minor movement network that
does not operate as through traffic routes
for externally generated traffic, including
industrial traffic

Where none of the above information
exists, the road network complies with:
• the Transport and Traffic Facilities
Planning Scheme Policy
• Council’s Subdivision and
Development Guidelines
The proposed road network complies with:
• the Transport and Traffic Facilities
Planning Scheme Policy
• Council’s Subdivision and
Development Guidelines
Note: Queensland Streets provides additional
guidance on how to comply with the Performance
Criteria

Refer Figures r and s
P3

The road network design must take into
account:
• streetscapes that may be created or already
exist
• topography and minimising the need for
earthworks
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Performance Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
P4

Acceptable Solutions

protecting landscape features
protection of critical habitats, regional
ecosystems and ecological corridors
maximising the opportunities for views and
vistas
protection of natural drainage and open
space systems
minimising future impacts to potential
dwellings
facilitating orderly development of the
surrounding area

The permeability, connectivity and safety of the A4.1
movement network must be maximised and
cul–de–sacs not used unless no other option
A4.2
exists

Cul–de–sac are not included in subdivision
design unless no other practical options exist
Where no other practical option, cul–de–
sac are used:
• less than 15% of lots in the subdivision
are located in a cul–de–sac
• maximum cul–de–sac length is 100m
• cul-de-sacs are located in through street
reservations with linking access for
pedestrians and cyclists. The possibilities
for longer–term connection for through
traffic must be incorporated wherever
possible
• cul–de–sac heads are visible from the
cul–de–sac entrance
• cul–de–sac heads remain open to the
abutting roads
• the end of the cul–de–sac has a direct
line-of-site from the cul–de–sac head to
the abutting street

A network of walk/bikeways must be designed
at the initial planning stage of the subdivision
in conjunction with the design of the road
network and lot layout, that considers the
surrounding area and existing and future
network

Neighbourhood permeability is provided by
having streets or walk/bikeways between
blocks at spacings of not more than 240m

A5.1

The proposed walk/bikeway network
complies with the networks shown in any
relevant Neighbourhood Structure Plan
OR
Where no Neighbourhood Structure Plan
exists a pedestrian/bicycle accessibility
grid is provided through the subdivision
that connects into the broader network of
proposed and existing pathways
Refer to Figure u
Note: Refer to Brisbane Active Transport
Strategy: Walking and Cycling Plan 2005–
2010 for information regarding the existing and
proposed walk/bikeways
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Subdivision Code

P5

A4.3
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Refer to Figure t

Performance Criteria
P6

The road network must facilitate efficient solar
access for potential dwellings

Acceptable Solutions
A6

The road network is generally oriented
on a modified grid pattern which allows
for topographic constraints but facilitates
the following orientation of lots wherever
possible:
• generally north–south roads to allow lots
to have their long axes typically oriented
east–west, and
• generally east–west roads, to allow lots
to have their long axes typically oriented
north–south
Refer to Figure i

P7

The movement network must facilitate efficient A7
and cost effective provision and maintenance of
infrastructure

Services are aligned along the road and/or
walk/bikeways network and lot access roads
in accordance with Council’s Subdivision
and Development Guidelines

5.3.2 General road design
P8

Subdivision Code
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P9

P10

The geometric design features of each type of
A8
road must:
• convey its primary function for all relevant
design vehicle types
• have an adequate horizontal and vertical
alignment that is not conducive to excessive
speeds
• encourage traffic speeds and volumes to
levels commensurate with road hierarchy
function
• ensures unhindered access by emergency
vehicles

Design of the roads comply with:
• Transport and Traffic Facilities
Planning Scheme Policy
• Council’s Subdivision and
Development Guidelines
Note: Queensland Streets provides additional
guidance on how to comply with this Performance
Criteria

The road reserve width must be adequate to
cater for road functions, including:
• Safe and efficient movement of
users, including vehicles, cyclists and
pedestrians
• efficient vehicle parking
• access to properties, including
accommodation of the largest service
vehicle likely to access the site
• adequate cul–de–sac heads to enable
service vehicles to undertake a three
point turn, or refuse collection vehicles
to turn around for minor roads
• construction and maintenance of public
utilities
• landscaping, street trees and shading
• incorporation of water sensitive urban
design principles

A9.1

The road reserve is designed in accordance
with Council’s Subdivision and
Development Guidelines

A9.2

Where a site has frontage to the road stub
at the end of a ‘no through’ minor road and
no cul–de–sac head has been constructed, a
cul–de–sac head is provided, including any
road reserve widening to be dedicated, in
accordance with Council’s Subdivision
and Development Guidelines

The road verge width must be sufficient to
cater for:
• safety and visibility

A10

The road verge is designed in accordance
with Council’s Subdivision and
Development Guidelines
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Performance Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acceptable Solutions

integrated pedestrian and cyclist movement
and safety
landscaping
street trees
noise reduction
utility services
unobstructed, safe and efficient lot access
(on land abutting district access or suburban
routes, all vehicles must be able to enter or
leave the road in a forward gear)

P11

Resident and visitor on–road parking must be
provided according to projected needs taking
into account:
• total parking demand
• parking opportunities on lots
• non–residential and external parking
generators

A11

On–road carparking is in accordance with
the Transport and Traffic Facilities
Planning Scheme Policy

P12

Developments on a corner lot must provide
corner truncations to ensure safety, functioning
and visibility at intersections

A12

All corners of a site to a road frontage
provide a corner truncation (if not already
provided) in accordance with Council’s
Subdivision and Development
Guidelines
Note: The land for any new corner truncation is
to be dedicated as road free of cost to Council and
are not to be encroached on by any buildings or
structures

5.3.3 Industrial road design
P13

Industrial roads must be designed to facilitate
access and manoeuvring by larger design
(industrial) vehicles used to service the lots

A13.1

Industrial road networks comply with
the Transport and Traffic Facilities
Planning Scheme Policy

A13.2

The industrial road network is comprised of
minor roads which do not attract unrelated
fast–moving traffic from external areas

A13.3

Lots do not directly ingress/egress to major
roads

A14.1

Junctions along minor roads are spaced
to create safe and convenient vehicle
movements

A14.2

Speed reduction techniques and devices are
used to achieve desired traffic speeds

Road networks must be designed in a manner
that ensures the safety for vehicles, pedestrian
and cyclists and ensures access or evacuation in
emergencies

Note: Refer to the Transport and Traffic
Facilities Planning Scheme Policy for
guidance on achieving this Acceptable Solution
A14.3
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Safe sight distances, based on vehicle speed,
are provided at:
• access points to lots
• pedestrian and cyclist crossings
• junctions and intersections, including
corner truncations
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P14
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5.3.4 Road Safety

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A14.4

Where a residential area would be accessible
by one road which is likely to carry more
than 1,000 vehicles per day, then alternative
emergency access is provided

5.3.5 Public transport
P15

The movement network must cater for the
extension of existing or future public transport
routes to provide services that are convenient
and accessible to the community

A15

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
as each situation requires an individual
approach

P16

A network of suitably shaded walk/bikeways
must be provided to encourage walking and
cycling in accordance with:
• opportunities to link pedestrian and cyclist
destinations such as schools, shopping
centres, open space areas, public transport
stations/stops, and local activity centres
along the safest, most direct and convenient
routes
• the routes of likely users (e.g. school
children, parents with prams, the aged and/
or people with disabilities, and commuter
and recreational cyclists)
• topographic considerations
• pedestrian and cyclist safety

A16.1

Walk/bikeways are provided and comply
with:
• Transport and Traffic Facilities
Planning Scheme Policy
• Council’s Subdivision and
Development Guidelines

A16.2

Dedicated bicycle lanes are provided lanes
on major roads

A16.3

Pedestrian routes are provided as road
carriageway footpaths, with minor
routes and walkways provided through
development, subdivision, and open space
areas
Note: Where local access roads of low volume and
low speed, it is possible for pedestrians to share
the road with vehicles and bicycles

Note: Queensland Streets and AUSTROAD’s Traffic
Engineering Practice: Part 14 provides additional
guidance on how to comply with this Performance
Criteria

Subdivision Code
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Refer to Brisbane Active Transport Strategy:
Walking and Cycling Plan 2005–2010 for
information regarding the existing and proposed
walk/bikeways

P17

Safe and convenient links must be provided for
pedestrians and cyclists across major roads

P18

The pedestrian and cycle networks must:
A18
• be safe, suitably shaded, attractive and
efficient
• run largely along public spaces including
streets and open spaces, fronted by houses
• be located where there is casual surveillance,
avoiding areas with major breaks in
surveillance, and unlit areas at night

P19

Pedestrian pathways must be as wide and as
direct as is feasible to make them obvious,
convenient and secure
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A17

P19

Pedestrian and cyclist crossings of major
roads adjacent to either an industrial or
residential subdivision are provided at
regular intervals with a minimum distance
of 600m
No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
as each situation requires an individual
approach
Refer to Figure u
Note: Refer to the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) Planning
Scheme Policy for assistance in addressing
safety issues

The width and length of pedestrian
pathways comply with the requirements of
an approved Structure Plan, Local Plan or
Centres Concept Plan
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
OR
Have a minimum width of 5m and
maximum length of 40m

P20

5.4

The alignment of walk/bikeways must be
designed so that they:
• conserve trees and other significant features
• are widened at potential conflict points

A20

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
as each situation requires an individual
approach

Safety, hazard, risk and amenity

This subsection addresses the following matters:
Section

Subject

Section 5.4.1 Flooding
Section 5.4.2 Bushfire hazard (generally applicable to Green Space Areas and lands directly adjoining Green
Space Areas)
Section 5.4.3 Buffers to high voltage electricity works and infrastructure
Section 5.4.4 Incompatible land uses
Section 5.4.5 Noise impacts
Section 5.4.6 Air quality
Section 5.4.7 Geotechnical stability
Section 5.4.8 Building location plans where subject to hazard & risk

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

All lots must be provided with protection of
property from flooding, in accordance with
an acceptable level of risk as outlined in the
Subdivision and Development Guidelines
Note: The Stormwater Management Code
provides additional guidance on flooding issues

A1.1

All lots below 1000m2 in size are located
entirely above the minimum design levels
for flood immunity in accordance with
Council’s Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

A1.2

All lots equal to or above 1000m2 in size
have a building platform located above the
minimum design levels for flood immunity
in accordance with Council’s Subdivision
and Development Guidelines

A1.3

All created lots have unencumbered and
unrestricted access from the building
platform to road frontages with flood
immunity in accordance with Council’s
Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

5.4.2 Bushfire hazard (where site is designated as bushfire prone by City Plan)
P2

Fire management measures and design
elements must be adopted to minimise bushfire
hazard and to ensure access or evacuation in
emergencies
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A2.1

Each lot must be positioned and have
suitable area available to minimise bushfire
hazard for subsequent dwellings
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5.4.1 Flooding

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Refer to Figure v

A2.2

Subdivision layout and movement network
does not include cul–de–sacs

A2.3

Subdivision layout includes more than
one access road, or otherwise provides for
alternative emergency evacuation roads and
movement areas

A2.4

The development is provided with
reticulated water sufficient to allow for
fire fighting requirements, in accordance
with the Brisbane City Council Water
Supply and Sewerage Reticulation
Standards

A3.5

Landscaping for any required buffer
component, is comprised of flame and fire
resistant landscaping species

A2.6

Subdivision design includes fire or
maintenance trails that:
• are located as close as possible to the
boundaries of the proposed lots and any
adjoining bushland or vegetation
• has a minimum cleared width of 6m, a
minimum formed width of 4m and a
maximum gradient of 16%
• has vehicular access and manoeuvring
areas at each end
• has links to either existing fire or
maintenance trails or roads
• provides areas for vehicles to pass or turn
at intervals of not more than 400m and
with a maximum grade of 5%

5.4.3 Buffers to high voltage electricity works (above 33 kilovolts) and infrastructure

Subdivision Code
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P3

Subdivision of land contiguous to or affected by A3.1
high voltage electrical works must be designed,
located, constructed and maintained to avoid
exposing people, animals, structures and land
to unacceptable electromagnetic radiation or
A3.2
electrocution risk

Subdivision on land contiguous to or affected
by high voltage electrical works achieves
the minimum safety clearances set out in the
Electricity Safety Regulation 2002

The expected level of hazard and risk to
residents within proximity to high voltage
electrical works is within acceptable limits.
Note: Compliance can be demonstrated by
submitting an assessment by a specialist in electrical
analysis that indicates that the proposal will not be
located where it will be subject to an unacceptable
level of hazard and risk

P4

Lots must have sufficient land for the intended
use, ensuring that such a use does not adversely
impact on the operations of the electricity
infrastructure, or is constructed on, over or
under an easement for electrical works, or
otherwise would compromise the safety of the
people and animals associated with the use
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A4.1

Lots containing land under or over existing
or proposed high voltage electricity lines
or an easement for high voltage electricity
lines, has sufficient area to contain:
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
•

•

P5

Subdivision must ensure that access to electrical
infrastructure is maintained

the minimum lot size and dimensions
for the Area (exclusive of any high
voltage electricity line or easement
width) in which the land is situated, or
if there is no minimum lot size and
dimension specified, sufficient land
to contain all buildings and structures
associated with the future proposed use
in accordance with the criteria provided
in this Code

A4.2

The subdivision layout complies with the
requirements of the electricity entity.

A5.1

Where required the subdivision provides
an easement for high voltage electrical
works or access in accordance with the
requirements of the electricity entity

A5.2

Where required the subdivision includes
provision for gate/s of appropriate
width in fencing in accordance with the
requirements of the electricity entity
Note: Acceptable Solution A5.2 applies
irrespective of whether such a fence would be
developed along the common easement boundary
or perpendicular (across) to and within the
easement boundaries

Where the subdivision adjoins existing or
proposed future hazardous facilities, the
subdivision must:
• provide adequate separation distances to the
hazardous facilities
• minimise the number of people exposed to
the hazard
• adopt design measures to improve
emergency management (eg, adequate
access and escape routes)

A6

No acceptable solution is prescribed as each
situation requires an individual approach

A7

A landscaped buffer with a minimum width
of 20m is provided to visually separate and
buffer incompatible land uses

Note: It is not appropriate to rely on existing lawful
industries to reduce their risks and hazards to
facilitate the development. The Industrial Areas —
Adjacent Development Code provides guidance for
meeting this Performance Criteria
P7

The layout of subdivisions must provide for
separation and buffering to minimise impacts
on residences and other sensitive land uses

Note: Where a proposed industrial subdivision
adjoins an existing Residential Area, Emerging

Community Area or other sensitive land use,
the proposed industrial subdivision provides the
buffer, and vice-versa
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5.4.4 Incompatible land uses

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

5.4.5 Noise impacts
P8

The subdivision layout must not result in
lots in the vicinity of intrusive noise sources
where those lots are intended to be or have the
potential to be developed for noise sensitive
places

A8.1

Lots for non–residential purposes are located
where they can be used as a shield to the
potential noise sources

A8.2

Lots are of sufficient size and depth to
ensure that future dwellings are not exposed
to road traffic noise greater than 63dB
La10(18hr)

A8.3

Where it is not practical to achieve the
required noise levels through lot layout and
design, noise attenuation barriers are utilised
to achieve the required noise levels

A8.4

Where the use of noise attenuation
barriers is not practical or warranted due
to the minor nature of the development
or appearance of the existing streetscape.
Dwellings on lots exposed to road traffic
noise greater than 58dB LA10(18hr) but less
than 63dB LA10(18hr) must be constructed in
accordance with Australian Standard 3671—
1989: Acoustics – Road traffic noise intrusion –
Building siting and construction

Lots must be of a suitable size and dimensions
to facilitate adequate noise management
Note: Refer to the Noise Impact Assessment
Planning Scheme Policy for the definitions of
‘noise sensitive place’ and ‘intrusive noise’

Subdivision Code
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Note: Compliance with Acceptable Solution
A8.4 can be achieved by a Covenant on Title
regarding the construction standards
P10

Noise attenuation measures such as barriers,
fencing and associated landscaping are designed
to:
• be durable
• be easily and economically maintained
• discourage graffiti and vandalism
• complementary to the streetscape
• achieve satisfactory visual appearance and
aesthetics
• not compromise casual surveillance of
public spaces and movement networks

P11

Noise attenuation measures such as barriers,
A11
fencing and associated landscaping do not create
ongoing maintenance costs for Council

A10

No acceptable solution is prescribed as each
situation requires an individual approach

Noise attenuation measures such as barriers,
fencing and associated landscaping are
located within private property

5.4.6 Air quality
P12

Subdivision layout must not result in lots being
subject to adverse air quality or impacts

A12

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed as
each subdivision requires an individual
approach

A13

Subdivision does not occur on sites where any
of the resulting lots will have a slope of greater
than 1 in 3

Note: The Air Quality Planning Scheme Policy
provides guidance on assessing air quality impacts
5.4.7 Geotechnical stability
P13

Subdivision must not occur on sites of
unsuitable topography
Note: A geotechnical assessment will be required for
any proposed lots with a gradient in excess of 1 in 5
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Performance Criteria
P14

P15

Acceptable Solutions

Lot size and layout must minimise any potential A14.1
geotechnical instability, visual and amenity
impacts from retaining walls and excessive
A14.2
earthworks

Safe vehicle access must be available to each
proposed residential lot and building location
plan

Residential lot size and width increases as
the slope increases across the lot
A building site is available on land with a
natural slope of less than 1 in 3

A14.3

Lots with an area less than 450m2 are
located on land with a maximum overall
slope on the short axis of 1 in 10, with a
maximum overall slope across the long axis
of 1 in 15

A14.4

The height of any cut and fill, whether or
not retained, does not exceed:
• 1.2m in Residential Areas
• 2.5m in all Industrial
• 1m in all other Areas

A14.5

No crest of any cut or toe of any fill is
located closer than 0.6m to any property
boundary

A15

Access to a potential dwelling on a residential
lot has a slope of less than 1 in 6 and does not
require cut and fill in excess of 1.2m

5.4.8 Building location plans where subject to hazard & risk
P16

6

Potential dwellings must not be subject to
unreasonable safety, hazard, risk and amenity
impacts from:
• flooding
• bushfire hazard
• high voltage electricity infrastructure
• incompatible land uses
• noise and air pollution
• geotechnical instability

A16

A Building Location Plan is identified that
locates the potential dwelling, ancillary
structures and access in a location that is not
subject to unreasonable safety, hazard, risk
or amenity impacts as identified in Section
5.4

Specific design elements

Subject

Section 6.1

Dividing land into parts by lease (exceeding 10 years) and subdivision of existing or approved
buildings (including proposed single unit dwellings) whether or not including land

Section 6.2

Community Title subdivision

Section 6.3

Rearranging boundaries, creating access easements and volumetric subdivision

Subdivision Code

Section
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This subsection addresses the following matters:
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6.1

Dividing land into parts by lease and
subdivision of existing or approved
buildings (including proposed single
unit dwellings) whether or not including
land

the development permit for reconfiguration relies on
the construction of approved buildings/single unit
dwellings, Council will only seal the plan of survey
when the buildings/single unit dwellings have been
built to lock up stage.

A key principle of this Code is that if buildings are
approved they and the land can be separately titled either
in freehold or community title.

Reconfiguration to create the freehold lot for a single
unit dwelling must be assessed in an integrated manner
with the associated material change of use component,
and therefore the reconfiguration application will not be
approved until the use application has been approved.
A single unit dwelling must be contained entirely on
it’s own freehold lot including open space, car parking
and services.

The provisions in this Code relating to subdivision
of existing or approved buildings do not apply to the
subdivision of a House in the Residential Areas. A
house (including the main dwellings, plus any secondary
dwelling or ancillary/outbuildings) in a Residential Area
is always strictly to remain on its sole lot.
A subdivision proposal that does separate these
components of a house and include them on individual
title is inappropriate and incompatible development and
is highly unlikely to be supported. This ensures that the
expectation of residents for a high standard of residential
amenity is protected.
Where reconfiguration is proposed in conjunction with
an application for a use or uses that require assessment,
the reconfiguration application will not be approved
until the use application has been determined. Where

Chapter 5: Codes and Related Provisions

•

•

more than 10 dwellings/lots (except for the
conversion of a multi–unit dwelling to single unit
dwellings) and/or
the creation of new public streets

Section 5 of this Code will apply to the assessment
of the proposal, excluding minimum lot sizes. This
ensures compliance with design elements to achieve
an acceptable level of performance in planning, design
and development.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1

Dividing land in parts by lease or subdivision
of existing or approved buildings, whether or
not including land, must not create a situation
where, as a result of the subdivision:
• the use/s and/or building/s become
unlawful
• dependant activities of use/s become
separated by means of titling
• the functioning of use/s or the relevant
development approval is compromised
Note: For instance, premises used for industry that
includes manufacturing and an ancillary office. The
office cannot be separately titled as it is dependent on
the manufacturing component of the industry

Subdivision Code

Where the proposed development of single unit
dwellings involves:

For instance the subdivision of a multi–unit dwelling
to provide individual community title for the units
(Building Format Plan with land component). The
private courtyard for each unit must be included
within the unit title
In some instances it is appropriate to allow for the
subdivision of land by either Community Title or
Standard Format Plan where a combined application
for a material change of use includes an existing
building that is to be retained on the development site
and separately titled
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The use/s of the land are lawful and any
existing buildings are lawfully built, and
use/s and/or building/s comply with the
development approval/s
OR
Where for the subdivision of approved
buildings yet to be constructed the subdivision
is consistent with the development approval/s

A1.2

The subdivision does not result in the use/s
and/or buildings becoming unlawful

A1.3

The reconfiguration does not result in a
situation where requirements in relation to
gross floor area, site cover, carparking and
other standards required by this Plan or
relevant building regulations cannot be met

A1.4

The reconfiguration does not result in
a building straddling or being too close
to a boundary (in relation to setbacks
required by this Plan or relevant building
regulations), other than where buildings or
parts of buildings cross title boundaries as a
result of volumetric subdivision
Note: The application may indicate that
buildings and structures are to be demolished or
redesigned pending approval of the subdivision
to correct this situation. This must be carried out
before sealing of the plan of survey
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6.2

Community title subdivision

Where the subdivision of land is proposed under
a Community Management Scheme, and is not a
subdivision of existing or approved buildings, the
development will comply with the general design
elements set out in Section 5, except as varied in this
Section.

If buildings are to be constructed prior to the
reconfiguration of lots, assessment of the proposal
will be undertaken as part of a material change of use
application. Reconfiguration of the lots can be assessed
simultaneously or subsequently as code assessable
development against the relevant parts of this Code.

This subsection addresses the following matters:
Section

Subject

Section 6.2.1 Lot size, dimensions and site density requirements
Section 6.2.2 Setbacks requirements
Section 6.2.3 Internal access ways requirements
Section 6.2.4 Communal open space requirements

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

6.2.1 Lot size, dimensions and site density
P1

P2

Residential lots must have an appropriate area
and dimensions for siting and constructing a
house and ancillary outbuildings, the provision
of private open space, vehicle access and
parking, with the overall development subject
to density considerations
Lots for all other development types must
have an appropriate area and dimensions for
siting and constructing buildings and ancillary
structures, the provision of private open space,
vehicle access, parking and servicing.

A1.1

Lots have an area of at least 250m2 and
contain a rectangle of at least 9m by 15m

A1.2

Density does not exceed 20 lots per hectare
(total site area)

A2

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
as each situation requires an individual
approach

A3

Minimum separation between the front of
buildings on either side of an access way is
12m

A4.1

For residential development:
• internal access ways are designed in
accordance with Table 2
• all cars can enter and exit from garages
and carparking spaces in one movement
• internal driveways serving a single
dwelling are a maximum of 3m wide
• driveways serving more than three lots
are at least 4m wide

A4.2

For other development internal access
ways and driveways must comply with
the Transport, Access, Parking and
Servicing Planning Scheme Policy

6.2.2 Setbacks
P3

The setback of residential buildings must make
efficient use of the site and provide amenity for
residents
Internal access ways and driveways must be
designed to clearly indicate the function of
the access way and provide acceptable levels
of access, functionality, safety, amenity and
convenience for users, as well as catering for
carparking facilities
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P4
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6.2.3 Internal access ways

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

6.2.4 Communal open space
P5

Communal open space must be designed
A5
to meet user needs and must be able to be
developed for a range of recreational uses, social
activities and landscaping taking into account:
• overall site density
• the quality and extent of alternative private
or nearby public open space
• the need for landscaping to create a sense of
enclosure while allowing formal surveillance
and meeting security needs
• the need to distinguish communal open
space from private or public open space
• the need to maintain privacy
• future maintenance and management
requirements

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
as each situation requires an individual
approach
Refer to Figure w
Note: The proportion of public and communal
open space is determined according to the
characteristics of the individual development and
its relationship to nearby public open space area.
Preferred minimum proportions of a site are 8%
public open space and 4% communal open space

Table 2: Design of accessways in community title development for low density residential
Type 1(1)

Type 2(2)

Type 3(3)

35km/h

25km/h

15km/h

Minimum carriageway width

6m

5.5m with low
speed entrance
treatment

5m at entrance to
public road, 4.5m
otherwise

Minimum total access way reserve

10m

8m

8m

Minimum verge width

1.5m

1m

1m

Footpath width

1.5m

Not required

Not required

3 point turn

maximum 5 point
turn

maximum 5 point
turn

Required

Not required

Not required

Maximum design speed

Cul–de–sac design for service vehicle
Kerb and channel
(1)

Minor loop or cul–de–sac not exceeding 200m in length and not serving more than 100 carparking spaces

(2)

Minor loop or cul–de–sac for vehicular and pedestrian use:

– not exceeding 200m in length and not serving more than 100 carparking spaces for a loop road
(3)

Cul–de–sac not exceeding 50m in length and not serving more than 25 carparking spaces

Subdivision Code
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– not exceeding 100m in length and not serving more than 50 carparking spaces for a cul–de–sac, or
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6.3

Rearranging boundaries, creating access easements and volumetric subdivision

Where the rearrangement of a boundary or boundaries
results in the creation of a lot size that would be subject
to notifiable code or impact assessment Section 5 of this
Code must be used.
This subsection addresses the following matters:
Section

Subject

Section 6.3.1 Requirements for rearranging boundaries
Section 6.3.2 Requirements for access easements
Section 6.3.3 Requirements for volumetric subdivision
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

6.3.1 Rearranging boundaries

Note: Where the adjustment of a boundary or
boundaries results in the creation of a lot size that is
subject to notifiable code or impact assessment, the
other relevant provisions of this Code are applicable

No additional lots are created
An improvement on the existing situation is
created through:
• a frontage to depth ratio that is greater
than the existing lots, or
• proposed lots that are better suited to
the existing or proposed use of the lots,
whether or not minimum standards are
met,
OR

•

provision of access to a lot that
previously had no access

A1.3

Where located in an established area, the
size and configuration of the proposed lots
is consistent with the historical pattern of
subdivision in the immediate area

A1.4

The rearrangement does not result in a
building straddling or being too close
to a boundary (in relation to setbacks
required by this Plan or relevant building
regulations), other than where buildings or
parts of buildings cross title boundaries as a
result of volumetric subdivision
Note: The application may indicate that
buildings and structures are to be demolished
pending approval of the subdivision to correct this
situation. This must be carried out before sealing
of the plan of survey
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A1.5

The reconfiguration does not result in a
situation where requirements in relation to
gross floor area, site cover, carparking and
other standards required by this Plan or
relevant building regulations cannot be met

A1.6

Lots created by the rearrangement of a
boundary or boundaries meet the minimum
requirements set out in Table 1
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The rearrangement of a boundary or
A1.1
boundaries must:
A1.2
• not result in the creation of additional lots
• be consistent with subdivision pattern of the
local area
• be an improvement on the existing situation
• not create a situation where, as a result of
the subdivision the use/s and/or building/s
become unlawful
• not result in lots less than the minimum lot
size required for the given Area

Subdivision Code

P1

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

6.3.2 Access easements
P2

The access easement must:
• be of adequate width
• be constructed to a standard appropriate to
the situation
• not result in unreasonable detriment or
nuisance to neighbours

A2.1

Access easements are provided in
accordance with the requirements of
the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines

A2.2

Access easements are located as far as
practical away from existing and proposed
residences

A3

The subdivision is consistent with the
development approval/s

6.3.3 Volumetric subdivision
P3

7

The subdivision of the space above or below
the surface of the land must facilitate efficient
development in accordance with the intent of
the Area where the land is located

Assessment guidance

•

location and size of any significant natural or built
features to be removed or retained on or adjoining
the subject site including existing vegetation covered
by the Natural Assets Local Law

•

flood levels

•

existing and/or proposed water bodies

•

Building Location Plans and Building Envelope
Plans

•

access grades where site grade is greater than 1 in
4

•

proposed open space area and parkland
embellishments

•

location of any existing parks and reserves abutting
the subject land

•

location of any proposed services associated with the
development that are likely to impact on existing or
proposed parks and reserves

This section provides guidance on information
and consultation requirements associated with
reconfiguration.
7.1

Supporting information

Applications for reconfiguring lots will include a level
of supporting information appropriate to the size of
the proposal. The application will be consistent with
the approved Structure Plan and contain the following
information.

Subdivision Code
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A Detailed Subdivision Layout with requirements
for each site is to be drawn to an appropriate scale,
containing:
•

a north point

•

a date and drawing number of plan

•

the name of person/company who prepared plan

•

the real property description

•

proposed sewage pump stations

•

a site location

•

proposed detention basins and drainage reserves

•

a site area and dimensions of existing and proposed
lots

•

location and width of driveways on lots adjacent and
opposite the site

•

contours at 1m intervals.

•

kerbside allocation within 100m and opposite the
site

•

names, location and widths of rights of way,
carriageways, and footpaths of adjacent and relevant
roads (within 100m of the site)

•

services in the road reserve or in other locations e.g.
parks

•

location and width of internal roads

•

existing and proposed access restriction strips

•

identification of roads where direct lot access is
not permitted or the number of access points is
restricted

The Detailed Subdivision Layout is to include the
following details (where relevant):
•

location, width and purpose of all easements/
encumbrances both existing and proposed (including
rights of way)

•

existing buildings, fences and other improvements

•

details of subdivision stage boundaries, including the
area of each stage, the number of lots and/or the mix
of housing types/densities in each stage
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•

location and method of speed control device
requirements in determining street/lot layouts

•

road widenings

•

type and treatment of proposed intersections

•

location of proposed walkways, bikeways and
footpaths

•

the proposal, and to assist in the decision stage of the
development application.
Public notification requirements:
•

commence within 5 days of lodgement of the
application

•

location of existing and proposed bus routes and
stops.

place a notice (sign) on the principal road frontage
of the land on which it is intended to carry out the
development in accordance with Section 7.2.1

•

Additional information to support the application, is to
include (where relevant):

give a letter to the owners of all adjoining land in
accordance with Section 7.2.2

•

may be carried out by the applicant instead of the
Council

•

where the applicant has carried out public notification,
a statement of compliance is to be submitted to
Council upon completion of the public notification
period, indicating how the public notification
requirements have been complied with

•

a minimum of 10 business days will be allowed
between the closing date for lodging comments, and
the time the notice is placed on the land or a letter
is given to all adjoining owners (whichever is the
later)

•

public notification period must not include any
business days between 20 December and 5 January
(in the following year).

•

studies that demonstrate compliance with all relevant
State Planning Policies and Council’s strategic/
policy documents and details of consultations with
any relevant public authorities

•

Community Impact Assessment and community land
study reports

•

studies/reports conducted by qualified consultants,
including:
-

-

-

-

•

a report demonstrating compliance with the
Industrial Areas — Adjacent Development
Code (where applicable)
a transport/land use report (where relevant)
an acoustic report for development adjacent
to a major road, or an incompatible land use,
addressing the need for suitable buffers between
incompatible uses
a water quality report, for existing or proposed
water bodies, e.g. a lake, wetland, wet basin or
pond
a flora and fauna report, where the site is
adjacent to or includes land of environmental
significance
a landscape concept plan for proposed parkland

studies/reports conducted by qualified consultants
(for subdivisions in the Environmental Protection
and Rural Areas only), including:
-

-

a flora and fauna report, where the site is
adjacent to or includes land of environmental
significance
a report on bushfire hazard (where relevant)
a report on landscape impact (where relevant)
a report relating to on–site effluent disposal.

7.2.1

Sign to be posted on the land

The required format for the sign is as follows:
PROPOSED SMALL LOT
It is proposed to subdivide the land at
(insert address) for the purpose of a small lot/s.
Details of the proposal may be inspected at
Brisbane City Council,
Library and Customer Centre, 1st Floor,
266 George Street, Brisbane.
The Council is seeking public comment under
s3.2.7 of the Integrated Planning Act 1997.
Comments may be lodged at any
Brisbane City Council Customer Service Centre
or posted to:
Brisbane City Council
GPO Box 1434
Brisbane 4001

7.2 Public notification of subdivision

The final date for lodging comments is (insert date).

Where a subdivision type is identified as subject to Code
Assessment — Notifiable in the level of assessment
tables, Council will be seeking views of the surrounding
community in the form of additional advice or comment
from third parties to promote community awareness of

Any comments will be taken into account by
Council in assessing the application. However,
lodging comments does not give any right to appeal
against Council’s decision on the application.
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road truncations

Subdivision Code

•

The sign will be no smaller than 1.2m x 0.9m.
The lettering on the sign will be:
•

for the words ‘PROPOSED SMALL LOT’, at least
50mm high and in bold

•

for other lettering, at least 25mm high

7.2.2

Letter to adjoining owners

The following information will be included in a letter
to owners of all adjoining land:
An application has been made by (insert name of
applicant) to develop a small lot/s at (insert street address
of proposed development).
Council is seeking public comment under s3.2.7
of the Integrated Planning Act 1997. You are being
notified because the City Plan requires that owners
of neighbouring properties be advised of proposals
to develop small lot housing.
Details of the proposal may be inspected at Brisbane
City Council, Library and Customer Centre, 1 st
Floor, 266 George Street, Brisbane.
If you have any comments, please lodge them at any
Brisbane City Council Customer Service Centre or
post them to:
Brisbane City Council
GPO Box 1434
Brisbane 4001
The final date for lodging comments is (insert date).

Subdivision Code
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Any comments you make will be taken into
account by Council in assessing the application.
However, making comments does not give you any
right to appeal against Council’s decision on the
application.
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PLANNING APPROACH
BROAD CONCEPTS

Suburb or greater level

Structure Plans
Detailed subdivision
layout

Neighbourhood
Land parcel

Building location
plans

Lot level plans

Building envelope
plans

Lot level plans

Building design plans

Lot level plans
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Local Plans

Figure a

Subdivision Code

LOT LEVEL
DETAIL/PRECISE
DETAILS
Subdivision planning approach
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40m

locate:
- house
- on site effluent
- out buildings
- tennis courts etc
in building envelope

40m

minimum 15–20m
between house and
any trees

building envelope—approximate area 2500m2
- must be able to contain 40m x 40m area
- on gradients of less than 1 in 4
- must take into account:
- bushfire
- flooding
- land suitability
- must provide area for on–site wastewater disposal

Figure b Example building location plan

7.5m max
side wall
height

8.5m max
building
height

300

3.5m average height
4.5m max height

6.0m min
rear setback

1.5m min
side setback

STREET
1.5m min
side setback

9.0m max built
to boundary

25.0m max
building length
front setback
within 20% of
the average front setback of the
adjoining buildings fronting the same street

40.0m average
lot depth

Figure c Example building envelope for a typical 16 perch (405m2) lot with one street frontage

Subdivision Code
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10.0m average
lot width
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90% of dwellings within
400m of bus routes
proposed park corridor

local bus route
greater variety of
housing and densities
close to the centre

vibrant neighbourhood
centre with a mix of uses

drainage corridor

district bus route

Subdivision Code
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Figure d Green field sites — surrounding context taken into account in neighbourhood design, such
as traffic routes, environmental and drainage corridors, landscape values and opportunities
for different land uses
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emerging area
possible future road
network and pedestrian
cycle path
pathway to cater for
overland flow and provide
pedestrian and cycle link

park dedication to link
with possible future
adjacent parkland

possible road layout

2m road widening
emerging area

existing residential

Key

future
collector road
pedestrian
linkages

future access
roads
proposed subdivision
boundary

Figure e Infill sites — design ensures continuation of corridors, networks and linkages and takes into account
surrounding neighbourhood

Subdivision Code
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open space
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pedestrian paths

walking/cycle track

Figure f

Integration of corridors and networks (Source QRDG,1987)

100m

bus stop

bus stop

Figure g At least 90% of dwellings are within 400m walking distance of an existing or potential public transport
route
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200m
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400m

A

WATERWAY CROSSING
no. of waterway crossings
minimised to limit corridor
fragmentation whilst
arranging layout to maintain
permeability

PARKLAND AS IDENTIFIED
ON LOCAL PLAN

A WATERWAY IN PUBLIC
OWNERSHIP
provides linkage between
existing open space and local
plan park and promotes
multi–use outcomes

existing

REVEGETATED WATERWAY
riparian zone rehabilitated
as part of development

STANDARD RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROTECTED
VEGETATION
significant waterway/
vegetation protected
in larger “bushland
housing” style
lots to minimise
fragmentation

subdivision

existing
park

A
A

SHARED PATH
SYSTEM

FRONTAGE ROAD
frontage road to corridor
in public ownership to
improve access, ameninty,
“effectiveness” of open
space and enable passive
supervision

A
LARGER LOTS
where greater
fragmentation is
permissable, waterway
to be within large
residential lots

WATERWAY IN PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
waterway corridor protected by
environmental covenant.
flood flow covered by stormwater
management plan

FRONTAGE ROAD
frontage road provided
to waterway in private
ownership to bring the
penetration of the bush
into the ressidential area
and inprovement

Figure h Development options where sites are affected by environmental constraints
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medium widths lots
facing south with north
facing rear gardens

narrowest, longest lots facing
north, with south facing rear
gardens (to accommodate
overshadowing of garden by
building)

east–west facing
corner lot can be
narrow where street is
to the north (to enable
surveillance of the
street)

medium and largest width
lots facing east or west, with
north facing gardens

Figure i

Preferred location/orientation of lots
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longer lots may enable
existing stands of vegetation
to be protected in front

medium–sized lots
on sloping sites

smaller lots on hill
top with views

smaller lots fronting
to parkland

Figure j

larger lots on land with
substantial vegetation

Lot size variation to suit site characteristics

md

activity
centre
md
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md

Subdivision Code

md—multi–dwelling sites

Figure k Example of layout that achieves a mix of lot sizes
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commercial
and community use

duplexes, units,
townhouses mix

townhouses, duplex
detached housing mix

predominantly
detached housing

Figure l

Provision of housing in neighbourhood design (source QRDG, 1987)

true north

lot

Subdivision Code

lot

street

W

300

200

20

300

street
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street
200 300

0

lot

E

300 200
street
lot

S

Figure m Preferred orientation for long axis of lots
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avoid existing
trees

avoid existing
trees

avoid existing
trees

avoid steep
contours

avoid existing
trees

access zone
new services

Figure n Retention of vegetation is maximised in the
location of access and buildings

house site located below ridgeline
and outside area covered by VPO

access to house in
environmental protection area

Subdivision Code
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Figure o Preferred building location below ridgeline to protect scenic values
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residential street

R

30

off centre line for lots
with home business
uses established at
the outset

70

40

R

B

mixed use street

Figure p Illustration of how to vary lot depth to accommodate mix of uses.
Typical 70m deep block with off–centre midline creating deeper lots
for business use

zoning

built form

land use x
change along here

Figure q Illustration of how to change land use at rear of lots. Aim for like or compatible uses to face each other
across street where possible

Subdivision Code
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land use y
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town centre

subregional
center

primary school

neighbourhood
centre

secondary school

local centre

Figure r

Convential interconnected neighbourhood land use and street pattern

take into account existing contours
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local re–development
to protect trees

protect existing
gullies, streams and
associated vegetation

Figure s

bridge over gullies
and streams

Subdivision Code

major existing
trees can be
preserved

roads aligned along
gullies where not
environmentally
significant

Street network designed to suit site
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cuk–de–sac is less than
100m long

cul–de–sac head is
visible from entrance

direct line of site cul–de–sac
head to abutting street

cul–de–sac head provides for permeability to
abutting street with potential to upgrade to
vehicle access in some circumstances

Figure t

Pedestrian pathway design allows full cul–de–sac heads have direct line of sight to the adjoining cul–de–
sac

to shops and
public transport
crossing points
treatment
dependent on
situation

Subdivision Code

pedestrians and cycles
on carriageway of access
places and access streets

trunk collector
cycles on
carriageway

collector street
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arterial road

dual use paths

duel
use
path

pathway reserve
park

to local
shops

Figure u Pedestrian and cycle route
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may be subject to
fire storms

avoid these hill sites
if possible

relatively safe on
south–facing slopes
less safe on north–
facing slope
4
flat
2

6

relatively safe on flat
site at base of slope
5

1

3

Figure v Preferred building location to minimise bushfire risk

Figure w Location of communal open space
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Subdivision Code

usable size for communal open space with
good casual surveillance from sorrounding
houses and sunny northern aspect
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